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ABSTRACT

This report summarizes the proceedings of the 17th Asilomar Conference
on Fire and Blast Effects of Nuclear Weapons. The conference, sponsored by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FESTA) and orgaliized by the lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL), was he'd from May 30 through June 3,
1983 at the Asilomar Conference renter in Pac!fic (rove, California.

The objective of the 1983 conference was to provide for tne technical
exchange of ideas relating to the science and technology of the immediate
effects of nuclear weapon explosions. This exchnge was accomplished
through the presentation of technical papers, as vell as throtigh formal
group discussions on pertinent topics. Those etteo•ding the conference
included individuals from Sweden and the United Kingdom, as well as those
,ridividuals from government, industry, and academia 'n the Utnited States.
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1983 Asilomar Conference

Opening Remarks
by

Jim Kerr

I think it's important to look in both directions in meetings. like
this. A lot of distinguished alumni are back. The direct lineage of these
meetings goes back to early meetings with the fire research contractors that
we held with our contractors at IITRI in 196?. Various sponsorships, or
managing organizations, were represented at the original 1962 meeting and at
the Forest Service when we met in Riverside and at MRDL in San Francisco.
We first came to Asilomar about 1966. Outside of some state agencies, we
have had the longest run of any organization meeting at Asilomar. About 20%
of you are here for the first time, and that fraction of new people every
year is quite healthy; otherwise, the program tends to get a little stale
and we can't have that. We think that gatherings of this type are
absolutely essential to educate us. We regard this as an important
management tool for the FEMA research management people. Certainly we have
to exchange infonnation and cross-fertilize.

FEMA started under the Carter Administrati3n by putting 5 agencies
together. Under the Reacan Administration FFMA does have a mandate to
succeed and that is of real importance. We are supposed to move ahead and
make the pieces fit together with the mission that we have. As some of you
heard me say, we are responsible for everything from "hang-nails to
holocdust" and everything between. It's an Incredibly broid mission, and at
the same time Dr. Gluffrida feels that he does have a mandate from the
President to succeed. The President feels that having the civil population
prepared to cope with disaster, of whatever flavor, is in fact a part of the
strategic equation. He also feels that it is very important that we have
our international connections, so we have people here from across the water.

The Research Office is in the National Preparedness Program Directorate
of FEMA. FEMA has three principal program areas, the training and fire
programs, the State and Local Programs Directorate which interface with the
state and local authorities to carry out programs. The National
Preparedness Program Directorate is supposed to be at the cutting edge, the
place where all the brains are and where the program and policies are
developed. There is a very good rationale for having this office in with
our brethren who take care of other national programs, industrial
preparedness, and that sort of thing. The Research Office with all this
coverage sits there with all these National Preparedness Programs. It's
supposed to provide basic science input to all the rest of the agency. Each
element of FEMA has both the privilege and the duty of funding its own
applied research program. For example, if Don Bettge, who is in the Civil
Defense Division, wants to do something along the lines of countermeasures,
say blast hardening, it's up to him to fund it, and you go after him for
money, not me. If he runs these things through me, I have a ccomputer
search done, and then we can find out where some other work has been done,
because if its applied science, it is not run through the Research Office.
So if Don finds that he can't do his countermeasure program, because the
physics haven't been done yet, then he's free to call on the Research Office
to see about funding the physics.
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The Research Office does have to do the coordination of R&D for FENA. It
serves as a focal point fof science and technology support. Those are our
principal jobs and that's Mhere we sperd most of our time. Part of our R&D
program is performed witht'n FEIA, resulting in papers which we prepare
ourselves, as distinguished from contrai:t work. There is now a working group
in FEMA known as the Issues Group. The!;e are presidential appointees, of
which we have four or five, and they meet every week to address real issues.
Some qf the issues, of course, are how do we play the R&D game, how do we
allocate funds, and how do we manaqe. It's also intearesting to look at the
history. The best history and certain'y the oldest agency of the five that
went together to form i'EMA was the Civil Defense Agency. We had the Rerlin
Crisis and the Cuban Mossile Crisis. Budgets responded to political events
rather than scientific. breakthroughs.

How should we mobilize the naticn in time of stress and crises and
international tension? The President decides that he wants to upgrade our
prepzredness. What should the research role be? We look at the history of
World War I1, and we find that President Roosevelt discovered that there was
science around, and that the science industry was going to start expanding.
There had to be a fairly respectable establishment with a management role.
This was put together on a crash basis, and the leqacy that we have is the
excellent R&D program of today. We have a Science Advisor in the White House
with a half dozen other staff, and nobody else worrying about science in the
civil sector. We have a bit of an in-house study going on right now.
Capt. Jarratt is working on that problem, and we think that that's a place
where the National Defense Executive Reserve could play a big role. I thank
those of you who responded last year to my recruiting pitch to sign up for the
Executive Reserve. It is sort of like the National Guard without a uniform.
The mobilization is something that FEMA has to work out; I hope our plan will
hit the streets by the end of the year.

What is the keynote? I have suggested that we concentrate on the pursuit
of excellence. That's not a bad way to start this conference again, but
perhaps that's a little too vague. I think that we have to concentrate on
collating our knowledge, synthesizing what we believe and understand, and
looking ahead in a fashion so that we can provide the scie'itific guidance that
not just FEMA but people who work in the civil areas can use. We have
opportunities here: there are all the papers which you will hear; and the
workshops that are the heart of the week's work. The heart of the conference
is the interaction that we achieve, and that happens most in the workshops.

The proceedings are evidence of where we think we stand on any given
subject. We read them carefully and those of us here naturally have an
awareness of what is going on, but people throughout the Agency look at what's
been said in the workshops, and this does tend to move science down the road.
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BOB LEVINE - NBS
Opening Pemarks

Our role is going to be limited pretty much to the more scientific areas
of fire science in the future. Right now we have about 100 people on our
staff. In terms of budqet, we get about $3.5M from other agencies
(including FFNA) and about 1SM internally. With our internal funding, we
operate a grant3 program that amounts to $2M which goes to universities.
Thus, our in-house program ends up as about half contract work. We try to
stay in close contact with the real world, by being in direzt contact with
people who must comply with regulations.

We perform fire property tests on full-scale rooms with real materlIls
and furnishings. We also serve on a number of advisory panels. Our
organization is made up of groups, each of which represents a thrust areA.
Some are very basic, such as fire gas toxicology, and others are more
applied, aimed at getting materials prcperties that can be put into computer
models. Other thrust areas include, hut are not limited to, extinguishment
and suppression phenomena and techniques, developirnt of a more quantitative
fire safety evaluation system, and quantitative fire risk analysis. This
has many tasks, similar to the nuclear people, but we are trying to go
beyond the simple cost effectiveness justification. We also perform
laboratory work in support of arson studies.

Some recent tests include flame spread rates as a function of impinging
radiant heat flux, and these results can go into computer models, too. The
expression developed works on a number of different kinds of materials,
including those found in airplanes. In the area of 3D field equations
applied to plumes, our Center of Applied Mathematics within the Bureau has
developed a model for use in rooms in conjunction with Fendell and Carrier.

In our grants program, which is $2M as I mentioned earlier, we have
about a 25% turnover each year. Flame spread, sooting, turbulent diffusion
flares, charring, entrained flow in corridors, radiation from flames,
combustion efficiency, and radiation from soot are typical study areas that
are currently funded. We monitor these activities with people who are doing
similar research in-house, so close contact is maintained.

We are also putting more effort into working with the fire comfrunity In
a more organized way rather than just hoping it will happen.
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HAL ANDERSON - U S. Forestry Service
Opening Pemarks

I'll describe briefly what has occurred in the past three years and what
we anticipate in the coring year. The Forestry Service is made up of three
branches, one of which is Research. The funding has declined some in the
past few years. In the fire area, we have 77 people at the research
stations throughout the country. There are another 38 fire-related
scientists who are funded from other parts of the Forestry Service. Our
fire research budnet in FY83 is $8M, or about $2M less than in FY81, and we
anticipate another decline of about $1M in FY84.

Our station, the Intermountain Station 4-c Missoula, Montana, received
about $2.5M this year, and fire behavior received about $1M. We are trying
to speed the utilization of research compared to our typical technology
transfer rates of the past. We have developed predictive fire models for
slope effects, moisture effects, and wind-driven fires. This model is being
used in officer training and in the training of other specialists to make it
operational by next year. Fire effects R&D work deals with recovery of a
burned over area, mostly from the viewpoint of the biologist. The fate of
fauna, vegetation, seeds, micro-organisms in the soil, are each important.

We have two other fire labs in the U1S: one at Riverside, California,
and one in Macon, Georgia. At Riverside, they are looking at fire in
chaparral. They study fire management, economics, fire prevention, and
meteorological effects. At the Macon lab, there are three projects:
combustion processes that involves toxicity and particulates production;
adaptation of fire science developed in the West to the needs of the Fast;
and fire-weather data systems. We also have several stations around the
country doing other kinds of forestry research.

We're trying very hard to do the best work we can and take advantage of
information exchanges such as this to make the most of our shrinking
budgets, just as others have probably experienced.
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BLAST LOADING OF CLOSURES FOR USE ON SHELTERS

George A. Coulter

U.S. Army Ballistic Research Laboratory
U.S. Army Armament Research and Development Command

Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland 21005

ABSTRACT

The work reported here is a part of a study funded by the Federal Emer-
gency Management Agency (FEMA) under Work Unit 1123C to upgrade existing shel-
ters in key worker and host areas. The objective of this portion of the study
is to determine closures suitable for shelters in these two areas. Ultimate
failure of closures (breakout) was determined by dynamic loading tests per-
formed at the BRL 2.44 m blast simulator. Test results are given for three
types of closures. Load ratios of ultimate failure to allowable static design
loads were found dynamically to be about four for the wood beam/plywood skin
closures. This would make it acceptable for both host and key worker shelter
areas.

I. INTRODUCTION

The work described here is a part of a study funded by FEMA under Work
Unit 1123C to upgrade existing shelters. The objective of the Interagency
Agreement No. EMW-E-0699 with the Ballistic Research Laboratory (BRL) was to
design and test a series of closures made from readily available materials
that might be suitable for use in host and key worker areas. A major require-
ment was that the materials cuuid be obtained at local suppliers. Also, the
closures should be useable for opening sizes from small pipe vents to entry-
ways for underground shelters.

Previous work sponsored by FEMA at BRL (1), (2) had verified design pro-
cedures (3) indicating that plywood panels and plywood stressed-skin panels
were satisfactory expedient closures for the low pressure host area. They
were also effective closures for small, pipe vent type openings in the higher
pressure risk area if used with suitable supporting fixtures. The need,
therefore, was to design and test closures intended for entryway-size openings
in the risk area.

Accordingly, three types of closures were prepared for testing at the
BRL 2.44 m (8 ft) shock tube: commercial steel doors, steel grating/plywood
closures, and wood beam/plywood skin closures. The method of testing is
described in the next sectlun.

II. TEST PROCEDURE

Details of the test flange, closures, and recording instrumentation are
described briefly in this section.

8



A. TEST FLANGE AND CLOSURES

The test flange and the closures are shown in Figures 1-4. All tests were
conducted with the closures mounted in the vertical position. Wooden frames
were used to mask each of tha closures to give a smooth wall effect for the
test. The clearance of about 0.5 cm that separated the closure from the frame
was covered with strips of rubber, with a loose edge left on the closure side.

The bea-n closure shown in Figure 2 was made of 3.81 x 8.89 cm (2 x 4's)
joists on edge, sandwiched and nailed, between sheets of 1.27 cm thick ply-
wood. The short ends were supported with a length of 7.62 cm durinig the
tests of this closure. The face grain of the plywood sheets ran in the di-
rection of the 2 x 4's to give the greatest strength.

Figure 3 shows ordinary steel grating, covered on one side with plywood
(0.635 or '.27 cm) to contain the blast pressure. The grating normally is
sold in a standard width of 0.91 m, so two widths were attached to cover the
end flange opening of 1.219 x 1.576 m. Grating was supported 7.12 cm on all
sides.

The third closure tested is shown as Figure 4. The doors were full-flush
steel, no cut-outs, and had internal bracing with a filler of rock wool for
insulation. The doors were supported or all four edges.

All closures were tested to ultimate failure, where major portions, or all
of the closure was blown from the end flange opening (1.219 x 1.676 m).

Figure 1. Test fixture, 2.44 m Figure 2. Wood beam closure,
shock tube. Shot 8-82-25.

Figure 3. Grating closure, Figure 4. Steel door,

Shot 8-82-31. Shot 8-82-35.

9



B. INSTRUMENTATION

The blast pressure load applied to the closure was measured at a point on
the wooden masking frame 11.43 cm from the long edge of the flange opening.
The transducer was approximately centered vertically along the heighth of the
frame. The output from the transducer (PCB Model 113A24) was suitably ampli-
fied and recorded by an CEC FM 3300 tape recurder. Records were available for
a quick-look from an on-site oscillograph for immediate recording changes for
following tests.

The displacement of the clcsure was tracked with an OPTRON Model 501
Electro Optical Displacement Follower (4). A light cardboard target, painted
black was attached with an aluminum holder to the center of the closure. The
target was optically tracked and converted to displacement-time records by
the recorder.

A high speed camera (Red Lakes HYCAM) operated at 1000 pictures per second
supplemented the displacement follower when it was over ranged.

III. RESULTS

The results are summarized with a data table and typical loading/

deflection-time records.

A. DATA TABLE

Table 1 summarizes the resulting loading pressure, transient center
deflection, vibratio.a frequency, and damage to the closures.

TABLE 1. LOADING DATA FOR CLOSURES

SHOT LOAD, DISPL., FREQ., ULTIMATE FAILURE
NO. CLOSURES kpa cm Hz ALLOWABLE LOAD DAMAGE

8-82-25 Wood 239 3.14 121/19 2x4 broken.
beam

8-l2-26 300 ---- Half panel out.
8-82-27 278 3.40 102/16 4 Skin broken.

8-82-29 Steel 174 - Walls broken.
grating

8-82-30 215 ---- Grating out.
8-82-31 192 - 7 Grating bulged.

8-82-33 53 5.50 75/15 1.2 Bulged.
8-82-34 57 > 5.75 Door bent.
8-82-35 52 8.75 83/15 Bulged.

10
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The wood beam/plywood closures (Shots 8-82-25 to 8-82-27) were tested
through a range of loading pressLres (reflected) from 239 kPa (34.7 psi) to
300 kPa (43.5 psi). Slight damage by bulging occurred at the low end of the
loading range. At 300 kPa (43.5 psi), the closure was in place and effective.
Two frequencies of vibration were measured - 102 to 121 Hz and 16-20 Hz. Near
ultimate failure the vibrations tend to damp out.

The loading range for the steel grating (Shots 8-82-29 to 8-82-31) varied
between 174 kPa (25.2 psi) and 215 kPa (31.2 psi). When the two sections of
grating were held together with U-bolts the closure remained together at a
load of 174 kPa (25.2 psi). At 215 kPa (31.2 psi), the closure was blown
completely away from the shock tube. Successful operation was found at an
intermediate load of 192 kPa (27.8 psi).

The tkird type of closure, the commercial steel door was weak even when
supported on all four sides. The doors tested behaved inconsistently but
failed at about 57 kPa (8.3 psi). None survived load ranges comparable to
either the wood beam or the grating closure.

B. LOADING AND DEFLECTION PLOTS

Figures 5 and 6 show some typical pressure and deflection plots as a
function of time during the blast loading period. The pressure record
(upper trace) was modified as damage occurred to the closure letting the
blast wave vent. When the closure remained 4nLact, the deflection record
follows the loading-pressure well. See Shots 8-82-25, 31, and 35 for no
venting. Venting is shown by Shots 8-82-26, 29, and 34.

Figure 5. Records for effective closures.
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IV. ANALYSIS

The analysis will follow the methods given in the desiln procedures of
(3). This procedure was used for predicting the ultimate failure of the wood
beam/plywood closures and also for the steel doors. Table values from (5)
were used for the allowable static load for the steel grating/plywood closure.

A. WOOD BEAM/PLYWOOD CLOSURES

The horizontal shear mode was judged to be weakest for the wood beam/
plywood closures. Accordi;.gly, the total load-horizontal shear, P , was
calculated following the procedures given in (3). v

Pv - (2 (ZFvt)/(11'Qv ))(EIg/Estringer), (1)

where F allowable stress (6) in stringern horizontal shear (655 kPa),
t = sumVof stringer width (167.6 cm), EIg = stiffness factor (17.46 x 1010 kPa
-cm4), Eskin = modulus of elasticity for plywood skins (7) (13.64 x 106 kPa).

Estringer = modulus of elasticity for stringer (12.77 x 106 kPa), z = clear

span of stringers (121.9 cm), t' = clear width of closure (167.9 cm), and
Qv= the statical moment (2029.07 cm3 ). The allowable load, Pv, is 72.42 kPa

(10.5 psi).

The dynamic load, Pdm' needed to cause ultimate failure is found from
Equation 2.

P = 4P (l - i-), (2)

where the ductility ratio, p, is taken as 2. Pdm is 217.3 kPa (31.5 psi).

B. STEEL GRATING/PLYWOOD CLOSURES

The allowable load was taken as the safe load given (5) for the steel
grating (27.8 kPa, 4.03 psi). The plywoed sheet (0.635 cm-) cover for the
grating was neglected. The dynamic load for ultimate failure was calculated
from Equation 2 with a v of 10 used for steel. Pdm = 105.6 kPa (15.31 psi).

C. COMMERCIAL STEE'. DOORS

Calculations were made for the steel door assuming it would act like a
stressed skin panel under deflection (3). The allowable static load for
panel deflection, Pd' is found from Equation 3.

z5 t2  0.15
SP = I/[C(El -•4+ + DL, (3)

wnere C = factor (360), EIg = stiffness factor (5.07 x 1010 k0a-cm4 ), A =
cross section of internal braces (15.58 an2 ), G = modulus of rigidity uf
stringers (79.57 x -J6 kPa), x = clear span of panel in direction of stringers

12
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(167.64 cm), and 4' a clear width of panel (109.4 cm). The dead weight (DL)

was set to zero since the doors were tested -as upright wall panels. Pd

21.0 kPa (3.04 psi). For support on all four sides, Pd is modified by a

factor of 2.139 times. The allowable load is 44.92 kPa (6.52 psi). No
attempt was made to calculate ultimate failure.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Three types of clnsures were tested to ultimate failure at the BRL 2.44 m
blast simulator: (1) wood beam/plywood skin panels, (2) steel grating/
plywood closures, and (3) commercial steel doors. Compared to allowable safe
static loads, the grating closures were about seven times stronger, the wood
beam panels about four times stronger, and the steel doors only about twenty
percent above the allowable static loads. The wood beam closures and grating
closures withstood loads that would probably allow both to be used in the key
worker areas. The commercial doors tested withstood loads which wuuld alake
them suitable only for host areas.
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DIRECT COURSE Blast Shelter Entranceway and

Blast Door Experiments

by

S. A. Kiger and D. W. Hyde
USAE Waterways Experiment Station

Vicksburg, Miss.

ABSTRACT

The DIRECT COURSE Event is a high-explosive simulation of i 1-kt height-
of-burst nuclear weapon. DIRECT COURSE is sponsored by the Defense Nuclear

o Agency and is scheduled for September 1983 at the ijhite Sands Missile Range,
New Mexico. Three entranceway experiments will be fielded, one full size

S.complete with two blast doors to document structural response and loading in
the simulated 1-kt blast environment. A'so, two 1/10-scale models, one double

Sand one single entrance configuration, will be used to obtain blast pressure
Sdata that can be scaled to a 1-Mt blast environment. Results from these

experiments will be used to evaluate and improve structural response calcula-
tions for the 1-kt environment, and to obtain loading &ta for a 1-Mt environ-
ment. These data will be used to design entranceways and bldst dcors for the
key worker blast shelter.-.

\. INTRODUCTION

Several blast shelter entranceways, some including blast doors, were
tested in the aboveground atomic tests at the Nevada Test Site during the
1950's, see for example References 1-7. The blast doors, or closures, tested
were either massive rei-forced concrete doors (4 and 5), vertical shaft
entranceways with a submarine-type hatch (1, 2, and 3T, steel doors with beam
stiffeners (6), or doors tested at less thin To psi TI). More recent tests
have re-examined the steel door (8) and the vertical shaft with a hatch at
ground level (9).

The most cost efficient closure and entranceway system, and one whose
survivability has clearly been demonstrated, is the vertical shaft with a
hatch-type closure. However, if a vertical entranceway is used for a large
shelter, 100-person capacity or larger, it may not be possible to get every-
one into the shelter in the allotted time (normally 15 min.). Therefore a
cost efficient, walk down, entranceway and blast door design is needed for
blast shelters such as the deliberate, 100-person capacity, Key Worker blast
shelter that is currently being designed for FEMA by the USAE Huntsville
Division.

OBJECTIVES

1. Evaluate the design of an entryway, complete with blast door, in a
1-kt simulated 50 psi airblast environment.

2. Obtain 1-Mt airblast loading data for single tunnel, dead end and
double tunnel, pass through entryway systems using tenth-scale models.

3. Design aid evaluate alternate blast door configurations.

14
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ANALYSIS

A full-scale, single tunnel, dead end entranceway, as shown schemati-
cally in Figure 1, will be tested. Anticipated maximum pressures on the
structure at the 50 psi overpressure range are shown in Figure 2 where the
pressures shown are horizontal soil stresses at midstructure height, inter-
nal airblast pressures, and peak reflected pressure, P , at the tunnel
dead end. The worst case loading of the entrance tunne will occur with the
entrance facing away from ground zero, thus loading the exterior of the
tunnel with soil transmitted pressures before the tunnel becomes pressurized.
Therefore, the loads used for tunnel design calculations were the soil trans-
mitted pressures.

0r!
"-------- ..-..

---- y '" .I -

a. Plan view b. Elevation

Figure 1. Full-scale entranceway configuration.

The worst case loading for the blast door occurs with the tunnel facing
ground zero, as shown in Figure 2, therefore, this will be the orientation for
the DIRECT COURSE Test. Pressures in the tunnel were computed by Mr. Bob
Britt, WES, using References 10 and 11. The pressure-time history computed
at the center of the blast door, and used for the blast door response
analysis, is shown iin Figure 3.

The blast door was designed with the objectives that it be relatively
inexpensive (less than about $500) and that it be constructable at the con-
struction site to save transportation cost. A reasonable approach would be to
preconstruct the formwork and then pour concrete in the door at the construc-
tion site. Four types of doers, with cross sections shown in Figurre.4, were
considered. To withstand the blast loads, the door must have a flixural
capacity of approximately 150 psi. To minimize the cost of hinges and make
handling easier, it should weigh no more than about 1500 lb, and it should
transmit no more than about 50 rads of prompt radiation. The use of high-
density concrete was considered because of its increased radiation protection.
Reference 12 was used for radiation calculations. Based on a 1-Mt weapon at
a range of 5000 ft (50O3psi overpressure), gamma radiation in front of the
door is about 9.6 x 10 rads. Based on the analysis results in Table 1, a
Type 4 door, 3 inches thick, and using standard concrete was selected. Maxi-
mum deflecion for this door, with the loading shown in Figure 3, and a
negative steel reinforcement ratio of 1.1 percent, is 0.39 in., which is a
ductility (ratio of maximum to elastic deflection) of 1.4.
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Figure 4. Blast door cross sections considered (not to scale).
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Table 1. Blast Door Analysis Results

Slab Type 1 Type 2 Type 3 Type 4

Thickness WT R Yin. WT R Yin. WT R Yin. WT R Yin.
in. lb psi rads Ib psi rads lb psi rads lb psi rads

Standard Concrete, 150 lb/ft3

6 ?300 110 14

5 1910 70 20

3 1630 532 26 1330 244 40 1210 180 48

2 1280 369 46 980 166 71

High-Density Concrete, 200 lb/ft 3

6 2975 110 6

5 2470 70 9

3 1980 532 17 1680 244 23 1560 180 31

2 1510 369 34 1210 166 48
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A standard steel fire door with supports as shown in Figure 5 will also
be tested. Three W 6 x 12 beams will support the door. The pins, shown going
through the door, will attach to the support beams and prevent rebound forces
from opening the door.

Two 1/10-scale nonresponding entranceway models, one single tunnel simi-
lar to the full-scale structure and one pass-through tunnel, will be tested.
These models will be instrumented with airblast gages to obtain airblast
loading data. These data can then be scaled, using cube root scaling, to a
1-Mt event and used for design c3lculations.

I' ::W GX12 :,

Vikbrg is , and U.S aa ii nieeigLbrtrPr
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Figure 5. A supported steel fire door.
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TESTS AND ANALYSES OF 1/4-SCALE UPGRADED NINE-BAY

REINFORCED CONCRETE BASEMENT MODELS

By
Stanley C. Woodson

USAE Waterways Experiment Station
Vicksburg, Mississippi

ABSTRACT

Two nine-bay prototype structures, a flat plate and two-way slab with
beams, were designed in accordance with the 1977 ACI code. A 1/4-scale model
of each prototype was constructed, upgraded with timber posts, and statically
tested. The development of the timber posts placement scheme was based upon
yield-line analyses, punching shear evaluation, and moment-thrust interaction
diagrams of the concrete slab sections. The flat plate model and the slab
with beams model withstood approximate overpressures of 80 and 40 psi, respec-
tively, indicating that required hardness may be achieved through simple
upgrading techniques.

BACKGROUND

Under the current civil defense program called Crisis Relocation Planning
(CRP), Keyworkers and officials would remain in target areas during a time of
international crisis when a nuclear war would be imminent until it became nec-
essary to take cover in a nearby hardened shelter. One concept for develop-
ment of these hardened shelters consists of upgrading basements in existing
buildings with additional structural members to withstand a peak overpressure
from a 1 Mt weapon of 50 pounds per square inch (psi). A study on the upgrad-
ing of two-way R/C slabs (1) indicated that it may be possible to upgrade
two-way R/C slabs, but revealed the need for more tests and evaluation in this
area.

DESCRIPTION OF TEST SPECIMENS AND UPGRADING SCHEMES

Two specific slab types were chosen to be studied: a flat plate struc-
ture and a two-way slab with beams structure. A prototype structure of each
of the two types was designed according to the 1977 ACL code (2). Nine-bay
prototype structures consisted of three 20-foot spans in each direction in
order to include corner, exterior, and interior slab panels. The perimeter of
each structure was supported with R/C walls and columns. Four R/C columns
SL -orted the interior region of the structure. A 1/4-scale model of each
prototype structure was then constructed and statically tested in the Large
Blast Load Generator test facility located at the U. S. Army Engineer Water-
ways Experiment Station (3). Four and one-half inches of sand were placed
over the roof zif the modeT to simulate a soil layer serving as a barrier to
radiation. The walls and columns were cast monolithically with the slabs, and
the model structures were bolted to a base slab to produce a considerable de-
gree of fixity. In the model with beams, the beams spanned from each column
to adjacent columns, except that beams did not span from exterior column to
exterior column. The material properties for the design of the structures
used a steel having a minimum yield strength of 60,000 psi and concrete with
a minimum compressive strength of 4,000 psi.
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The study discussed in (1) ut 4 lized composite wooden upgrading columns
consisting of four 4-in. by 4-in. aimensioned timbers. The encouraging
results of the previous studies influenced the decision to use wooden timbers
in the current study for upgrading the model slabs. Since the models were
1/4-scale structures, a composite wooden column was represented by a single
4-in. by 4-in. dimensioned timber. Effort was taken to design a placement
spacing scheme for the upgrading columns that would harden the structures as
required. A ductile flexural-type failure was considered to be more desirable
than a brittle shear-type failure. The types of design calculations and
analyses performed for different spacings of the upgrading columns included:
yield-line analyses, punching shear evaluations, and a study of shear and
moment-thrust interaction diagrams generated by the computer program called
Reinforced Concrete Column Analysis (4). In the analyses, the slabs were
considered to be continuous over the upgrading columns which were considered
to act as simple supports. After various spacings were studied, a spacing
of 15 inches on-center (60 inches in the prototype) was chosen for the
upgrading columns in the flat plate model. A spacing of 20 inches (80 inches
in the prototype) was used in the two-way R/C slab with beams model. The two-
way R/C slab with beams model was tested after the flat plate model was
tested. The results of the flat plate model test showed that the 15-inch
spacing was conservative. Consequently a 20-inch o.c. Foacing was used for
the upgrading columns in the two-way R/C slab with beams model.

INSTRUMENTATION

The loading pressure in each of the two tests was measured with two gages
mounted inside the test chamber. Three interface stress gages were used to
measure the load applied normal to a basement wall of each model. Eight lin-
ear variable displacement transducers were used to measure slab deflections,
and two were used to measure wall deflections. Five soil-stress gages were
used to investigate load transfer through the soil cover and backfill. Three
of the gages were placed on top of a 1/4-inch-thick layer of soil on top of
the model's surface, and the remaining two were placed in the backfill approx-
imately 12 inches from the model's wall.

Ten strain gages were used in the flat plate model test, and twelve were
used in the slab with beams model test. In each model, two gages were mounted
on vertical wall steel, and four were mounted on vertical steel in one of the
interior columns. In the flat plate model, four gages were mounted on rein-
forcement in the slab at an interior column. In the slab with beams model,
four gages were mounted on reinforcement in the beams at an interior column,
and two were mounted on slab reinforcement in an exterior bay near a beam's
midspan and perpendicular to the beam.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The flat plate model was statically loaded with water pressure until the
maximum pressure attainable from the commercial water line was reached at
79 psi. Figure 1 is an overhead view of the tested model. Top and bottom
surface yield lines are indicated by solid and dashed lines, respectively.

The two-way slab with beams model was statically loaded until rupture
occurred at a pressure of about 39.5 psi as shown in Figure 2. Top and bottom
surface yield lines are indicated by solid and dashed lines, respectively.
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DISCUSSION

FLAT PLATE MODEL

When the water pressure loading reached a value of approximately 40 psi
abrupt changes occurred in the measurements of deflection, strain in the slab
at an interior concrete column, and soil-stress over an interior column. The
rate of deflection of the slab increased under a constant rate of loading.
However, the strain readings decreased to a value of zero and the soil-stress
reading decreased to a value of zero also; this indicated that a punching
shear failure had occurred at the interior columns.

Although the punching shear failure occurred at the concrete columns, it
did not occur at the wooden upgrading :olumns. The wooden wedges used to
secure the upgrading columns in place compressed, allowing the slab to move
downward thereby redistributing load to the concrete columns. The load-
deflection behavior of the wooden upgrading columns was investigated by load-
ing two of the specimens in an Olson Universal Testing Machine. Since deflec-
tions were measured at upgrading columns in the region where yield lines
occurred, the load on an upgrading column in the region could be determined
from the load-deflection curve developed from the specimens tested in the
Universal Testing Machine. An effective upgrading column spacing could then
be determined from the expression

w£1/ (1)

where

z. = upgrading column spacing (inches)

P = column load (pounds)

w = slab load (pounds/inch2)

For the region where yield lines occurred, the value of Z determined by
equation 1 was approximately equal to 28 inches. Since the actual spacing
used in the test was 15 inches, the calculated effective spacing of 28 inches
implies that the upgrading columns at the yield-line region received a greater
portion of the slab load than expected. Limited instrumentation prohibits
similar evaluations for all regions of the model.

It is probable that the upgrading column load was greater than antici-
pated in the yield-line region due to the formation of the yield mechanisms
and the midspan deflection between the upgrading columns. It is evident from
the soil-stress data that soil-arching did exist. The deflections of the
15-inch span along with deflections due to punching of the concrete columns
may have caused a redistribution of the load on the model's surface such that

the upgrading columns at the regions where yield lines occurred did receive
more load than those at other regions of the model.
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Consideration of the slab acting as a continuous member simply supported
by the wooden upgrading columns and with fixed ends at the walls and concrete
columns would include the assumption that the Tidspan and support moment
values would be equivalent to wz4/24 and wX /12 , respectively

where

w = uniform load

S= span between upgrading columns

Moment-thrust interaction diagrams were developed for support and midspan
conditions of the 15-inch span between upgrading columns in the region of the
slab where yield lines occurred. Load paths based upon thrusts and moments
determined from wall and roof pressure records were plotted on the interaction
diagrams. The load path for the support conditions intersected its respective
interaction diagram at moment and thrust values compatible to a slab surface
load of approximately 6 psi. The initiation of yielding at the upgrading
columns allowed the 15-inch span to behave as a simply supported member with
concentrated moments at the supports. The load path for the midspan condi-
tions intersected its respective interaction diagram at moment and thrust
values compatible to a slab surface load of 21 psi.

Data records indicate that plastic deformation was continuing to occur
when the test was terminated at an overpressure of 79 psi. The 58 psi differ-
ence between the load at yield and the maximum load applied may be explained
by the assumptions used in the analysis. The load was assumed to be uniform
over a continuous member spanning over simple supports and with fixed ends.
However, as p-eviously discussed, a redistribution of the load by soil arching
occurred over the model's surface. Some two-way action occurred as the up-
grading column, deflected, and flexibility of the walls allowed rotations at
the assumed fixed ends. Therefore, there may not have been a 58 psi load dif-
ference between the loads at yield of the 15-inch span's midspan and test
termination due to the interaction of the upgrading columns and the soil cover
with the structure.

TWO-WAY SLAB WITH BEAMS MODEL

As expected, data indicated that the thrust in the slab was similar to
the thrust in the flat plate model for any given overpressure loading. It is
evident from strain gage data that changes in the structure's response behav-
ior began to occur at an overpressure loading of approximately 15 psi. Strain
gages in the slab reinforcement steel near and perpendicular to the beams
showed considerable increase in the rate of tension strains for a constant
rate of water pressure loading. The strain gages in the beams dnd near the
interior column indicated low values of strain as was the case for the flat
plate test prior to punching shear failure at the column when the water load-
ing pressure was about 40 psi. At an overprissure of approximately 22 psi,
the deflection data and the soil-stress data indicated that the rate of de-
flections was increasing and that soil-arching was occurring. When the water
loading pressure reached a value of approximately 39.5 psi, punching shear
failure had not occurred at the concrete columns. The presence of the beams
joining the columns increased the shear area beyond that which existed in the
flat plate model test. ThErefore, punching shear failure at the concrete col-
umns was avoided, although the upgrading column spacing was greater than that
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used in the flat plate test. However, rupture did occur in an exterior bay.
The ruptured area was bounded on two sides by beams and seemed to follow rows
of upgrading columns on the other two sides. The location was such that the
center of the rupture area was supported by one upgrading column. It is prob-
able that either punching shear failure occurred at the upgrading column, or
the upgrading column slipped out of position leaving the slab unsupported over
a span of 40 inches.

Criswell (5) studied the behavior of slab-column connections subjected to
static loadings. Criswell indicatel that the ACI code expression for shear
strength underestimates by 25 percent the shear strength in connections having
a r/d ratio of 2

where

r = square column side dimension

d = effective depth of the slab

The r/d ratio in the current study is 2.1, therefore, Criswell's results may
be appropriate. If the ACI code underestimates the shear strength *y 25 per-
cent, a punching shear force capacity of approximately 18.6 kips would be
expected. Deflection measurements were taken at an upgrading column which was
probably loaded similarly to the upgrading column at the ruptured area.
Application of the deflection data to the previously mentioned load-deflection
curve developed from two upgrading column specimens indicates that the column
load at the time the slab ruptured was approximately 28.8 kips.

Criswell (5) also stated that punching shear failure is likely to occur
at connections where general flexural yielding has occurred. Such flexural-
shear failures occurred in some tests at less than 60 percent of the shear
capacity calculated according to the ACI code. In the current stidy,
60 percent of the calculated shear strength is equivalent to approximately
8.4 kips. A corner bay next to the bay where rupture occurred showed several
yield lines beginning to congest near an upgrading column, indicating that
the slab may have been susceptible to flexural-shear failure. If flexural
shear failure did occur at the ruptured area, the data records imply that it
occurred at a shear capacity approximately 165 percent of that calculated
according to the ACI code.

CONCLUSIONS

The ability of the upgraded flat plate model slab to deflect without
punching shear failure occurring at the upgrading columns allowed the model
to withstand overpressures greater than expected. The test was terminated
when the upgrading column load was approximately 190 percent of the shear
strength capacity calculated according to the ACI code.

Punching shear failure at the upgrading columns was the controlling
parameter used in the design of the upgrading scheme. However, the flat
plate test indicated that more concern should be directed to punching shear
failure at the concrete columns and to flexural failure between upgrading
columns. Load redistribution from soil arching in the flat plate test caused
some upgrading columns to support about 3.5 times the load generally expected
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to equal the load applied to the square area with a side dimension equivalent
to the span length.

The rupture that occurred in the modal slab with beams was the conse-
quence of either an upgrading column punching into the slab or the slippage of
the column such that it no longer supported the slab. If shear failure did
occur at the upgrading column, it occurred at an upgrading column load of
approximately 165 percent of the shear strength capacity calculated according
to the ACI code. Numerous yield lines had formed on the model's surface, and
a corner bay appeared to be susceptible to flexural-shear failure. A better
balance between shear failure and flexural failure seemed to have occurrea in
the slab with beams test when compared to the flat plate test. The possibil-
ity that the upgrading column slipped implies that effort should be taken to
secure upgrading columns in place.

The 15-inch upgrading column spacing was conservative in the flat plate
model, and the 20-inch spacing was inadequate in the model slab with beams
for a CRP requirement of an overpressure load capacity of 50 psi. The two
tests did indicate that basement structures may be upgraded by practical
methods to withstand overpressures near 50 psi.
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STRUCTURAL RFSPONSE OF 1IPGRADED FLAT SLAB

James F. Beck
James E. Peck and Associates

4216 Los Palos Avenue
Palo Alto, California 94306

In Beck (1980) analytical analyses were performed on "as built"
slabs-over-basement areas to determine if the slabs hIad the potential to be
upgraded to resist blast overpressures of between 30 and 50 psi resulting from
a 1-Mt nuclear explosion. These analyses were performed with the assumption
that the upgrading support system was "adequate" to develop the full upgrading
potential of the slab. Specifically, rigid intermediate support columns and
beams were assumed as outlined in various upgrading schemes. This study was
not charged with developing recommendations for upgrading schemes, it was
limited in scope to determining whethe- the slabs could be upgraded to usable
values. The study predicted that 181 of the NSS buildings evaluated could be
upgraded to withstand overpressures in the desired overpressure range.
Therefore, with "adequate" support, many NSS buildings could potentially be
upgraded to the standards desired by FEMA. However, the assumption of rigid
supports gives an upper bound on the upgrading strenqth potential of a system,
and it does not predict the actual strength of the tipgraded system with real
(non-rigid) supports.

In many real upgraded situations one would not find supports that would
meet the required rigidity standards to produce the upper limits of the floor
system's upgraded potential strength. Therefore, a dynamic-single-degree-of-
freedom (DSDOF) analytical model previously developed for FEMA (Wiehle 1973)
was modified (Beck 1982) so that a wooden post (non-rigid support) upgraded
flat slab could be analyzed for response to a blast type of lcading. After
being modified the analytical model was compared with the results of an
experiment performed at the US Army Waterw'ays Engineer Experiment Station
(WES) (Woodson 1981). The analytical model, as originally constructed,
over-predicted the strength of the upgraded .4FS test structure (Beck 198?).
The original predictions were based on assuming design properties for the
strength of the wooden columns. Inspection of the WES test data revealed that
the columns were considerably less stiff than normally used design strength
parameters would predict, notably the modulus of elasticity was over-estimated
by a factor of about four. As a second attempt to predict the strength of the
upgraded structure, the observed values of the column load-deflection function
were then used in the analytical model. This new set of calculated
deflections faithfully predicted the response of the upgraded floor system.
This experience has shown that there is a potentially serious problem of
simply using design calculations for evaluating the strength of a floor system
for upgrading.

This work indicates that not only must element ultimate strengths be
considered in upgrading structural systems, but also the relative stiffnesser
of the members must be considered. Currently, this is not done, and strength
predictions based on not looking at the "true" relative stiffness of the
upgraded system can result in one over-predicting the strength of the upgraded
system by a factor of between 2 and 8 times greater than that of the actual
system. This can, therefore, be of conslderable interest when considering the
upgrading potential of a structural system.
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FAILURE CRITERIA FOR BLAST LOADS STRUCTURES - A REVIEW

A. Longinow*, S.A. Guralnick** and J. Mohammadi***

INTkJDUCTION

0'-.The reliable rating of protective structures in a blast environment de-
pends to a large extent on the ability to predict the magnitude and duration

r of the blast load required to produce incipient collapse. Such ability is best
developed on the basis of experimental data on the failure of structures. At

O the present time experimental data on this subject is 'ery limited. Also, the
field of predicting incipient collapse of structuiri- i. mostly in its infancy.

This paper briefly reviews the state-of-the-art )f predicting the incipient
collapse of structures subjected to blast loads and presents a suggested experi-

r mental and analytic, probability based program capable of producing the re-
a quired data and criteria by the use of full-scale tests and model studies.

The emphasis of this review is on reinforced concrete structures.-,_

REVIEW OF EXPERIMENTAL WORK

The interest in the behavior of structures when subjected to high inten-
sity blast loads had its beginning shortly after the detonation of the first
nuclear device. In the 1950's, a series of nuclear weapon field tests was con-
ducted. The specimens were full-scale structures, scale model structures and
structural components. The emphasis was on the development of reliable and
economical design and analysis methods for protective construction. These
tests produced a wealth of data. Among other things, it was demonstrated that
structures located below the ground surface, eveii in a shallow burial, sur-
vived significantly better than those directly exposed to the blast. In fact
many of the buried structures (including conventional basements) survived at
surface overpressures several times the specified design overpressure. This
first series of tests also demonstrated a need for further tests, and the need
to develop analytic methods capable of simulating actual structural response
to blast loads.

Since these early tests a great deal of additional work has been devoted
to the simulation of weapon effects, mostly in the laboratory (2-13). Con-
currently with experimental studies, research upon the development of analy-
tic methods aimed at predicting structural response was initiated (14-20).
Field tests are still being conducted on a periodic basis. These, however,
are less extensive in scope than the previous test series. Loading is usually
produced using conventional exposives simulating a low yield nuclear device.
Also, most of the current tests conducted are mainly in the category of proof
tests.
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** Perlstein Distinguished Professor of Engineering, Illinois Institute of
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The development of reliable and economic design methods requires accurate
knowledge of the loads (intensities and distributions) experienced by a given
structure and the conditions leading to collapse (i.e. failure criteria).
Yield line theory (21) is extensively used to predict the collapse loads of re-
inforced concrete slabs. This theory has proved to be effective in predict;ng
the initial loads causing hinges to form for slabs with negligible membrane
forces. However, such slabs are relatively uncommon in actural hardened con-
struction. Roof and wall slabs are generally restrained to some degree and
the yieldline approach therefore, is only partially applicable. The importance
of restraint on slab load carrying capacity has been studied by a number of
investigators both within and outside the defense community (2,3,22-31). It
has been demonstrated that in laterally restrained slabs two types of membrane
action may occur. Compressive membrane action, the so-called arching effect,
occurs at the early stages of deflection. This is then followed by tensile
membrane action at more advanced stages of loading. Arching action is pro-
duced because compressive forces at the center of the slab act above the slab
mid-depth. Compressive forces thus follow the pressure line of a shallow arch.
Due to this action, the load-carrying capacity of the slab may well be sub-
stantially greater than that predicted by yield-line theory. As the deflection
of the slab increases further, cracking of the concrete occurs and the mem-
brame action in the central region shifts from compressive to tensile. There-
after, the slab carries load by the reinforcement acting as a plastic tensile
membrane, with cracking penetrating the slab thickness. The ultimate tensile
membrane capacity is reached when the reinforcement is at incipient rupture.
The load-displacement relationship (resistance function) depends on the degree
of restraint along the edges, the quantity of reinforcement and extent to which
the reinforcement is'embedded beyond the slab boundaries.

The incipient collapse of a reinforced concrete slab is generally related
to its midpoint deflection. This failure deflection, 6u, is empirically ex-
pressed as a function of the short-direction span length of the slab. For ex-
ample, Park (22) and Keenan (2) suggest that 6u O.=ts, where Zs is the short
direction span length. Black (3), calims that this value is too conservative
and suggests that 6u = O.15ts. Herzog (23) suggests that 6u = O.31ts AEU

where e is the rupture strain of reinforcement. A Portland Cement Associat-
ion study (27) suggests that 6 u = kUs A'u where k is a factor which accounts
for the non-aniform distribution of strain along the length of the reinforcing
bars.

These failure criteria apply to a fully restrained condition and are
assumed to be independent of concrete strength and slab geometry. Two-way
action in the slab is neglected and no distinction is made between static
and dynamic loads. Obviously a great deal of research remains to be done in
this area.

Certain types of slabs, by virtue of their size, type of support con-
ditions and loading, will fail primarily in shear. Certain column supported
slabs are in this category and many types have been studied with respect to
conventional static loads. Data that can be used to define a dynamic resist-
ance function for reinforced concrete slabs are very limited (32-36). For
building construction, the primary interest is.in the peak shear capacity and,
therefore, no attempt has been made in tests to determine post peak behavior
of members failing in shear or flexure. Failure analyses make use of the
modified ACI formula (37) when considering shear as a mode of failure. Some
recent studies performed at NCEL (38) have used shear ductility in the analysis
of dynamically loaded reinforced concrete slabs. In this approach it is
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assumed that prior to shear failure a shear hinge is formed analogous to the
formation of a plastic hinge prior to flexural failure. This failure criter-
ion is also very tentative.

Structural members such as columns, beam-columns, slabs subjected to
lateral and in-plane loads, shear walls (39-42), structural assemblies (43,44),
connections (45), etc. have received very little attention as far as incipient
collapse is concerned. Some full-scale structures have been tested and these
test data do exist (1). This includes arches and rectangular structures both
buried and above ground. However, these appear as mostly special cases in
terms of load environment and type of structure. Very little duplication of
experiments for control purposes has been performed.

SUGGESTED RESEARCH

After some thirty years of testing in the field and the laboratory, wide-
ly acceptable failure criteria for structures subjected to blast loads do not
exist. The need to develop failure criteria still exits.

A coordinated, long-term experimental-analytic study aimed at the develop-
ment of failure criteria for structures subjected to dynamic loads is recom-
mended. It should involve the following topics:

1. A review and categorization of all pertinents experimental data.

2. The development of an experimental plan to include full-scale struct-
ures, scale model structures and individual components.

3. A comparison of test results with predictions of behavior using
analytic statistical-probabilistic techniques.

It is important to emphasize that a long-term coordinated (five to ten years)
effort is recommended. The major failure of the studies performed during the
past thirty years was the lack of continuity and coordination between the in-
dividual studies. Since both the Department of Defense and non-defense re-
lated agencies would benefit from such an effort, it is recommended that a
multi-agency program be set up to pursue the stated objectives.
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EFFECTS OF MULTIPLE BURSTS ON STRUCTURAL RESPONSE

J. Mohammadi , A. Longinow , H.S. Napandensky

O) INTRODUCTION

In performing casualty/survivability studies i.n the civil defense area,
it has been customary to consider the hazards produced by a si~ngle, 1-MT sizeweapon. A vast majority of the casualty estimates available today are based

c on the 1-MT weapon assumption. In real cases, however, there are situations
where a given personnel shelter may be subjected to the effects of multiple
bursts. This is likely to occur when the target area containing the shelter
is subjected to more than one attack. This may also occur when the given

P shelter is located between several potential targets. In such a case, when
each of the targets is attacked at different times, then the shelter will

C experience as many blast loadings as the combined number of attacks.

Generally, a shelter structure is designed to withstand a predetermined
"design" blast load. The structure will experience damage to the extent that
a given blast load is more intense than the des:gn blast load. The c,&tent of
additional damage from subsequent loadings will be in direct proportion to
the "available" strength of the structure, i.e., to the extent to which its
strength has been degraded due to previous blast loadings. The collapse will
take place once the available strength is below the limit determined by the
designer.

.This paper describes the problem of structural failure (collapse) as a
result of a multiple blast load condition. Due to the non-deterministic
nature of the problem, the method described herein considers the failure
probability of the structure after each blast. The structure is modeled as a
single degree of freedom dynamic system with a resistance function which
provides for degradation of strength. The method considers uncertainties in
both structural and blast load parameters. Probability of structurdl collapse
is determined for a series of attack conditions separated in time for which
the ratio of blast load to resistance of the structure is greater than 1.0.
Practical applications of the approach are illustrated along with further
recommended applications..E-,

\ENERAL ASSUMPTIONS

(i) The structure is modeled as a single-degree of freedom system
(ii) The applied load is assumed to consist of a series of step loads

(see Fig. 1) of different peak intensities, F1.

(iii) The resista .- capacity of the structure is represented by means of
an elasto-plastic re.':tance shown in Fig. 2. The yield and maximum dis-
placements are represented respectively, by X and Xm. The stiffness of

the elastic part is k = R(X ) in which R is the resistance capacity.
y ca goity .

* Assoscant Professor of Civil Engrg., Ill. Inst. of Tech., Chicago, Il.
7' ** Associate Professor of Civil Engrg., Ill. Inst. of Thch., Chicago, If.

*** Manager, Fire and Explosion Research, lIT Research Inst., Chicago, I.
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(iv) The applied blast load will leave the structure undamaged if the ratio
of the load to resistance is less than 1/2, i.e. FI/R < 1/2.

BASIC FORMULATION

The resistance function shown in Fig. 2 is further idealzed by means of
an "effective" linear resistance function shown in Fig. 3. The effective
displacement Xe is found by equating the energy corresponding to elasto-
plastic case and that of the corresponding linear curve (1). Such lineari-
zation yields

Xe2 , Xy2 (2 Xm/Xy - 1) (1)

Introducing the ductility ratio Zi = Xm/Xy, Eq. (1) may be written as

Xe2  X2 (2 Z -l) (2)e yi

or

Z X2e/2 X2 + 1/2 (3)y

Given the step load shown in Fig. 1, the maximum response of the linear
system is (1).

Xe = 2 F1 /k = 2 FI Xy/R (4)

In the light of Eq. (4), Eq. %j) becomes

Z1  (2Fi X/R)2/2Xy2 + 1/2 - 2/(R/Fi)2 + 1!2 = 2/el + 1/2 (5)

where = R/Fi.

Damage is likely to occur if Fi > R/2. This corresponds to Zi > 1. Thus the

probability of damage P(D) is:

P(D) = P(ZI > 1) (6)

Using arbitrarily a lognormal probability distribution for 0i (2), the

probability of damage is:

in Zi(7

P(D) - 0( )(7)

Where 0 C.) - the standard normal probability function, !1 - the mean of Zi

and Q the coefficient of variation (C.O.V.) of Z1 representing the
Z
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uncertainty in Zi" if i and Q are respectively the mean and C.O.V. of

ail 2i andQZi are calculated as (3):

2= 2/• + 1/2 (8)-i

+-2
zi = 8 S]0i/4+ ;)(9)

1

in which (Ref. 2)

i nR/Fi (10)

and Q* (2+R + )/2 (11)
R1

where R and T are, respectively the means of R and Fi and Q R and QFi are the

respective C.O.V.'s.

COLLAPSE OF THE SYSTEM

The collapse of the structure may be defined as a ductility level above
which the system suffers extensive damage so that failure is certain. If M
represents this ductility level, collapse is represented by pi > M where Pi

is the overall ductility of the system at time of the ith blast load, whereas
Zi is the ductility because of ith blast only. The value of ýi depends on

the previous ductilities Pl' P2 ..... i-l" The probability of collapse,

P(Ci) at the ith blast load depends on whether or not Zi > 1. From the total

probability theorem (Ref. 2), the probability of collapse is:

P(Ci) = P(Ci I zi > 1) P(Zi > 1) + P(Ci I Z < 1) P(Zi <1) (12)

whe,'e P(Ci Zi > 1) = P(i > M); whereas P(Ci i Z< 1) depends on the duct-

ility at (i-l)th blast. This can be postulated as P(Ci I Zi < 1)

P(ýi-l > M). Eq. (12), therefore, becomes:

P(Ci) = P(Pi > M) P(Zi > -) + P(1i-I > M) P(Zi > 1) (131

The probability P(pi > M) may be calculated as follows.

After application of load F1-1 as part of a series of loads Fl, F2 9 . . . . .

Fn if Zi.1 > 1, a permanent displacement X will be produced. This dis-

placement will be added to the displacement produced by load Fj (see Fig. 3).
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For an equivalent linear system, under the action of Fi the system starts

from rest with a permanent displacement X , and the total displacement

Xei (see Fig. 4) is

Xei = X + 2Fi /k (14)

If Pi = Xm i/X (see Fig. 4), a relationship between pi and pi-l may then bc

derived based on equalizing the energy of the elasto-plastic system and that
of the linear one, i.e.

2e+ 2/ _ 1/2 (15)

For a special condition of i=l, there is no previous permanent displacement.
This condition will lead to 5o = 1 so that Eq. (15) may still be used for

i=l. Assuming lognormal distributions for pi and Zi the collapse probability

at ith blast may then be calculated in terms of pi and Qi the C.O.V. of pi

P(Ci) = {l-X(I/•i) •n(M/ i)]} t[(I/zi +
Pi Plz j)]Z +(16)

{l -•I/E 0 /Q Zn(M/1_i.,l)]} {[l-¢(D•n Z i)/Qz i }

SPECIAL CASES

For a large 5i, ji may be smaller than •i."This is, of course, not

possible. It is, therefore, more appropriate to set Pi > Ii- as a necessary

condition in this formulation.

If for every blast, ei > 2. jpi remains constant and equal to 1. Al-

though Ref. (4) specifies this condition as a no failure case, the present
formulation still yields a value for failure probability. This is because
of the uncertainties associated with Fi and R.

NUMERICAL ILLUSTRATION

For a shelter under repeated identical loads, the collapse probabilities
for different ei ranging from 1.0 to 2.0 were obtained using the above

formulations. The uncertainties associated with Fi and R are taken as 20%.

Furthermore a ductility level M=2 is assumed for defininq the borderline
between failure and no failure. The results (see Fig. 5j show that even for
relatively large 6, (i.e. Oi = 2.0) the collapse probability may become sign-
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ificant after the 3rd or fourth attack.

CONCLUSIONS

A method was formulated for studying the probability of failure of
structures when subjected to repeated blast loads. It was applied to the
analysis of a structure subjected to a series of identical blast loads and
several different ranges from ground zero. Results indicate that even as few
as three repeated blast loads can significantly increaseý the probability of
failure even for cases with a relatively high R/F. (The R/F ratio can be
looked at as indicating the relative strengtr, of the structure or as an
indication of its range from the point of detonation.)

This method can be extended to consider a variety of different loading
and resistance functions and attack conditions. F3r the civil defender, this
method is a potentially useful tool for evaluating the effectiveness of
different shelter mixes. For the targeteer it is a useful tool for evaluat-
ing the effectiveness of different attack conditions.
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SOE OBSERVATIONS ON THE EFIECT OF TURBULENCE MODELING

IN NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS OF MULTIPLE-BURST FLOW FIRLDS

E. J. Chapyak

Energy Division, Los Alamos National Laboratory, MS K559,
P.O. Box 1663, Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

ABSTRACT

We describe some preliminary attempts to calculate the development of a simple
class of axisy•mmetric multiple-burst environments. Our primary interest is in
the intermediate time regime, during which the characteristic plume structures
stabilize and begin to spread horizontally. Employing a standard two-equation
description of turbulent entrainment, we find that the maximum extent of plume
penetration into the atmosphere is sensitive to details of the turbulence
modeling. Some interesting dynamic features of the plume stabilization
process are also observed. These results are discussed together with
supporting analysis and used to identify generic differences between
single-and multiple-burst environments.

INTRODUCTION

Continuing developments in strategic-warfare technology toward more compact
and accurate delivery systems have emphasized the importance of multiple burst
scenarios to both military and civil defense planners. A prime example of
this trend is the recent attention given the survivability of the proposed
closely-spaced basing mode for the MX missile system. Clearly, any
survivability assessment for this system must involve detailed examinations of
a wide spectrum of threat scenarios that involve detonations spaced closely in
both space and time.

One of the most important considerations for the viability of closely-spaced
basing is the concept of fratricide, whereby a portion of the MX system
survives because late-arriving reentry vehicles are incapacitated by weapon
effects generated by earlier-arriving ones. Before an evaluation of
fratricide can be attempted, the evolution and spatial characteristics of dust
clouds and related aspects of multiple-burst flowfields must be known to some
degree of accuracy. Thus, the purpose of this study was to see if realistic,
but inexpensive, calculations of relatively late-time (tens-of-minutes)
multiburst environments could be made with existing capabilities. Although a
definitive answer to this problem was not obtained during the short period
allotted for the study, we nevertheless have identified some interesting
differences between single-burst and multiple-burst environments and the
requisite modeling required for their realistic prediction.
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PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

The intent of the work presented here is to make a preliminary analysis of the
simplest multiple-burst problem - a sequence of near-surface bursts detonated
at the same position, but delayed in time by a constant interval. In
particular, we consider the successive near-surface detonations of one-MT
weapons at an interval of twenty seconas.

The initial atmosphere for these calculations was taken to be isothermal, with
both pressure and density falling off exponentially with height. The
numerical grid was 26 km high by 14 km in radius. A total of 864
variable-sized zones were employed with the smallest zone size set at 0.25
km. Boundary conditions at the top of the atmosphere included a constant
pressure condition, with unimpeded flow permitted across the boundary.*
Radial boundary conditions were those of unimpeded flow. No attempt was made
to describe the effect of water vapor, dust entrainment or radiation transport.

The code used in these calculations is the SIfMMER-II code (1), developed at
Los Alamos for nuclear reactor safety analysis. It is a derivative of the
KACHINA code (2), and uses a form of the Implicit-Compressible-Eulerian (ICE)
numerical soluTion technique. SIMMER has also been generalized for turbulent,
reactive-flow applications. The version of the code used here contains the
k-c, two-equation description of turbulent mixing, unmodified for buoyancy
effects. This simplification appears to be reasonable for the types of flow
structures described here.

SOURCE CHARACTERIZATION

3ecause the time scale of interest for these problems is long compared with
the time between bursts, our description of the individual detonations is
necessarily limited to in approximate description of fireball development,
rise, and interaction with the next burst. We found that an energy deposition
rate of 2 x 106j/kg-s over a cylinder 0.75 km high and 0.75 km in radius
(about one-tenth the volume of the fireball's maximum size) existing for a
total of two seconds produced a good approximation to a single, near-surface,
one-MT fireball (see below). Whether this deposition produces an adequate
description of fireball development in a perturbed atmosphere (i.e., after
many bursts have occurred) is an unresolved issue.

*All variables, except for pressure, are reflected across the top boundary.
This is somewhat unrealistic for atmospheric problems where significant
density gradients exist, and can give rise to unphysical effects near the
boundary. Likewise, the ctnstant pressure condition can also generate such
disturbances. Our belief is that these perturbations do not significantly
affect the primary flows generated by fireball buoyancy.
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Figure 1 shows a comparison between a one-NT, surface-burst fireball density
profile taken from Brode (1) at 2.6 s after detonation vith a surface fireball
density profile from the present study at 4.0 s after detonation. Recalling
that, whereas the energy deposition in a real fireball is practically
instantaneous, the deposition in this study occurs over a two-second period,
we find the agreement remarkably good. Clearly, if the Brode calculation were
extended to 4.0 s, even better agreement would be observed. This comparison
could probably be improved by depositing the same total energy in a smaller
time window; however, as the energy spike is sharpened, a much more dynamic
expansion takes place, causing the calculation to take longer to run. We feel
that the current formulation is a good compromise between accuracy and
efficiency.
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Fig. 1. Comparison of Fireball Density Profiles
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PRELIMINARY STUDY

Before proceeding with the multiburst calculations, we wanted to test both the
source characterization model and the general numerical formulation with a
single-burst simulation. The early-time rc;.lts from this calculation were
discussed in the previous section. As the fireball forms and begins to rise,
a classical vortex structure develops. Eventually the fireball reminant
overshoots its equilibrium altitude, the vortex reverses, and a downward
motion is initiated. In short, these reslts suggest a typical single fireball
evolutionary sequence. No noticeable adverse effects attributable to boundary
conditions were observed. Unfortunately, space limitiations prevent us from
including graphical displays that form the basis of our comments and
conclusions.

The next step was to proceed with the multiburst simulation. Naturally,
during early times, these results were not dramatically different from the
single-burst results. However, as soon as several detonations occurred
significant differences were apparent. In fact, we observed the rapid
development of a narrow plume structure that quickly penetrated the top of the
calculational mesh. Further, high velocities generated in the plume were
characteristic of very low entrainment rates.

PLUME STUDIES

The observation of a low-entrainment-rate plume in the moltiburst calculation
motivated us to investigate in more systematic detail the role of turbulence
modeling in the development of such structures. To accomplish this
economically, we lowered the energy release rate from 3 MT/min to 3 KT/min,
and allowed the release to be continuous in time. Also, to improve resolution
in the radial direction we reduced the radial extend of the problem from 14 km
to 7 km. With these modifications, we hoped to keep all flow disturbances
well within the calculational boundaries.

For reference, we first performed an effectively inviscid calculation of the 3
KT/min steady-release-rate case, starting from quiescent conditions. The
quasi-steady-state result was a highly penetrating plume that extended to
approximately 18 km in height with intense fallback occurring iimmediately
outside the narrow upward moving core. The height at which horizontal
spreading took place appeared to be in the range of 6-7 km.

This can be contrasted to the behavior of a high-turbulence-level case, where
the initial turbulent dynamic viscosity was taken to be 0.01 kg/m-s and
turbulent kinetic energy was set at l0-6m2/s 2 . As suggested in the next
section, these initial conditions promote rapid generation of turbulence from
the mean motion of the plume, and by inference significant entrainment. The
result was a plume that penetrated to only about 11 kin, with horizontal
spreading occurring at about 6 km.
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We subsequently investigated an intermediate case, where the initial turbulent
dynamic viscosity was set at 0.001 kg/mr-s. Here, the plume initially
penetrated tr heights close to those observed in the inviscid case, but then
collapsed b(ick down to about 14 km. The ultimate horizontal spreading height
was again about 6 km. A detailed examination of the evolution of turbulent
kinetic energy in the two turbulent calculations showed that the high-initial-
turbulence-level case gener3ted entrainment quickly, while the lower-initial-
tirbulence-level case did not generate significant entrainment for some time.
Once it did, however, the turbulence levels were actually higher than in the
former case.

AN EXPLANATION

The standard k-e transport equations of Launder and Spalding (4) are

pk + v.(pkv) - v(-ý Vk) + 2ueJ1 eJ - 2/3 pkV.v - p, (1)
at a

ap + V.(pcv) - V(P Vc) + F. + 2ue 1Je'i - 1/3pcV'v - dpe2/k. (2)
a T b k

The constants a, b, c, and d are of order unity. An important quantity in the
above quations is the so-called eddy viscosity defined by the Kolmogonov
relation, u Cupk2 /c. The variable u is generally orders of magnitude
larger th.an the molecular viscous coefficient. The strain rate deviator
tensor e'J is defined by

eiJ - 1/2 (a-• + av - 1/3 V.v 6-0 (3)
axi Xi-

A qualitative appreciation for these equations cdn be obtained by neglecting
all spatial derivatives, letting c . d 1 1, and taking D as a constant. We
then have two ordinary differential equations:

dk k2 s(t)
i rn -- - (4)

and
C ek s(t) -2 (5)

rt V k

where s(t) - 2 eiJeJi * The solution to these equations is

T - Ti exp f $ (vio(') - Ej)dr/kj] , (6)
0

where T i-. any of k, c or . u = 4/o. and the subscript denotes initial
values.
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Equation 6 suggests ani explanation for the plume results described above. The
growth rate of say u, for a given mean shear s(t), is sensitive to the initial
parameters vi and ki. A large vi and small ki will ensure that
turbulence is generated very quickly. The calculations comprising the
preliminary study were set up with low vi and relatively large ki, so that
turbulence never had a chance to develop, and essentially laminar, low-
entrainment, behavior was observeJ. Exacerbating the probiem was an effective
numerical upper limit on the shear that could be developed due to the
relatively large zone sizes employed.

We do not, incidently, claim that such behavior is necessarily physical.
Certainly, problems exist in matching an inherently turbulent description in
one region of the flow to a non-turbulent description in an adjacent region.
Other entrainment models and/or much finer zoning, may prove to be more
appropriate for the types of problems considered here.

CONCLUSIONS

These observations point to an interesting contrast between single- and
multiple-burst simulations. Calculations of single-fireball dynamics do not
appear to require entrainment modeling to achieve a reasonable degree of
accuracy, probably because numerical diffusion is inherently present. On the
other hand, it appears that multiple-fireball calculations, particularly of
the type that give rise to narrow, plume-like structures, are much more
sensitive to details in the turbulence modeling. This contrast is perhaps not
so mysterious if we recall that most of the entrainment in plumes and jets
occurs across their radial boundaries. At those boundaries very little radial
motion is occurring, so that numerical diffusion is relatively ineffective in
creating entrainment (5). Thus, some type of entrainment model is required to
provide an adequate account of mixing in the plume-like structures so co,,wnon
to multiple-burst scenarios.
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HYDROCODE STUDIES OF FLOWS GENERATED BY LARGE AREA FIRES

H. L. Brode, D. A. Larson and R. D. Small

Pacific-Sierra Research Corporation
12340 Santa Monica Boulevard

Los Angeles, California 90025

ABSTRACT

0 'The global computational approach to the simulation of the meso-scale

00 motions generated by a large area fire is described. Existing hydrocode
solutions are reviewed and ongoing calculations discussed. Assumptions ap-
plied in many hydrocode solutions are assessed, and modeling requirements

o based on recent analytical efforts are defined.,_

INTRODUCTION

The flow system generated by a large area fire is characterized by a
high-speed radial inflow near the ground and a very large free-convection
column. For fires as large or larger than the World War II firestorms (1, 2),
the low-level inflows are expected to be of hurricane force, and the convec-
tion columns are expected to ascend through much of the atmosphere. Perturba-
tions of such magnitude should additionally induce significant meso-scale
motions outside the column. Such motions might, for example, be vortex-like
and pump air in towards the fire, increasing the fire-wind inflow (3, 4).

This paper reviews the large hydrocode approach to the simultaneous simu-
lation of all components (inflow, column upflow, farfiela) of the fire-gener-
ated flow system. The complexities inherent in adopting this approach are
discussed, and progress made to date is summarized. The alternative analyt-
ical approach is to consider individual flow components separately and match
them together in a suitable manner (3). Although significant results con-
cerning the near-fire inflow have been developed (5) and modifications of
standard plume theory may (or may not (3)) provide a suitable description of
the weakly-buoyant column flow, no component analysis of the far field has
yet been completed. Such an analysis may of necessity be computational and
involve hydrocode usage.

HYDROCODE ANALYSIS

Conceptually, the full Navier-Stokes, energy, continuity, species, and
combustion equations (6) can be solved numerically and the fire-generated
flow field defined in an infinite domain. For many problems of interest,
current models of the burning processes, flow chemistry, and turbulent struc-
ture do not justify such a rigorous modeling. Accordingly, a number of sim-
plifying assumptions have been used (4, 7-10). They include an isothermal
boundary condition to model the heat release by combustion (7-9), the Bous-
sinesq approximation (7 - 10), either a constant eddy diffusivity (4, 7-9) or
k-c model (10) to describe the turbulent structure and a finite-volume heat
source (4).

With the heat addition modeled by an isothermal condition at the ground,
the production of buoyancy depends on the diffusion of energy from the bound-
ary. Coupled with the Boussinesq approximation, use of an isothermal condition
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restricts the solution to weakly buoyant motions similar in principle to flows
generated by urban heat islands (11,.12). Such motions tend to form very thin
columns, unlike actual fire systems in which the highly-turbulent, strongly-
buoyant near-fire flow produces a column whose width is comparable to that of
the fuel bed (13). In order to adequately simulate the qualitative aspects
of large-fire flows, hydrocode models must therefore treat the near-fire (or
source) region with some care.

A fine zoning of the source region is of course a necessity. Beyond
that, the use of a finite-volume heat source is recomnmended, and more accu-
rate turbulence modeling may be considered. Recent studies (14) of the
source-region flow component indicate that it depends strongly on the height
of the heating region (see Fig. 1), but is relatively insensitive to the
spatial aistribution of the heat release. The use of a finite-volume heat
release should thus not be restricted by a limited data base, but snould
greatly improve the modeling. The level of turbuleiice in the source region
should be greater than that in the slower-moving, overhead cp'umn, and
much greater than outside the column. An adequate definition of the source-
region turbulence is at present lacking, however, and current models are cor-
respondingly crude. The current radiation models are simple graybody losses,
which are also quite approximate. Radiation should play a negligible role
over most of the flow field, but is expected to be of importance in the early
(low-level) decay of the high-temperature source flow to the weakly-buoyant
column flow.

Current hydrocode solutions all show large fire-wind inflows near the
source region. Smith, Morton and Leslie (8) relate the induced fire winds to
the dynamic pressure field generated by the buoyancy. The pressure gradients
are greatest in the neighborhood of the fire zone and decay rapidly with dis-
tance from the fire perimeter. The generation of a high-velocity inflow near
the fire by pressure gradients rather than by viscous entrainment is consis-
tent with the observations of Cox and Chitty (15).

An interesting feature of several large-scale solutions has been the de-
velopment of well-defined vortex structures. Delage and Taylor (1?) describe
early-time roll motions above an urban heat island as well as the development
of a meso-scale recirculation (cf. 3, 11). Luti and Brzustowski (9) examine
the generation of lee-side vortices by a heat source in cross flow.

Larson, Brode, and Small (4) consider the strongly buoyant flow produced
by area fire of 10 km radius, and describe the time history of several vortex
motions. The volume heat addition generates several rotating cells in the
source region (Fig. 2). The continued, constant production of buoyancy gen-
erates a strengthening inflow that gradually imposes a radially directed flow
in the source region (Fig. 3). As the inflow strengthens, a strong vortex
develops above the fire perimeter (Fig. 4) and is eventually shed. The out-
ward motion of that vortex produces a stronger inflow that extends approxi-
mately one fire radius beyond the fire boundary. As the vortex moves to
infinity, the inflow weakens and roll motions reappear in the burning region.
The cycle repeats at approximately 20 minute intervals in this particular
case. In related, ongoing hydrocode studies, similar results are being
obtained (16).
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In those studies, the dependence of solutions on boundary conditions,
level of turbulence and other data is being investigated. In addition, we
are investigating the type of hydrocode modeling that is required to simulate
the fire flows generated by the Project Flambeau experiments (13), the
largest fires for which at least a limited data base is available. Such a
simulation would provide a test case against which further computational
work could be validated. Such work should consider larger fires, improved
turbulence ana radiation modeling, and the effect of condensation on the
column flow and far-field forcing.

DISCUSSION

Thus far, numerical simulations of flows generated by large fires have
been somewhat limited, but they have contributed to the understanding of the
dynamics of such flows and the interaction between flow components. Converse-
ly, individual study of the component flows has provided ideas for improved
hydrocode modeling. It is expected that refinements in both types of analysis
will be fostered by a continued interchange of results.

The burning fuel bed provides the driving force for the overall flow,
and it is in and around the fuel bed that knowledge of the flow field is of
most interest. A careful modeling of the high-speed surface inflow and
strongly buoyant upflow thus requires fine zoning of the source region and
treatment of the effects of turbulence and radiation. Current modeling
efforts are addressing those issues.
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FIRESTORM FORMATION AND tNVIRONMENT

CHARACTERISTICS AFTER A LARGE-YIELD NUCLEAR BURST

Paul J. Hassig and Martin Ro3enblatt

31 May 1983

Q
1. INTRODUCTION

L -The ignition and propagation of fires after a large-yield HOB detonation
represent a potentially important nuclear weapons effect. Urban areas, with

Smany ignition sources, ara particularly susceptible to fires and to the rapid
spread and possible coalescence of individual fires distributed over a large
area. Under some circumstances, a firestorm may develop.

---- The objectives of this study are to numerically simulate:

the physical conditions leading to a firestorm, and

"•.1Z, the velocity and pressure fields inside and outside a
"representative" firestorm. .

2. METHODOLOGY

The development of a firestorm involves mutual interactions between the
fire combustion/propagation and the atmosphere winds/temperatures. In view
of the many uncertainties in the distribution of ignition points and available
fuel, the mutual interactions will be analyzed using the DICE code (1) with
simple combustion/propagation models.

DICE is an Eulerian code which solves the dynamic two-dimension.al (2-D)
axisyinetric atmospheric equations of motion using an implicit finite
difference technique. The code can accept a general model detailing the the
release of chemical energy due to combustion. For the numerical simulations
described in this study, a simple model which adds combustion energy at a
constant rate of - 0.25 MJ/m-/s uniformly along the ground is assumed.
The combustion region is assumed circular with a radius of 10 km. Heat loss
due to thermal radiation from hot gas and smoke is simulated in some of the
calculations.

3. RESULTS

In order to gain some understanding into the phenomenology of a large
mass fire, several coarsely zoned numerical simulations were performed.
Table 1 lists the cases along with the relevant parameters which were varied.
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¶The ob]ective of these calculations was to proapide tom. understanding of the
effects of varying initial and boundary conditions.

Table 1. Numerical Simulation Cases of a Large Mass Fire

Thermal Rigid Boundary

Case Loss Atmosphere UpnDer Radial Zoning

125 < 1% standard no no coarse

126 < 1% standard yes no coarse

127 < i% adiabatic yes no coarse

128 < 1% adiabatic yes yes coarse

129 -45% adiabatic yes no coarse

301 30% standard no no fine

The coarsely zoned Cases P-125 to P-129 consisted of 1 km wide cells in
the radial direction to a radius of 13 km. Each cell beyond 13 km was larger
than the previous one by 9%. to a maximum radius of at least 100 km for the
rigid boundary case. The vertical dimension of the first six cells is 100 m,
with an inrrease of 9% for each additional cell upward. A rigid upper
boundary occurs at 20 km altitude; Case F-125 has a transmissive upper
boundary at 49 km -iltitude. Rigid boundaries were used for comparisons with
prior work (2) and for computational simplicity.

The most pronounced difference is seen between Case P-126, which used a
U.S. Standard Atmosphere (-6.5 K/km tropospheric lapse rate) and Case P-127,
which had a constant dry adiabatic lapse rate (-9.9 K/kin) atmosphere. Figure
1 compares the vertical temperature profiles of each atmosphere. Figure 2
compares the velocity fields at t - 15 min after the start of combustion.
Note the formation of a much stronger vortex flow field for Case F-127
centered above and beyond the edge of the fire region. The tropopause tends
to confine the vortex below 12 km altitude for Case F-126.

Figure 3 compares the velocity fields at t - 15 min for Case P-126
(rigid upper boundary at 20 ka altitude) and Case F-125 (transmissive upper
boundary at 49 km altitude). Note that the rigid upper boundary in Case
7-126 causes a strong outward flow from the axis at 20 km altitude. However,
below 15 km altitude the velocity fields appear identical.
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(a) Case F-127 (adipbatic atmosphere)
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(a) Case F-126 (rigid upper boundary at 20 km altitude)
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Figure 4 shows the horizontal velocity versus radius along the ground at
t - 15 mrin for Case F-125. Peak inirard velocities of nearly 100 a/* occur at
2 km radius. At the edge of the fire region -20 a/s velocities are evident,
and extend to over 15 km radius. The shape of this velocity profile along
the ground is maintained to t - 25 min, with variations on the order ot 10
u/s.

0

-20

" -40

- -60

-100

0 5 10 15 20 25
RRDIUS (KMH 900.2 SEC

Figure 4. Radial Velocity vs. Range Along the Ground
at t - 15 min for Case F-125

A more finely zoned numerical simulation is currently in progress, the
results of which will be presented at the conterence. Initial conditions
include the U.S. Standard Atmosphere, and a lineaj build-up in tin., of the
combustion rate to its full value (% - 0.25 #4J/m /s) between t - 0 and
t - 15 min. The simulation will be carried out to t - 120 win.
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CRITERIA FOR ONSET OF FIRESTORMI

G. F. Carrier, F. E. Fendell, and P. S. Feldman
TRW Space and Technology Group, Redondo Beach, CA 90278

"-Quantitative criteria are evolved for onset of firestorms, severe
stationary (nonpropagating) holocausts arising via merger of fires from mul-
tiple simultaneous ignitions in a heavily fuel-laden urban environment.

0 Within an hour, surface-level radial inflow from all directions sustains a
large-diameter convective column that eventually reaches altitude of about
10 km (e.g., Hamburg, Dresden, Hiroshima). As the firestorm achieves peak

m intensity (2-3 hours after the ignitions), inflow speeds are inferred to
attain 25-50 m/s; typically 12 km2 are reduced to ashes, before winds relax

0 to ambient levels in six-to-nine hours. Here the firestorm is interpreted to
be a mesocyclone (rotating severe local storm). Even with exceedingly large

0 heat release sustained over a concentrated area, in the presence of a very
nearly autoconvectively unstable atmospheric stratification, onset of vigor-
ous swirling on the scale of two hours requires more than concentration of
circulation associated with the rotation of the earth; rathcr, a preexisting,
if weak, circulation appears necessary for firestorm cyclogenesis.

NOMENCLATURE

B(z,t) = radius of preexisting mesoscale vortex, m
Bo(z) = B(z,O), m
b(z,t) = e-foldingradial distance for plume variables, m
bi = b(O,t), m
cp = specific heat ca .:ity at constant pressure for air, m2 /s 2 -K
E time-average strength of maintained heat source, W
g = gravitational acceleration, m/s 2

r = cylindrical radial coordinate, m
S(z,t) = angular momentum per mass derived from earth rotation, m2 /s
T(r,z,t) - temperature, K
t = time, s
V(z) = swirl speed of preexisting mesoscale vortex, m/s
v(r,z,t) = azimuthal velocity component, m/s
W(z,t) = centerline axial velocity component, m/s
z = axial distance above ground, m
zi= distance from subterranean point source to ground, m

GR.EEK

a(r,z,t) = entrainment functional
2o = value of a in the absence of rotation

r.(z) = 30(z) V(z), m2 /s
S- volumetric-flux equivalent of E, m3/s
p(r,z,t) - density, kg/m 3

S= component of angular velocity of earth locally perpendicular to surface, s-1

SUBSCRIPTS

a = ambient quantity (function of z only)
i = initial, i.e., pertaining to z 2 0
o - ambient quantity (function of z only)
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INTRODUCTION

In the aftermath of the atomic bombing of Hiroshima, (1,2) and of the
massive incendiary bombing of Hamburg (3-6) and Dresden (7) 'particularly
virulent, long-lived, uncontrolled burning occurred that had few if any re-
corded precedents. About one-half hour after multiple simultaneous ignitions
(in a heavily fuel-laden urban environment)(2,8), the fires merged to form a
rather uniformly burning area of many square kilometers. Whereas the ambient
winds were less t' in 5-6 m/s, the mass fire engendered radially inward winds
at street level rom all directions; about 2-3 hours after the initiating
bombing, theue winds reached a peak intensity of about 20 m/s, with some esti-
mates by professional firefighters of 50 m/s. The radially inward wind
apparently precluded spread beyond the initially ignited area, though virtually
everything combustible within this region was burned before the winds sub-
sided to moderate in speed and variable in direction about six hours after
initiation. A single huge central convective column, into which the hot
product gases flowed, rose to about 10 km. This rare nonpropagating fire, so
distinct from more common ambient-wind-aided sp~reads, is termed a firestorm.
The qoal of the present investigation is to delineate, ,=rom thermohydrodynamic
modeling, quantitative criteria for the onset of a firestorm; detailed descrip-
tion of the event at peak intensity is not the prime objective.

In the interpretation given here, the term firestrom is apt. In a con-
venticnal meteorological context, storm suggests cyclonic wind about a center
of low surface pressure, with precipitation from convectively induced advec-
tion [i.e., from buoyancy-caused ascent and saturation of warm moist air, with
(1) radial influx under continuity, and (2) possible attendant spin-up under
conservation of angular momentum associated with earth rotation or some
locally enhanced level]. Hence a firestorm is a "heat cyclone" (9), a
mesolow in which the exothermicity of combustion, as distinguished from the
condensation of water vapor, induces free convection. Just as firestorms are
exceptional fire events, so mesolows (thunderstorms with organized rotation,
also referred to as tornado cyclones and supercells) are uncommon relative to
the total number of thunderstorms, and are characterized by horizontal scale
of several kilometers and lifespan of about six hours (10). Further, just as
the mesolow is characterized by towering cumulonimbi ascending through the depth
of the troposphere to the tropopause, so the firestorm is characterized by a
convective column ascending to exceptionally great height, e.g., 10-13 km at
Hamburg.

The observation at low altitudes of appreciable radial influx from all
directions toward the base of the centrally sited convective column corrobo-
rates, rather than contradicts, the primarily rotating nature of the bulk of
the air motion. Investigation of the near-surface inflow layer near the
center of a vigorously rotating airmass over a fixed flat surface shows that
strong, purely swirling motion is altered to equally strong, purely radial
influx near the ground, though immediately at the ground the non-slip con-
straint holds (l1-13).

The firestorm is the exceptional event in that diffusive mechanisms nor-
mally relax spin-up, such that swirling is either modest or nil (14).
Allusions to the parallel between firestorms and tropospheric storms in the
general sense of strong convection accompanied by strong surface winds are
frequent. However, pertinence of the dynamic characteristics of a rapidly
rotating airmass above a relatively fixed flat surface plane has been
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emphasized by Ebert (9), Emmons (15) and Long (16); EL!rt and Emmons suggest
that the rotation of the air surrounding the plume suppresses entrainment such
that the buoyant plume rises to exceptional altitude, while Emmons and Long
note that radial near-surface inflow is consistent with rapid higher-level
swirling. Here, quantitative description seeking onset criteria is undertaken.
It may be remarked that the well-known propensity for long-range, spotting-type
(discontinuous) spread of free-burning fire via firebrands in the event of
firewhirls (17, 18) suggests that the spatially confined character of recorded
firestorms yet may have exceptions.

ANALYSIS

If one neglects plume-scale rotation during spin-up, then, for adopted
Gaussian-type profiles, the angular momentum is

rv(r,z,t)=S(z,t){l-exp[-r2/b2(z,t)]J + fo(z){l-exp[-r2/B2(z,t)]},

where the angular momentum Fo(z) of a (prescribed) preexisting mesoscale vortex
is taken as invariant in time over the span of interest in firestorm onset.
Applying conservation of angular momentum yields

T S _ 2E2obW, ; -2cLbW. (2)

Since initially, B(z,O) = BO(z) aiid r (z) is finite (see Table 1 for parameter
values), since S(z,O) =0 and Q = )[gh)-1], and since the entrainment constant
S= O(0.1) in a nonrotating atmosphere, it follows that spin-up times based on
concentrating angular momentum derived from earth rotation occurs over too
long a span to explain reported firestorm phenomena. Thus, the term involving
S in (1) is discarded; the convectively induced advection engendered by the
intense exothermicity serves to concentrate a preexisting vortex. Plausibility
for such a preexisting vortex at Hamburg (derived in part from earlier air
raids) is furnished by the fact that prior winds of 4-6 m/s were reported about
10 km from the firestorm site, but the site itself was in virtual calm (6,9).

The similarity solution for a buoyant plume from a point source of heat
at z = zi in an adiabatic (neutrally stable) atmosphere (in which density
variation with altitude is ignored to afford a closed-formed expression) is
given by (19)

b 6 a5 Il8 %q(3

where the entrainment constant A is given its classical value, and
E 6 bi 6

a =•(O)CpTa (0) S • o i- (4)

The subterranean site of the virtual source (-zi) has been chosen such that
plume has (assigned) plausible radial scale bi at ground level z=O; this pro-
cedure does admit finite mass and momentum flux, as well as buoyant flux.
Equations (3)-(4) are used in (2) over the time interval before spin-up alters
plume structure via introduction of an axial pressure gradient. The decrease of
B2 in time at fixed z, from (2), implies increased swirl v in time at fixed r
and z, from (1). Computations for the parametric assignments of Table 1 sug-
gest swirl speeds of 0(20 m/s) are readily achieved for the lower troposphere
just outside the plume. Presumably a = 0(%c/10 2)after spin-up, such that
reduction in entrainment results in roughly a doub-li-ng of the plume height.
Some results are given in Figure 1.
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CONCLUSIONS

Current estimates for firestorm-onset criteria are as follows: "(1) at
least 8 pounds of combustible per square foot of fire area, (2) at least half
of the structures in the area on fire simultaneously, (3) a wind of less than
8 miles per hour at the time, and (4) a minimum burning area of about half a
square mile" (2, pp. 299-300). On the basis of the study described above, the
following alternate criteria are proposed: (1) a localized heat release of
crder 10 ergs/s sustained for at least 2-3 hours; (2) a preexisting weak
vortex characterized near ground level by swirl of 4 m/s at about 8 km, such
that preexisting angular mcmentum (per unit mass) near ground level is 3.2-_04
m2/s; (3) absence of a strong ambient crosswind, with less than 4 m/s perhaps
being adequate constraint, but with total absence being even more conducive to
firestorm onset; and (4) a very nearly dry-adiabatic lapse rate holding for
the lowest few kilometers of the atmosphere. Lower-tropospheric spin-up to
about 20 m/s within 2-3 h seems plausible under such criteria. If the exother-
micity of combustibles is taken to be that of dry woody matter consumed
readily in forest fires, which is 1.86.104 J/g or so, then the requisite fuel
loading appears to be about four times the 8 pounds per square foot cited
earlier, if an area of 12 km2 is entailed and the burning continues at high
intensity for 6 h (as reported at Hamburg). The onset of swirling near the
convective-column edge may be abrupt in that it can rise from nearly nil levels
to 20 m/s or so within a half hour. The background angular momentum associated
with the rotation of the earth is inadequate for spin-up to the cited swirl
speed on the scale of 2 hours or so.

Further work on plumes whose base temperatures are 0(10 3K) and which are
accompanied by significant swirl is impeded by the current absence of answers
to the questions: (1) is the entrainment rate more properly related to mass
entrainment [i.e., Pa lim (ru)] per unit of axial mass flux [bW 1 ], orto
volume entrained [lim (ru)] per unit of axial volume flux (bW); (2) by how much
is the entrainment coefficient reduced by an increase in swirl. Answers can
be furnished experimentally only. In fact, it is clear from already published
laboratory experiments on firewhirls (20) that reduction in entrainment with
swirl is highly significant.
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Table 1 NOMINAL VALUES FOR PARAMETERS

B o(O) 8.00-105 cm 0 9.30-10"2o 0

bi 5.00.I0' cm r 0(0) 3.20-108 cm2/s

Cp l.O0"lO cm2 /s'-K 2.60-1012 cm3/s

E 9.05.1018 erg/s y 1.40

9.80.102 cm/s2 1a(O) 1.160-3 g/m 3

T a(O) 3.00.10- K
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Figure 1 Swirl speed v, at time t=2.5 h at three altitudes z, vs. radial dis-
tance from the axis cf symmetry r. The peak swirl occurs at r=l.12B, for fixed

altitude and time, for the Oseen-type vortex adopted. Parameter values are
those of Table 1 except here the volumetric flux of the heat source
e=2.586.1012 cm3/s.
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PROJECT FLAMBEAU EXPERIMENTAL FIRE MEASUREMENTS

Thomas Y. Palmer
SWETL Inc., P.O. 278
Fallbrook, CA 92028

I. INTRODUCTION been proposed by Countryr'an,
(1969), Haines, (1982) and in

The general Project Flambeau the numerous fire reports of the
and Mass. Fire Systems experi- state and federal fire agencies.
ments have been detailed else-
where (Countryman, 1969, Palmer The numerous partial dif-
1981) and will not be redescrib- ferential equations describing
ed here. Other large fire ex- the physico-chemical processes
periments include those of Des- in free combustion in the atmos-
sens in France and Project Eu- sphere have been summarized by
roka in Australia. The Project Emmons, (1970). While in prin-
Flambeau experiments were the ciple they offer a complete des-
nearest approach to an instru- cription of the mass f ire-con-
mented experimental investiga- flagration they require the
tion of firestorms, mass fires use of appropriate initial and
and conflagrations that have Lhundary conditions before any
been attempted, the other exper- solution can progress. They
iments being either to small or require the application of very
of to low an intensity. Fire la.rge computers and investigators
conditions are important in include Stein, (1974) Luti, (1981)
both a military and civilian and Brode, 1982). Progress in
context, but in spite of the this area has been limited by
long relationship between fire experimental verification.
and man, few measurements of Important information relative
large free-burning fires have is implicit in the Project Flam-
been made. It is only since beau measurements if they are
World War II that any attempts analyzed in light of recent
at fire modelling have been theoretical and laboratory
made, while computer simulation measurements.
has only occurred in the last
ten years. Progress in this III. REALITY-PROJECT FLAMBEAU
area has been handicaped by a
lack of experimental data to The first series of Project
verify model results. Flambeau experiments as describ-

ed by Countryman, (1969) and
II. MODELS OF FIRE Palmer, (1969) were heavily

oriented towards understanding
Until recently most large fuel combustion in the large fire

fire models have been based up- environment. Although general
on the similarity approach to wind and temperature measurements
convection first developed by were made during the experiments
Morton, et al, (1956) for lab- the primary emphasis was on find-
oratory convective plumes sim- ing rates of combustion by meas-
ulating atmospheric convection. uring weight loss from large
This approach has been extended platforms and relating these
to fires by many investigators measurements to laboratory ex-
(c.f. Byram, 1966, Morton, 1967, periments. Locally intensive
Smith et al, 1975), while over- airflow measurements, temperature
all descriptive models have calorimetric and radiation
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measurements were made. It is
now apparent that there was
relatively little difference
between these variables during W
the Project Flambeau experiment ,-.
except relative to the ' . ' "ý' 4 .• o

porosity of the fuel (P3lmer, I- ] • ,
unpublished, ms.). There was - 0 .. .
some theory due to Byram (per- c .
sonal communication) and out-
door experiments with large pans ir- 2

of fuel which indicated that ig-
nition patterns and fuel arrang- I | I |
ments could influence the behav- too WO 300
our of large fires. Consequently
a second series of experiments Seconds after ignition
using the remaining fuel piles Fig. 2. Vorticity variation in-
were instrumented for wind and side of Fire 6.
rearranged and ignited in variouspattrnsto tud thse ffets. Temperature was not measured in
patterns to study these effects. these experiments because of
These experiments culminated in instrumentation and data aquisi-
the Plot 6 and Plot 10 fires. tionrsystemsnlimitations.tion systems limitations.

Tirae lapse car-
-2 .,,toons of the

wind field ar-
ound Fire 10
(an example of
one frame is

N given in Fig 1)
// • clearly shows

two centers of
Srotation. TheI rotating vortex

pair varied in
strength in a
regular manner
similar to the

* t/rotating pat-
terns in the

A'interior of
* Fire 6, as shown

if Fig. 2. The
4 /period of the

A oscillating vor-
SYtices was about

; fifty seco `3 in
':' both fires-

M G Se An intense fire-
whirl was noted

Figure 1. Exterior winds about Project from an aircraft
Flambeau Fire 10. The two vortices approximately at
varied in strength in a regular the center of the

n .efing east vortex.
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These time lapse plots of Observations of the Project
the wind fields and vorticity Flambeau fires presented here
analysis clearly shows the fol- and elsewhere (Palmer, 1981) and
lowing features of these fires: the observations of horizontal
A. The fires are clearly three roll vortices in large forest

dimensional conflagrations by Haines (1982)
B. Large oppositely rotating clearly show for the first time

centers of vorticity (spin) that there are two types of
formed inside the fire on the circulations in large fires with
downwind side then wind were sufficiently large energy and aweak. third type in fires of low energy:

C. Occasional lateral gusts moved A. Large energy fires
into the fire area (1) ones which generate vert-

D. The vortices, oscillated in ical vortices as in Fig.
strength in a periodic manner 3, (wiz"i light winds)

E. There was mass and momentum (2) ones which generate hori-
exchange between the atmosphere zontal roll vortices as
and the fire in Fig. 4, (strong winds)

B. Low energy fires
This combination of observed (3) fires which produce small
phenomena indicates that these or no vortex motions w'th
large stationary fires can be extensive direct mixing
described in the context of from the fire into the
turbulent burst-intermittant- tflmes.
turbulence, layer replacement
theory,

IV. INTERMITTANT TURBULENCE

The treatment of turbulence
as an intermittant phenomena
was apparently first formulated
by Higbie in 1935, (although
the standard reference to his
work is erroneous.). The
discription of boundary layer
rreplacement and vorticity genera- 3
tion using this formulation has
been used in chemical engineer-
ing to describe boiling and heat • u
transfer from pipes for many
years. The first formulation of
the theory as a stochastic pro- c a t
cess was presented by Bulling
and Dukler (1972). Although I • -

there is still controversy about a"'
how to treat the downward pene-
tration of the free air gusts,
there has been an increasing
congruence between theoretical
fluid mechanical approaches and Figure 4.Downward view of
this empirical engineering vortex pair generat~d by
approach. fire in light winds.
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ANALYSIS OF THE LARGE URBAN FIRE ENVIRONMENT
W R. D. Small and D. A. Larson

0C Pacific-Sierra Research Corporation
12340 Santa Monica Boulevard

Los Angeles, California 90025

ABSTRACT

SU ~An analysis describing the high temperature and velocity environment of
a large urban area fire is presented. The boundary value problem treats the
burning region in detail. A novel prescription of the boundary conditions at
the fire periphery allows the burning-region analysis to be uncoupled from
analyses of the free-convection column and the far field. The relationship
between burning rate, buoyancy, pressure gradients, and the creation of high
velocity fire winds is described. Sample results simulate the burning-re-
gion envirnnemnt for the 1943 Hamburg firestorm.

INTRODUCTION

The high-velocity inflow generated by an area fire and the characteris-
tics of the initial free-convection flow are determined by the burning-region
interactions. Formulation of an appropriate equation set to describe the
flow physics depends on the scale of the heat addition and the size of the
burning region. As opposed to weakly heated flows controlled by the diffusion
of momentum and energy, the volume heat addition implies a strong coupling of
buoyancy forces and inertia.

The size of the burning region governs the ordering of terms in the con-
servation equations. For a heat addition volume defined by a mean flame
height H and a fuel bed radius R, conservation of mass implies

u R
v HR

If R/H - 0(l), the radial (u) and axial (v) velocities and the corresponding
acceleration terms are of similar order. For R >> H, the characteristic
radial velocity is much greater than the mean axial velocity and the govern-
ing momentum equations may be simplified.

This paper considers the class of flows generated by an asymptotically
largp fire (R >> H). An analytical model for the axisymmetric, quasi-steady
flow in and around the burning region is developed (1), and sample results
are presented.

EQUATIONS

For the large fires considered, the turbulent motion is expected to
limit the flame heights (2) such that a more or less uniform heating-zone
height H may be defined. A spatially-dependent volume heat function Q x
q(r, y) is used to model the combustion processes in that (finite) region.
Q represents the mean rate of heat release and q(r, y) is an 0(1) variable
describing its spatial distribution. Since 0(1) changes in temperature
and density are expected, all density derivatives are retained.
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The conservative equations are scaled using ambient (ground-level)
thermodynamic values (Pa, Pa, Ta) and the characteristic burning-region
lengths, H and R. The asymptotically-large burning region is thus repre-
sented by an order-one domain with comparable radial (r/R) and axial (y/H)
dimensions. The disparate scaling lengths introduce a small parameter,

H , << ,(2)

which can be used to order terms. The burning-region aspect ratio is c-1.

Radial velocities are scaled with an arbitrary velocity U2 and, in order
to preserve the two-dimensional structure of the continuity equation, axial
velocities are scaled by cU. Since a subsonic flow is expected, the thermo-
dynamic pressure P is defined as

- U2-- =:1+ 6P , (3)
a a a

where P represents a perturbation pressure. In scaled variables, the leading-
order set of conservation and state eQuations (3) is

a2 (rpu) + a (rpv) = 0 , (4a)

1 @2u

P u a+v au P + M,{( -(r1 au (4b)
3 3Y ar r\ r a ru2+M 2rpy

-P + Ap = 0 (4c)Dy

BT + 2T4
p (u -+ v a = B ( q(r, y) - a(T4  1))

1 32T
+ KI( -(r 'Tr))+ K (4d)

r3 r 3r 2 ay 2

PTl , (4e)

whore
ABUy B 1 (•R

A U

C3-2i4i 3" 2 iki

ai p aUH i PaCPUH

4
(•a 4 4(Tk* -

a 4nak T 4 -f (5)
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6. and ki are dimensional mixing :oefficients, the specific hedt capacity Cp
is assumed constant, 6 is Stefan's constant, and k* is the reciprocal of the
radiation mean free path (assumed constant). In this formulation, eddy vis-
cosities are used to model the turbulent transport of momentum and energy,
and the graybody approximation (4) is used to specify the radiative cooling
of the hot gas/smoke mixture.

An appropriate value for the radial velocity scale U is found by bal-
ancing the terms for convective transport and heat addition in the energy
equation so as to properly represent the physics of a flow driven by com-
bustive heating. Accordingly, setting B = 1,

Y Pa Pa• "

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

The type of boundary value problem to be solved depends on the relative
magnitudes of the coefficients Mi and 'A, i = 1, 2. Measurements defining
the magnitudes of relative values of the turbulent exchange coefficients
have not been performed. However, observations of experimental burns simula-
ting large area fires (5, 6) indicate that the flow is highly turbulent and
that the convection column thickness is comparable to the fuel bed radius.

Above several flame heights, the flow asymptotes to the weakly buoyant
flow characteristic of the convection column, implying that M2, K2 < MI, K1.
Radial shear should also characterize the flow near the center of the fire.
Except in a thin sublayer near the ground, the radial diffusion of momenturm
and energy should dominate the axial diffusion. Accordingly, we assume M2,
K2 = 0 and consider solution of the nearly parabolic boundary value problem
prescribed by Eqs. (4) and the following boundary conditions.

At the symmetry axis and at the ground, the boundary conditions are

u _ 0 on r = 0 (7a)

v = 0 on y = 0 (7b)

The asymptotic conditions to be used above many flame heights should reflect
the restructuring of a high-velocity, high-temperature, radial flow to a
slower-moving, weakly buoyant, nearly vertical flow characteristic of the
free-convection column. Based on a formal matching of asymptotic expansions
(,3) (in the limit c - 0) for the separate strongly-buoyant and convection
column flows, it is found that the necessary condition is

P + Ay - 0 as y -- , r51 . (7c)

It can be shown that Eq. (7c) also implies u - 0, T - 1 as y -.

At the fire/column periphery (r ; 1), large gradients in temperature,
pressure (7), and the level of turbulence are expected. Jump conditions at
r = 1 are used to analyze this local behavior. Writing Eqs. (4) in conserva-
tion form and integrating from r : 1- to r = 1+ yields the following jumps
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in mass, momentum, and energy at the periphery:

[puJ = 0 .

[pu2 ] = [P] + M 1 -!

[puT] = K1 3-T

where [W] = W+ - W-. Since the leading-order ambient density and temperature
are p+ = T+ = 1, integration of Eq. (4c) yields P+ = - Ay on r = 1+. Expand-
ing the jump conditions, using the leading-order thermodynamic properties

and assuming Ml, K << M K the boundary conditions applicable at r= 1 are:

ru I {P + Ay + pu2(1 -))ar M1I

aT 1 _u - p) (7d)
ar K!

The boundary value problem defined By Eqs. (4) (with M2 , K2 = 0) and
Eqs. (7) is independent of both the far-field and the free-convection-column
flows. Such an uncoupling implies that the mechanics of the source region is
controlled principally by the heat release and the resulting pressure gra-
dients produced by the strong bi'oyancy.

RESULTS

For the special case of weak heating (q small), relatively small tem-
perature changes and velocities are expected, and a leading-order description
of those perturbations is provided by a linearization of Eqs. (4) and (7)
about the ambient, no-flow state (1). The resulting, simplified equations
are decoupled and may be solved in succession for the perturbation tempera-
ture (T 1 ), density (Pq), pressure (P 1 ), radial velocity (ul) and vertical
velocity (vI) (1). This solution p-ovides a concise description of the basic
interchanges of energy and momentum in and around the burning zone as well as
illustrating the structure of the solution.

For example, with v << 1, q(r, y) = v in the burning zone and q(r, y)
0 elsewhere, solution of the ;implified energy equation (see Ref. (1)) yields
a temperature increase

T v/4a (8a)

Sequential solution of the linearized state, momentum, and continuity equa-
tions yields

P1 = " T, = "v/ 4c , (8b)

P 1 =- A(I -y)/14 , (8c)
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uI = - vP 1 r/MI = - vA(I - y)r/4aMI (8d)

v1 = vA(y - y2/2)/2aM I (Be)

Solving each equation in turn suggests the following physical interpretation.
The heat release increases the temperature (TI) and thus the buoyancy (de-
crease in density). The buoyancy produces a pressure gradient (Eq. (8c))
which induces the fire-wind inflow ul. Finally, the inflow is kinematically
turned upward (vl) to form the initial part of the convection column.

In general, Eqs. (4) and (7) are solved (1) by a numerical procedure
that involves repeated iteration to find a pressure distribution consistent
with the asymptotic condition Eq. (7c). Figures 1-5 snow typical resuits
obtained for the 1943 Hamburg firestorm (8). For that case, the fire dimen-
sions and heat release were (approximately) R = 1500 im, H = 60 m, and QH =
57 kcal/m 2 -sec (8, 9). The radiation mean free path was taken as 20 m and
MI, K1 as 2.0. For those values, the velocity scale U is 16.8 m/sec, A and
a are 2.08 and 0.066, respectively.

The temperature rise and subsequent pressure drop in and around the fire
due to the combustion heating are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The changes are
maximal in the center of the fire, where the high-speed radial inflow stag-
nates, but decay rapidly with increasing height. Above several flame heights,
a state of weak buoyancy is attained. The induced radial inflow and the re-
sulting vertical upflow are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. The turning of the
strong inflow in the source region to form a low velocity, free-convection
column is shown in Fig. 5.

DISCUSSION

The model developed here describes the velocity and thermodynamic fields
generated by a large urban fire. The analysis focuses on the turning region,
which includes the burning zone and the region below the established free-
convection column. Such an approach allows estimates to be made of the con-
ditions necessary for shelter design and of the environment facing survivors
and rescue workers.

A finite-volume heat source is used to model the combustion processes,
and large changes in temperature and density are allowed. A one-parameter
eddy-viscosity model is used to describe the turbulent stresses, and a gray-
body approximation employed to model radiative losses. Jump conditions are
derived to describe rapid changes in physical quantities at the fire peri-
phery. Those conditions effect model problem closure, allowing the induced
fire winds to be computed directly, without extensive far-field calculations.

Sample results illustrate the generation of high-speed fire winds by
the heat release and buoyancy production, and simulate the velocity and
thermodynamic fields created in the Hamburg firestorm. Extensions of the
theoretical treatment could include predictions of specie concentrations (1)
as well as the extent beyond the fire region of the high-velocity radial
inflow.
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THE LAR ;E URBAN FIRE ENVIRONMENT: TRENDS AND MODEL CITY PREDICTIONS

D. A. Larson and R. D. Small

Pacific-Sierra Research Corporation
12340 Santa Monica Boulevard

Los Angeles, California 90025

C\\ ABSTRACT

S•The urban fire environment that would result from a megaton-yield nuclear
weapon burst is considered. The dependence of temperatures and velocities on
fire size, burning intensity, turbulence, and radiation is explored, and
specific calculations for three model urban areas are presented. In all
cases, high velocity fire winds are predicted. The model-city rp-sulls show
the influence of building density and uroan sprawl on the fire environment.
Additional calculations consider large-area fires with the burning intensity
reduced in a blast-damaged urban center.

INTPODUCTION"

Large urban fi *es have resulted from natural disasters, explosions, and
wartime actions. It, many cases, entire urban areas were totally destroyed
despite firefighters' efforts to contain the flames. The World War II fire-
bombing raids on European and Japanese population centers caused immense dam-
age and hundreds of thousands of casualties. Several ignited firestorms,
with hurricane-force winds, high street-level temperatures, high concentra-
tions of carbon monoxide, and complete burning of all combustible materials
within the fire boundaries. Firestorms also produced a high number of casu-
alties, seldom ameliorated even by concerted rescue efforts.

Large urban fires are a much greater threat in the age of nuclear weap-
ons then ever before. Hundreds of square kilometers of an urban (or wildland)
area can be ignited simultaneously bya single-megaton nuclear weapon. Indeed,
superfires of unprecedented size coulddwarf the tremendous fires of World War II.

This paper presents predictions of the temperatures, pressures, and high-
speed winds created by large urban fires (1). The dependence of those quinti-
ties on fire size, burning rate, and various other parameters is explored, and
fires in model U.S. cities are examined. Simulations in which fires are ex-
tinguished in the center by blast are compared with those in which the fires
continue to burn. The analysis used (2) may also be extended to obtain esti-
mates of oxygen depletion and noxious gas buildup.

MODEL

The predictive model employed (2) focuses on the strongly buoyant flow
generated in and around a large area fire. A finite-volume heat source is
used to approximate the net effect of the combustion kinetics. A one-param-
eter eddy-viscosity model describes the turbulent stresses, and a graybody
approximation is employed to model hot gas and smoke radiation. Jump condi-
tions describe the rapid changes in physical quantities at the fire periphery.
Those conditions allow the induced fire winds to be calculated directly with-
out extensive far-field computations.
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The model depends parametrically on the radius R and height H of the
fire, the scale Q and spatial distribution q(r, y) of the heat addition rate,

Nthe radiation mean-free path I/k*, and the eddy coefficients of momentum and
heat transfer ýi, k1. A range of parameter values are used in the calculations.

SOLUTION DEPENDENCE ON FIRE SIZE, HEAT RELEASE, TURBULENCE, AND RADIATION

As a baseline case., a megaton-yield burst is assumed and the fire char-
acterized by the following parameters (1, 3):

R = 10 km, H = 100 r , QH = 57 kcal/m2-sec

1.6( )for y < 25 m

q(r, y) : 1.6 '0 - y for 25 m <y I00 m (1)75- -

0 for y ý 100 m

k*-I = 20 m , M : K 1 0.2

M, and K1 are the dimensionless eddy coefficients defined by

M, = 61 /UR , K, = kI/UR , U : (y - 1)QR/YPa (2)

with y the ratio of specific heats and Pa the ground-level ambient pressure.
The abuve values are representative of the model cities considered in the
next section.

The near-fire velocity and temperature fields predicted for the baseline
case are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. These plots are typical of the results ob-
tained for the model cities. In all cases, the induced inflow is strongly
turned upward across the width of the burning region, and the high tempera-
tures in the fire region decay rapidly with altitude.

4.0

3 1 3 .0 -

, . I i1.0 -

0 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00
0 .2 .4 .8 .8 1.0

* f-ad~w (kmn 1 0) Radius (km x 10)

Fig. 1. Flow field strcamlines, baseline fire. Fig. 2. Temperaxure contours, baseline fire.
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The dependence of the fire-wind velocity and temperature with fire size,
heat release, turbulence, ana radiation is summarized in Figs. 3 and 4, and
Table 1. The maximum induced velocity unax and the maximum temperature Tmax
both increase with either radius (fire size) or intensity (fuel loading).
The increases are nearly linear for relatively soýikl! radii and heating rates,
but tail off markedly at larger radii and higher intensities.

Table I describes the basic dependence of fire winds and temperatures on
the remaining factors: fire height, spatial distribution of the heat release,
turbulence, and radiation. As expected, temperatures and velocities are in-
creased when the radiation is reduced (l/k* increased (2)), and velocities
are decreased when the turbulent stresses (i.e., MI) are increased. The fire-
wind environment is relatively insensitive to changes in the turbulent heat
transfer (K1 ), implying that the burning-region energy balance is principally
controlled by the combustive heat release, convection and radiation. When
the fire height H (QH fixed) is increased, temperatures drop. Correspondingly
lower velocities do not occur, however, since a smaller fraction of the heat
release QH is radiated away at the lower temperatures and higher kinetic en-
ergies are supported. This basic dependence on the fire-wind environment on
fire height suggests that hydrocode simulations of the environment should em-
ploy a volume heat source instead ofa prescribed heat influx at the ground
surface.

Several variations in heat release distribution have been considered (1).
As expected, relatively high frequency perturbations have little effect on the
fire-wind environment. At lower frequencies, forced oscillctions in the tem-
perature field develop but the velocity field is still relatively unaffected.
The gross features of fire-wind flows (e.g., velocity and tenperature maxima)
are thus primarily dependent on the total heat-release rates and not details
of the fuel bed. The data base required to make predictions for specific
cities may thus be minimized.

An additional excursion compares the results for the fully-circular (10
km radius) baseline fire with those for a similar but annular fire of inner
radius 5 km. The results are quite similar. The annular-fire winds also
blow in toward the symmetry axis and upward at all points. This suggests
that the envi'ronment generated by nuclear-weapon-ignited urban fires may be
relatively insensitive to changes in the geometry and loading of the central,
blast-damaged region. In addition, as sketched in Fig. 5, a cluster of sep-
arated large fires, such as could result from multiple nuclear bursts over a
large city, might coalesce and engulf much of the intervening region.

MODEL CITY PREDICTIONS

Predictions of the large-fire environment are made for three model U.S.
cities, which we refer to as W, M, and E. City W is lightly built-up, and in-
tended to represent new, sprawling cities. City E is heavily built-up, and
intended to represent old, congested cities. City M is of intermediate build-
ing density. For each city, two cases are considered: a baseline fire and
one modified by blast. In all cases, the fire radius is taken to 12 km
(corresponding to a I Mt burst (3)).

Few metropolitan areas are axisymmetric. Nevertheless, most cities have
a main business district with high-rise office and apartment buildings,
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Table 1--Dependence of temperature and r3dial velocity on other parameters

Parameter Variation Resulting Change in Resulting Change in
T--Temperature U--Radial Velocity

H--Fire Height Increase Decrease Increase

q(r, y)--Heat Release Radial Oscillations Oscillations None
Distribution of Various Types

M1 -- Eddy Coefficient: Increase None Decrease
Momentum

K -- Eddy Coefficient: Increase None None
"Heat

k -- Radiation Mean Increase Increase Increase
Free Path
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surrounded by lower density tracts. Each model city considered has three re-
gions: a tall central city; a residential/industrial belt of intermedic.te
height around the central city; and a low, primarily residential outer belt.

The basic dimensions and heat release characteristic- of the model cities
are defined (1) in Figs. 6-8. In each figure, the shaded area represents the
assumed fuel zone (one b~ilding storv - m) and the hatcned area represents
the resulting combustion zone (2.4 to 5.0 times the fuel-bed height). For
each baseline region, the areal heating rates are computed from assumed aver-
age values for the building land to total land ratio (0.15 to 0.40), the
number of building stories, the fuel loading per story (16 to 20 lb/ft 2 ), and
the overall burn rate for combustibles (90% of the weight in 3 hrs).

For the blast-modified cases, the weapon burst is assumed to occur over
the city center, leveling many buildings in the central city and inner belt.
The height of each fuel zone is thus assumed constant and equal to its base-
line outer-belt value. The total height of the combustion zone is chosen
similarly. The areal heating rate is not however independent of radius. The
combustibles of the central city and inner belt would be spread radially by

O•LINIa 10 '2 4,,¢t

77 - 7. ,

Fig. 5. Radial airilow and fiite uv-ea~ paterns sugoe-sted
for arnnuWr ckmwle of lar'ge area fires.
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the blast, and piled up in a debris field. Since some combustibles in that
zone may be buried under layers of nonflammable materials (e.g., concrete,
brick, metal), the areal heating rate is not expected to be correspondingly
higher and may in fact be relatively small. We thus assume that the heating
rate is zero at the city center, increases linearly with radius over a debris
zone extending out 6 km from the center (3), and equals its baseline outer-
belt value for ra-ii greater than 6 km.

The resulting model city predictions are summarized in Table 2. As ex-
pected, the bcseline predictions are uniformly larger than the blast-modified
ones. The differences are significant for the temperature, pressure and ver-
tical velocity, but small for the radial velocity. The winds and wind damage
resulting from nuclear-weapon-ignited fires may be relatively insensitive to
the bldst disruption of the fuel bed.

The predictions in Table 2 indicate that the winds generated by a large
urban fire will in themselves constitute a major threat. Although most of
the velocities in the table are less than hurricane force (more than 30m/sec),
it should be noted that those values represent means. Near street level,
Ahere fire winds will be channeled between buildings, hurricane force winds
may be typical. The winds may be even greater than those encountered in the
1943 Hamburg firestorm (2).

The velocity, temperature, and pressure predictions in Table 2 are all
greatest for city E (the tallest and densest) and least for city W (the
shortest and sparsest). For a given fire, therefore, the threat will be most
severe for the most congested cities. In general, however, the shorter cities
sprawl out over greater areas than do taller ones of comparable population,
and are thus capable of supporting more widespread fires. Multiple weapon
bursts tan greatly increase the fire severity in such cities.

Table 2--Velocity, temperature, and perturbation pressure maxima in model city simulations

Ci ty Ci ty
W M E W M E

Radial 'leocit& (n/see) Vertical Velocitu (m/see)

Baseline 20.2 26.3 39.0 0.89 3.12 12.48

Blast-Modified 17.9 23.9 28.5 0.37 1.56 4.32

Temperatur. (*K) Perturbation Pressure (psi)

Baseline 577 619 704 0.056 0.113 0.271
Blast-Modified 455 485 510 0.011 0.044 0.076

DISCUSSION

The results presented here provide basic predictions of the fire-wind
velk'cities dnd temperatures that would occur in and around large urban fires
caused by megaton-yield nuclear weapon bursts. The dependence of winds and
temperatures on fire size, heat release, and other parameters is described,
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and model-city simulations are summarized. The results should be applicable
to fire damage evaluations, rescue planning, and definition of shelter
requirements.

In general, hurricane-force winds are predicted. Velocities increase
with fire width and the magnitude of the heat-release rate, but are rather
insensitive to spatial variavions in that rate. Predicted fluw fields are
all qualitatively the same, with the fire winds directed (radially) inward
and upward everywhere. Such winds are expected to spread the flames into
central, blast-extinguished regions, and to foster fire spread between clus-
ters of fires caused by multiple weapon bursts.

In the model-city simulations, a range of fuel distributions and heat-
release rates were developed to explore the effects of varying city construc-
tion and fuel loading. Those distributions and rates were sectionally uni-
fonn, but could easily be replaced in further simulations by more refined
quantities based on surveys of actual cities. The most severe fires should
occur in the higher density cities, though even low density regions can sup-
port hurricane-force winds if they are large enough. Application of these
results to definition of shelter hardness (thermal) would imply different
criteria for the different types of cities.
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THE STRATEGIC THREAT

Robert B. Barker
Assistant Associate Director, Arms Control

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

The Soviet Union is today recognized as having a strategic nuclear
weapon capability either equivalent to, or by scme, as superior to that of
the United States. The Soviets have spent two decades of unprecedented
military buildup to ensure that they are not and will not in the future be
perceived as militarily inferior to the United States. One must look with
awe at their routine modernization of intercontinental ballistic missiles,
their Typhoon ballistic missile submarine, their ALFA attack submarine - the
world's most technologically advanced submarine, and their newest Blackjack
bomber. All these systems were designed, developed, and deployed as the
United States proposed, debated, and delayed comparable systems.

Whether one believes there is relative parity between the United States
and the Soviet Union or whether one believes in Soviet superiority, one must
address the "why" of Soviet accomplishments. Is the Soviet objective a
balance of nuclear terror - acceptance of Mutual Assurred Destruction, the
so-called MAD doctrine'? Or, is their objective the attainment of a nuclear
first strike capability against the United States - the ability to destroy
U.S. nuclear delivery systems so effectively that the Soviet Union can
escape damage in return?

It is surprising how difficult it is to find objective evaluations of
Soviet national security accomplishments with the specific purpose of
assessing whether in toto their aim is "deterrence" or "first strike". Let
us then try to estaEllsh--the basic criteria for each objective and compare
the characteristics of the Soviet national security posture against them.
Ultimately, national "intent" determines whether deterrence or first strike
is the objective. But in the absence of such knowledge of Soviet national
intent, as is the very real current case, prudence must cause us to assume
that the intended us- of a military capability is what it appears to be
designed to accomplish.

Deterrent nuclear forces require survivability and destructive
capability. The overall objective is to convince the adversary that he can
achieve no net gain by launching a nuclear strike, in fact that his very
existence as a nation will cease as a result of a retaliatory strike.
Survivability requires that sufficient weapons survive an initial nuclear
strike. Historically, in the United States, survivability has been achieved
through diversification of the strategic nuclear force into the Triad of
land-based missiles, sea-based missiles, and aircraft delivered weapons.
Each of the three "legs" of the Triad has achieved survivability by
different techniques. The land-based missiles have achieved survival
through "hardness", through concrete and steel silos strong enough to
protect the missile from nearby nuclear explosions. The sea-based missiles
achieve survival through the invisibility of the ballistic missile
submarines which travel quietly, deep beneath the sea. The aircraft
delivered weapons have achieved survival through their ability to fly out
from under an enemy nuclear attack and their ability to avoid or confuse the
enemy's air defense capability.
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Destructive capability, the second criterion of deterrence, renuires
that the numbers, accuracy, and yield of the surviving weapons be sufficient
to destroy that which "matters" to the potential attacker who must be
deterred. What matters? Historically, the United States has assumed that
if it can threaten destruction of the political and military leadership, of
the industrial base, and of conventional military capability the Soviets
will be deterred from nuclear attack on the United States. If that spectrum
of targets can be successfully destroyed after absorbing on initial strike,
then it is hoped no sane or even insane leader could conclude that any
post-strike objective could be enjoyed by the leaders of the country
initiating the first strike.

Deterrence then depends upon survival and destructive capability.
Survival can be achieved in a variety of ways but must be fundamentally
responsive, in order to retain survivability as the capabilities of the
potential attacker change and undermine the survivability which one once
had. Destructive capability is also responsible since it too must change to
defeat any protective measures initiated by the potential attacker.

A first strike force has distinctly different features. Survivability
is not a first order issue since one intends to go first, and by the
definition of first strike, go first so effectively that no serious damage
will be suffered in return. (If there is concern that one's first strike
intentions may be detected and, if the capability exists, a pre-emptive
disarming strike attempted, then the first strike force must also have some
survivability.) The primary criterion of a first strike force is fast and
total destruction of the victim's nuclear delivery capability. To the
extent that perfection is hard to achieve, the initiator of a first strike
must defend and protect "what matters" from whatever few nuclear weapons of
the victim might survive.

With these different criteria in mind, let us examine the Soviet Union's
national security posture. The Soviets, at first glance, have a Triad
structure similar to that of the United States, land-based missiles,
sea-based missiles, and bomber-delivered weapons. When looked at in detail,
however, there are dramatic differences in the seriousness with which the
two countries have addressed survivability.

The Soviet long-range bomber force consists of some 150 aircraft, the

newest having been deployed in 1974. Only if the new Blackjack bomber, now
under development, reaches significant production levels can the Soviets be
credited with a serious bomber leg of their Triad.

The Soviet sea-based missile force consists of 950 missiles aboard 62
submarines. However, only a small fraction of Soviet submarines are
routinely at sea, leaving the majority of submarine warheads potentially
vulnerable in a few ports. U.S. concerns for the survivability of its
sea-based missiles have led it to routinely keep two-thirds of its
submarines hidden at sea while the remaining one-third undergo maintenance.

The Soviet land-based missilc3 carry 70 percent of Soviet warheads. The
missiles are stored in concrete and steel silos. The Soviets here, in sharp
contrast to their practices with bombers and submarines, seem. to take
survivability seriously. However, here again, when evaluated more closely
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the "survivability" scorecard again does not look too good. For the last
decade we in the United States have known that the era of the survivability
of any "fixed" t3rget is over; that the accuracy of missiles will be such
that a nuclear detonation will be so close that nc structure of concrete and
steel can survive. In this environment the Soviets continue to base the
majority of its nucleai delivery capability aboard tnese fixed land-based
missiles.

So when assessing the characteristics of Soviet nuclear forces against
the criteria of survivability, the cornerstone of a deterrent force, one
comes away not very impressed with Soviet efforts in this area. Destructive
capability on the other hand is clearly substantiated, given survivability.

Now lets look at how the Soviet posture compares with the first strike
criterion. The need for a first strike to be fast and lethal means that the
Soviet bombers and submarines are, to first order, not relevant to the
assessment. The Soviets, using only two-thirds of their 5S-18 force, now or
in the near future will have the ability to attack each U.S. land-based silo
with two accurate, high yield warheads. Therefore, only 200 out of a total
of 1400 Soviet land-based missiles will be needed to destroy the ICBM leg of
the U.S. Triad. In the case of the SS-19, 500 missiles would be required,
leaving almost 1000 missiles for other purposes.

The few U.S. bases where sea-based missile submarines are in maintenance
will require only one warhead each for total destruction of one-third of our
sea-based leg of the Triad, an easy accomplishment for the Soviets.

The bomber leg of the U.S. Triad is based at less than twenty bases.
One high yield Soviet warhead ezch is sufficient to destroy each base. But
some, maybe even all, the bonbers can be launched between the time of the
detection of Soviet missile launch and warhead arrival. Once airborne, the
U.S. bombers can reach the Soviet Union. There they will come up against
the world's most awesome air defense capability. The Soviets are credited
with over 12,000 surface-to-air missiles in addition to the interceptor
aircraft and the Soviet airborne warning and control (AWAC) aircraft
designed to guide the interceptors to their targets. The U.S. Air Force
will tell you that today they are confident that sufficient bombers can
defeat that defense - but it is not for Soviet lack of trying and lack of
investment. The Soviets seem committed to negating the deterrent capability
of the bomber leg of the United States.

Returning to the U.S. submarine force, we left two-thirds of the
submarines at sea, twenty submarines carrying over 350 missiles with over
3500 warheads. The Soviets have a substantial anti-submarine warfare
activity and the United States has gone to considerable expense to dilute
its effectiveness. The Trident submarine deployment at $1B per submarine is
solely directed at making it harder for the Soviets to locate and destroy
our sea-based leg of the Triad. Anti-submarine warfare is the most shrouded
in secrecy of all military technology - and for very good reason. A
submarine, if well located is trivial to destroy with conventional weaponry;
if less well located it can be destroyed with one or several nuclear
weapons. Yet the ability to localize may be easily defeated by active or
passive countermeasures. The Soviets have every motivation to keep as their
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darkest of secrets their progress in finding and destroying U.S. ballistic
missile submarines.

If we locji( back at what we have just covered, we find that the Soviet
land-based missile force looks as much like an element of a first strike as
it is poss~ile to look. We cannot conclude that the Soviets have an overall
first strike capability because the U.S. bombers and submarines have a high
survivability against missile attack. But Soviet a~r defense and
anti-submairine warfare activities. if successful, would provide missing
elements of a first strike capability.

One other attribute of a first strike posture is the ability to defend
against and survive whatever very small force has escaped destruction. We
have aiready noted the air-defense capability of the Soviets. We must also
note '.he Soviet's limited but real antiballistic missile defense capability
arourd Moscow, the center of Soviet political and military leadership. One
can also note the shelter systems for tre Soviet elite and the general civil
def,?nse preparedness. If one postulates that a first strike capability is a
So' iet objective, that it would be exercised only when the Soviets had high
ccnfidence of d~stroying virtually all U.S. nuclear delivery capability and
needed an A8M and civil defense only for unlikely surviving nuclear
capability, then the military and civil defense of the Soviets seems to be
of what they would need in such a scenario.

We have compared the Soviet posture today with the requirements for a
deterrent force and found it wanting. We have compared their posture with
the reouirements for a first strike and found it wanting. We have looked at
the directions in which they seem to be moving and found a better match for
a first strike force then for a deterrent force.

What is Soviet intent? We don't know! We can conclude that the best
fit - a first strike objective - is right. We can look for excuses for
their deterrent posture failings and conclude that deterrence is their
objective. What is to be avoided is letting wishful thinking determine our
conclusion. We should not flee tne uncomfortable feeling of being sized up
for attack by inventing other reasons for the Soviet program.

We must present the Soviets with the opportunity of removing the
ambiguity of their intent. The administration has done this by seeking
agreement via the Strategic Arms Reduction Talks (START) in placing a
priority on the reduction of fixed land-based missiles. Soviet acceptance
will clearly signal a lessening interest in first strike.

But waiting for arms control agreements is not enough. We must give
serious consideration to the protection of this country from any Soviet
first strike plans, We must support modernization of the strategic
deterrent to reduce its vulnerability. We must protect this country's
citizens and iesources. This is your difficult job.
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WHAT GOOD IS OPERATIONS RESEARCH AFTER AN EMERGENCY?
Laurence L. George

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
P. 0. Box 808, L-140

Livermore, CA 94550 U.S.A.

Wh3t is Operations Research?

Operations Research is the application of mathematics tc solve
problems. The problems are "word problems", real problems converted into
mathematical form and solved. The mathematics are "applications" according
to real mathematicians;.

Operations Research is needed after emergencies becatise there will be
plenty of problems. There may not be much time to solve them, but
Operations Research already has solutions to fit the problemi.

Operations Researchers want to solve problems. They will be attracted
to and challenged by problems that arise after emergencies because of their
motivation to restore order, because the problems are different from
ever, day problems, 3nd because of the challenqe to get quick solutions.

Operations Research requires computers because the days of simple
solutions to simple problems have gone. There are still simiale solutions,
but t'ley are applied to so much data that computers atust store inputs and
execute the sim;le solutions. The availability of personal computers makes
Operations Research convenient after emergencies.

This is how an Operations Researcher solves a problem. The Manager and
Operations Researcher formulate the problem and describe alternatives.
Then the Operations Researcher abstracts the problem into d mathematical or
computer model, solves the model and suggests the solution to the Manager.
That solution may not solve the manager's problem because it is a solution
to an abstract model. With some iteration, the Manager and the
Operations Researcher can usually improve the solution. They might even
find alternatives that had been overlooked. This problem solving process
can be employed during and after emergencies

The Operations Researcher usually forces the problem into a standard
form and uses standard solutions. Some solutions are preprogrammed so that
problem solving amounts to gathering the data, applying the standard
solution and reporting the results. The difficulties lie in problem
formulation and data collection.

Operations Research, Management Scie.ace and Systems Science are
similar. The publications are similar. Table 1 lists the main topics of
the core journals in each field. Table 2 describes some typical
Operations Research problems.

How does Operations Research help after emergencies? The obvious
answer is it solves problems. Some solutions are already available. They
were obtained in the course of designing systems for emergencies (Section
2) or allocating resources after emergencies (Section 3). but applications
are scarce judging from the small number of references. This is due to the
infrequency of emergencies relative to the frequency of everyday problems.

For example, a characteristic of mathematical programming makes it an
attractive problem solving method after emergencies. The first step in
mathematical programmiing is to find feasible soluvions. After an
emergency, feasible solutions may be scarce and all that is needed.
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Table 1: Divisions of SO Leading Journal$

Opeations Resref Managemwt Science international Journal
(Mve Editors) (De"Itr~nts) of System Science

Atlhemtical Programing A Mathematical Programming Path. Modeling
Cjptimitatlon and Networks

I~istribtion Networks A Logistics, Distribution Cptimizition
Facilities & Inventory

pro~tuctinn Productio, and Operations Industry
WAn~agemen

Simulatio" Simulation Simulation

DcOision Analysis Decision Analysis Control

Stoch'astic Processes I Applied S'ochastic Proesses
Queuing

Social SYStem, 3Wealth Public Sector Applications BiO.Systams
A Service

Natural Resources A Energy Finance; Inforsation System Environment
and Accountin2

Reliability MArteting; Organization Analysis

Military Oper. Researcha Planning and Deisign; R A 0 and
Innovation; Planning, Forecisting
and Applied Gaem Theory

Table 2. Typcal Problems in Sa Divisions

1. Oblefsia maimzeon fncio smictt

constraints on other functions of the alternativ"u.
2. Probability and ,Stochastic Processes

TT 4 Itas of SOme eveniTs or find the values of sume
functions of these probabilities.

3. Simulation
Waiaa acomputeir model of to~t "lowblem d Iee what happens to the model
Wwen we change I t.

4. Gam 1heory
fTind WASgies to satisfy some objective In competition with
adversaries.

S. Palti-objectivet Dec~si on Alsi
1AZ5TY SOwera. oDJOctie I sIM.Naiuneows Iy as well as possible.

What Has Operations Research Been Used for Prior to Emergencies'
OperaflonS ResearCh has been applied extensively In planning, desig;; and
operation of production, distribution and service industries. Some of
these applications are plar.ning for emergencies:

1. design power generation and transmission systems for reliability
in case of earthquake or fire (54, 55, 62),

2. allocate resources, plan inventories, and distribute supplies
(blood, food, etc.) (24, 44, 45, 47, 48, 65, 66, 67).

3. design queuing, service and commlunication systems to handle
overload or withstand electromagnetic pulse (63, 67, 63),

4. estimate reliability of lifeline networks (617 79,20, 21,
22,_48),

5. Tonstuct models of contagion, epidemics and disasters for
assessment of their effects (25, 26, 37, 38, 39, 43, 61, 68. 69),

6. locate and dispatch emergency-s-e-rvi.e-s-s-u-ch as-he-alth,-p-olic-e,
fire and shelter (1, 23, 28, 29, 30, 31, 33, 41, 42),

7. estimate insurance premiums and the value of life (-3, 56, 57, 58,
59,1 60),P

8. plan tire control strategies (2, 3. 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12,
13, 26, 3-5, 3-6, 46),
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Thze design for reliability of power, water and communication systems
recently shifted emphasis. Systems have always been designed to avoid
breakdown due to wearout or internal malfunction. But the need to
withstand external shocks has been recently emphasized. Shocks could be
earthquakes which shutdown power plants, knock over transmission towers,
and break water mains. They could be electromagnetic pulses which scramble
circuits. They could be storms which interrupt communications and cause
damage. They could be fires inside nuclear power plants which can't be
fought aggressively because of inaccessibility. Operations Research helps
design for reliability in case of shocks and emergencies by estimating
reliability of compcnents and systems.

The typical model of component failure due to shock is that some load,
mechanical, electromag-netic, or thermal, exceeds the component's capacity
to withstand the load. The load and the component's capacity to withstand
the load are modeled as random variables to represent inherent randomness.
Component failure probability is

P[Load- Strength] = P [X- Y] =f (l-Fy(x))fx(x)dx (1)

where Fy(x) = P[Strengtht- x] and fx(x)dx PP[ x< Load ,-x+dx].

The probability a system survives (reliability) is the probability that
some combinations of components survive. System reliability is not the
product of component reliabilities because components are dependent. They
are dependent because the component loads are all caused by the same
external load.

For example, suppose two identical relays ere used for redundancy in a
circuit. Circuit failure probability is the probability both relays fail.
Suppose the relays are in two different cabinets to reduce the probability
that both are damaged by a fire. Suppose a fire cccurs in the room
containing the cabinets. Assume the relays fail if the peak temperatures
in their cabinets exceed the capacities of their wiring insulations to
withstand heat. Denote Xl and X2 the peak temperatures and Yl and
Y2 the capacities. Assume they are independent pairs of correlated
normal random variables. The peak temperatures are correlated because they
are due to the same fire. The probahility of circuit failure increases
with the ccrrelatior between Xl and X2. Incorrectly dssUmi•,•j Xl and
X2 are uncorrelated underestimates circuit failure probability.

The recent shift in emphasis of reliability analysis has required that
dependence be accounted for. This is done (64). In addition to handling
dependence, the shift in emphasis requires tfiTt the effect of secondary
threat following a shock, such as fire following earthwuake, be accounted
for.

For example, suppose earthquake load and subsequent fire can cause
relay failures. Assume a relay fails if either the earthquake load exceeds
the mechanical stsrength or if the fire temperature exceeds the insulation
capacity. Let E and F denote earthquake and fire random
variables. Then component failure probability is

P[Xi (E) -Y,(E) or XI(F) >YI(F)]. (2)

If there is deterioriation due to earthquake, component failure probability

is P[X(E)>Y1(E)] + P[XI(F)>Y1 (F)l XI(E)MY 1 (E)] P[X 1(E) <Y1(E)J, (3)
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earthquake failure probability plus earthquake survival and fire failure
probability. The probability P[XI (F) >Yl(F) IXI(E)< Yl(E)]
conditions fire failure on earthquake survival allowing earthquake
deterioriation to affect fire failure probability.

What Good is Operations Research After an Emergency?

There are many Operations Research methods useful after an emergency:

1. Management of resources (50,65,52),
a. perishable inventories (Z4),
b. transportation and distrS'ution (27, 29, 34, 4C, 41, 65, 57),
c. rationing (47),
d. cannibalizatThn of spare parts (44, 45),
e. feasible resource allocation (661.-

2. Models of contagion, epidemic, and Ti-re,
a. stochastic process models of epidemics (68),
b. Markov process models of fire spread in M and 3D (26, 68),

3. Models of control of emergencies
a. Markov decision processes for control of fires (4, 5, 6, 7,

8, 9, 11),
b. Zyni0-1c lifeline analysis to construct the optimal network

after damage (16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22),
c. bottleneck transportation problems T27)7

4. Search (70).
Because there are so many methods, I'll describe only feasible resource
allocation.

The typical resource allocation problem is to find the levels of
activities xj, j=l,2,...,n,to maximize some profit function where pj is
the profit per unit of activity j

n
z Z P ! Pjxj (4)j=l 1 x

subject to constraints
n

jZ alj xj - bi i-I,2,...m (5)

x 0 > 0. (6)

The bj are available resource quantities, the aj are the consumption
rates of resource I per unit of activity J, and 1he product aij xj is
the amount of resource I used by activity xj. This problem is called a
linear program. The constraints define a convex set in the vector space
spanned by x. The set may be empty if resources are insufficient to
satisfy intermediate production cunstraints.

For example, there may be a limited amount of unpolluted water which
con be used in three activities, drinking by humans, watering agriculture,
and drinking by livestock. The variable xI represents the amount of
water for drinking by humans so its input-output coefficient all-I and
its profit may be assumd to be pl=1. The variable x2 represents the
level of agricultural activity. Its input output coefficient a12 is the
water consumption per unit of agricultural activity. The profit P2 per
unit of agriculture is greater than from livestock, P3.
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There may be other constraints which depend on population size that
define the minimum levels of combinations of activities required for
survival; e.g.

xl > bI (water required by population)

a22x2 + a23 x3 > b2  (calories required by population)

After an emergency, the problem may be to find a feasible set of activity
levels to support the population.

The data for feasible resource allocation exists except for the amounts
of resources and the population. As soon after an emergency as resource
and population estimates become available, the feasibility problem can be
solved and solutions recommended to resource managers. If no feasible
solutions exist, sersitivity analyses can show which resources are most
needed and how much.

Conclusions

Operations Research is ready and waiting to help after emergencies.
One reason it has been used so little is no longer applicable, the lack of
computer support. I recommend that emergency managers prepare the data,
the programs, the operations renearchers and themselves to use the support
Operations Research can provide after emergencies.
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ABSTRACT

- Traditional material flammability test3 are discussed in terms of their
empirical foundation and oversimplified interpretation of fire phenomena.
More recent rate-of-heat-release tests overcome some of these problems by
measuring a material's response to different levels of fire exposure.
However, no existing small-scale tests are sensitive to the radiant emission
from the material's own flames. This radiant emission controls large-scale
fire hazards. As a result, existing flammability tests cannot be expected to

* adequately characterize large-scale hazards. Some new approaches to this
problem are discussed and a specific bench-scale test method is suggested
which may overcome the identified problems of existing test methods.

BACKGROUND

Traditionally, the flammability of a building material has been evaluated by
measuring its: 1) ease of piloted ignition; 2) ability to propagate a small
creeping flame in the presence of an external radiant source; and/or 3)
ability to propagate a larger under-ceiling fire as measured by the ASTM-E84
"tunnel test" which exposes a 25 ft (7.62 m) long sample to a sizeable propane
ignition source. This latter test is legally recognized by most building
codes. Since the piloted ignition and creeping flame spread phenomena are
closely related and depend on similar material properties they are often
jointly evaluated by the ASTM-E162 test apparatus which measures the creeping
spread rate and extent of maximum flame travel under conditions of a spatially
decreasing external radiant flux.

These tests were developed about thirty years ago at a time when building
materials where based primarily on cellulose which has a limited range of
flame properties. Also, at that time, lacking a basic understanding of fire
behavior, it was implicitly assumed that all materials could be ranked on a
single flammability scale based on some standard test which subjects a materi-
al to a single representative fire environment. In view of the need for some
flammability assessment procedure and the absence of obviously contradictory
full-scale (or loss) data this oversimplified approach appeared justified at
its time. This traditional philosophy has now outlived its usefulness.

FULL-SCALE TESTING

Around 1970, after experiencing unexpectedly severe losses involving newly
introduced fire retarded plastics, various full-scale corner tests were run to
check their flammability rankings suggested by the ASTM-E84 test (Castino,
1975). A lack of correlation was observed which was particularly troublesome
for those fire-resistant insulation materials having a flame spread rating
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less than 25. The ASTM-E84 ranking is based primarily on the extent of flame
travel normalized so that red-oak has a rating of 100 and cement-board a
rating of zero. Apparently modern polymeric materials and especially fire-
resistant foam insulations do not properly fit on this ranking scale.

This lack of correlation has lead to a wide-spread mistrust of current
stanoard flammability tests and the reluctant suggestion that one can only
rely on full-scale tests for flammability assessment. Consistent with this
full-scale test philosophy the ISO (International Standards Organization) and
ASTM are developing a "Standard Method for Testing Wall and Ceiling Materials
and Assemblies" (ASTM, 1980) which exposes a material to a large 176 kW
propane burner flame placed in a lower corner of an 8 ft x 12 ft x 8 ft high
(2.4 x 3.6 x 2.4 m) room whose wall and ceilings are lined with the
material. The outcome of these corner/room tests is strongly dependent on the
rather arbitrarily chosen heat release rate of the ignition source. For
exposure heating rates above some (material dependent) critical value the fire
will undergo a dramatic transition to flashover when the heat release rate
from the burning wall material becomes comparable to the exposure fire heat
release rate. Exposure fires smaller than this critical value are insuffic-
ient to initiate flashover and usually cause only local damage. Test
engineers welcome such clear-cut go/no go tests because they have an indisput-
able outcome. However, a result from a single test run with a given exposure
is relatively uninformative to a potential user interested in the outcome
involving other levels of exposure. A pot--'ial user probably wishes to rank
materials according to their exposure which will just cause run-away ignition
(e.g. flashover) of the material. Unfortunately, at present, it is not
possible to determine this critical exposure for a 1iven material from a
single full-scale test.

Full-scale tests are also very expensive, difficult to reproduce, and require
such large quantities of sample materials that they cannot be considered for
screening new materials under development. Finally full-scale tests, being
empirical, give little guidance for assessing hazards in related situations.
Often small changes in geometric details have a profound effect on the outcome
of a fire. In conclusion, full-scale tests are generally regarded as
essential for corroborating the general claims of standard flammability test
methods, but cannot serve as a substitute because of their complexity, cost
and large material requirements.

FIRE PHENOMENA

It is now generally recognized that various materials can have markedly
different flammability tankings in different situations depending on such
factors as: 1) fire scale; 2) imposed heat flux levels; 3) geometric arrange-
ment; 4) the presence of other nearby materials, and 5) the temperature,
pressure and degree of vitiation of the surrounding atmosphere. Fires gener-
ally involve synergistic couplings between a material and its environment.
Also, different fire scenarios are often governed by qualitatively different
burning mechanisms which in turn are controlled by different combinations of
material properties. It is important to understand these differences in
burning mechanisms when interpreting flammability test results. In particu-
lar, it is important to appreciate the effects of fire-scale, if one wishes to
infer full-scale fire behavior from small standard flammability tests.
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SMALL-SCALE

The steady (constant area) burning ratc of a small-scale fire is controlled by
the convective heat transfer from the flames. Sma77-sc-ae flames are not
thick enough to emit significant radiation. As a result their mass transfer
rates are primarily controlled by the heat required to vaporize unit mass of
fuel. The overall heat release per unit area is given by the product of the
mass transfer rate and the heat of combustion of the fuel volatiles. Other
factors controlling small-scale burning rates depend only on geometry for
typical organic fuels burning by natural convection in air at atmospheric
pressure. The important fuel property - namely the heat required to vaporize
unit mass of fuel - can be directly measured by Tewarson's (Tewarson, 1980)
well known "FM Flammability Apparatus" which measures the fuel-mass-loss-rate
and heat-release-rate under different applied radiant exposures.

Flame-retardants acting by inhibiting gas-phase reactions can significantly
reduce, or even prevent, burning at small-scale. The effectiveness of such
retardants has often been inferred from the LOI (Limiting Oxygen Index) test
which measures the critical ambient oxygen concentration that is just suffic-
ient to permit downward creeping flame-spread on a small sample. Because this
test is convenient and requires only a very :mall test sample, it is widely
used in the chemical industry during material development. Unfortunately, the
test results can be very misleading because large-hazardous-scale-fires are
not significantly influenced by such gas-phase flame retardants (because
large-scale flow times are so much longer than reaction times). Innumerable
disappointments have occurred in recent years when supposedly non-flammable
fire-retardant polymers burned vigorously in large-scale tests. For example,
PVC plastics which usually have an excellent LOI rating burn more rapidly at
large-scales than acrylics which generally have a poor LOI rating. Also, the
flame-retardants encouraged by this test tend to significantly increase the
smoke output end toxicity of a fire.

Fire-retardants which act by encouraging char-formation in the solid-phase can
be very effective at all fire scales. By ;reventing transfer of carbon to the
gas-phase they are triply effective by: 1) providing a thermally insulating
char layer; 2) reducing the gas-phase heat-release-rate and resulting flame
heights; and 3) reducing the flame luminosity and consequent radiant heat
transfer which is of dominant importance at large-scales. It is speculated
that some of these retardants act by encouraging the polymerization of the
fuel vapors as they flow through the chemically active char layer (Parker,
1982). The effectiveness of these char-enhancing retardants can be evaluated
by a rate-of-heat-release (RHR) apparatus which measures the transient combus-
tion heat release per unit area of a material subjected to a controlled
radiant flux. Tewarson's "FM Flammability Apparatus" and Smith's "Ohio State
Apparatus" are well known examples of such RHR tests. Tewarson uses a 10 cm
diameter sample and Smith uses a 25 x 25 cm square sample. In both cases the
material requirements are small enough to permit testing at a variety of
imposed flux levels. However, neither test explicitly measures the flame
luminosity or radiated fraction of heat releese. As a result, one should not
directly extrapolate the test results to large-scales where radiation from the
flames is a controlling factor.
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Many modern polymeric materials are retarded by the simple addition of inert
fillers which increase the heat required for fuel gasification and often leave
a porous char-like insulating residue. These effects can be measured by the
above mentioned RHR tests. In addition, some fillers incorporate a
significant amount of water of hydration, which upon vaporization may possible
reduce soot formation and flame radiation. Unfortunately, the current lack of
a flame radiation test has prevented measurement of this latter effect.

The rate-of-heat-release test is particularly useful for examining charring
flame-retarded materials such as polyurethane or PVC foams. Such materials
can have a distinctly non-linear response to an imposed heat flux. Figure 1
shows the peak response of various polyurethane foams (NFPA Handbook,
15th Ed., pg. 4-7). Notice the changes in rankings for various imposed heat
fluxes. At very low flux levels the material surface temperature does not
increase sufficiently for significant gasification. Above some critical flux
level gasification occurs at a rate sufficient to support piloted ignition.
Once ignition occurs the sample receives heat both from the external radiant
source and the flames themselves. The added heat transfer from the flames
often decreases with increasing rates of gasification leading to a less than
linear increase of heat release rate with increasing imposed flux.

A rate-of-heat-release (RHR) test has the advantage of providing several
important flammability parameters from a single test run versus time.
Figures 2a and 2b show a typical RHR test arrangement and results (Ostman,
1982). The sample receives a uniform radiant heat flux. Measurement of
oxygen depletion in the exhaust is now typically used to infer the rate-of-
heat-release (Huggett, 1980). The initial time delay prior to gasification
provides a measure of the ease of ignition. The rapid increase to the peak
heat-release-rate is controlled by the material's heat of gasification. The
subsequent decrease in heat-release-rate is due to increasing char insulation;
while the final secondary peak results from acceleration of the pyrolysis wave
as it approaches the thermally insulated back-surface of the sample.
Figure 2b shows curves for several externally imposed fluxes. It simulates
the effects of flame radiation in much larger fires. The heat flux actually
received by the solid is augmented by the heat transfer from the flames
pr3duced by the sample itself. All of the above transient phenomena are being
actively studied by various fire research groups (Delichatsios and de Ris,
1983). A possible criticism of most current rate-of-heat-release tests is
their external radiant heat source. Gas panel radiant heat sources provide
heat over a typical infrared wavelength range but their flux levels are too
low for realistic view factors; whereas quartz heaters provide plenty of heat
but at unrealistically short wavelengths. Solid fuel response times are known
to be quite sensitive to the imposed wavelength (Welker, 1969). Improved
infrared gas fired radiant heaters using newly available high temperature
ceramics may resolve this problem.

Except for the characterization of flame radiation, it is now generally
believed that the rate-of-heat-release measurement provides the most meaning-
ful characterization of large-scale flammability.

Before closing this discussion of small-scale fire phenomena, one should
mention the wide body of research on the creeping flame spread associated with
downward and horizontally propagating fires. This phenomenon is reasonably
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well understood for both flame-retarded and non-retarded materials having a
smooth surface. It is addressed in part by the LOI test. Also Quintiere, in
a series of studies, has shown that the ASTM-E162 flammability apparatus can
be used to evaluate downward creeping flame spread rates under the influence
of external radiation (Quintiere, et al, 1982). In particular, one can
measure the minimum external flux required to sustain propagation. A similar
apparatus and technique is now widely used for evaluating carpet flarnmabil-
ity. While these advances .,e significant for the general flammability
problem, the creeping fire spread phenomenon is not of central importance to
most large-scale fire hazards. The marginal creeping flame-spread is g~verned
by local chemical kinetics, gas phase diffusion and solid conduction, whereas
the critical condition for large-scale upward fire spread is governed by solid
ignition, the duration and intensity of rate-of-heat-release and the flame
radiative heat feed-back. The associated phenomena are quite different and
should not be expected to correlate.

LARGE-SCALE

As the scale of a fire increases, the flames become thicker and have more
material which can radiate. In general, the radiative heat transfer from
flames to adjacent surfaces exceeds convective heat transfer for flame heights
exceeding 30 centimeters (Orloff, de Ris, Markstein, 1975). For organic fuels
this radiation comes primarily from soot in the flames which makes them appear
brightly luminous. Generally, the pyrolysis vapors from man-made polymeric
materials are high in carbon content and produce more soot than cellulosic
fuels whose pyrolysis vapors have a significant amount of oxygen already bound
to the carbon atoms. Fuels which generate copious amounts of smoke tend to
have highly radiative flames and have higher large-scale burning rates. The
black smoke is thought to arise from the flames losing so much heat by radia-
tion that they are extinguished locally by this radiant loss.

All present day small-scale flammability tests attempt to simulate large-scale
fire environments by imposing an independently controlled external radiative
flux onto the fuel sample. This external flux generally dominates the
radiation from the sample's own flames: so that the measured results are
insensitive to the sample's own flame radiation and cannot be expected to
provide a complete evaluation of the material flammability at large-scales.
This insensitivity is advantageous insofar as it can yield a clear picture of
the solid response to a controlled external environment. But it leaves out
the essential ingredient - namely the flame radiation which typically repre-
sents 80% of the heat feedback at large-scales (Orloff, Modak, Alpert,
1977).

How should we cope with these problems? Clearly we cannot do away with
standard flammability tests. If possible, we should have tests which require
relatively small samples - say 30 cm square or even less - to encourage
testing by industry involved in developing new materials. Of course results
from such tests must be corroborated at full-scale for a selection of repre-
sentative fuels. These problems appear surmountable as will be described
below.

Rate-of-heat-release tests are clearly essential and several such tests are
under development at various fire research institutions. The test measures
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the rate of combustion energy released per unit sample area versus time when
subjected to various levels of externally supplied radiation. It is essential
to evaluate material at various levels of irradiance because many materials
have a strong non-linear response. Also, because charring materials typically
have a strongly decreasing transient heat release subsequent to ignition, one
should evaluate both the peak rate of heat release, maximum average rate-of-
heat-release over selected time intervals (say 1, 2, 3 and 5 minutes) as well
as the cumulative heat release. Results from. these rate-of-heat-release tests
can be directly used for estimating the evolved transient heat release rate
and corresponding flame heights for the material when subjected to a known
source fire in different practical situations of interest.

Knowledge of the rate-of-heat-release leads directly to estimates of flame
heights. In general, both laminar and turbulent flafme heights are controlled
only by the fire geometry and the actual heat release rates and not by other
fuel properties such as its stoichiometric requirements (Masliyah and Steward,
1970; Schug, Manheimer-Timnat, Yaccarino and Glassman, 1981).

To evaluate whether the evolved flames are powerful enough to significantly
add to the exposure heat flux, and thereby induce a self-propagating wall or
corner fire, orne must evaluate the radiative properties of the flames. These
properties are the effective flame radiation temperature Tf and the
absorption-emission coefficient k which is essentially proportional to the
amount of scot pir unit volume. The radiation emitted per unit volume is
equal to 4 a kfTf where a is the classical Stefan-Boltzmann constant.

The accompanying Figure 3 shows a scientific flammability apparatus being
constructed at FMRC to evaluate these flame radiative properties for fire-
resistive charring wall materials. The charring material on the left is
subjected to an externally controlled radiant flux. The transient rate of
heat release is measured by chemically sampling the gases leaving the tup of
the enclosure. A water-cooled heat transfer plate measures the total (radia-
tive plus convective) heat feedback from the flames. It is shieldeu from the
radiant heat source by a series of radiation baffles, so that it measures only
the heat flux from the flames. In addition, we have built a dual radiometer
which looks through the flames from the side in order to simultaneously
measure both the effective flame radiation temperature Tf and absorption-
emission coefficient kf.

This apparatus is not intended as a standard flammability test. It is clearly
too sophisticated for widespread use. It is a scientific apparatus intended
to provide dn in-depth analysis of the radiative properties of a few selected
fire-resistive fuels; so that we can provide a rigorous scientific foundation
for a subsequent simplified standard material flammability measuring
apparatus. It also is intended to provide the basic flame property data
needed for the development of mathematical models predicting corner and room
flashover. In addition, provision has been made for providing vitiated air to
the enclosure for studying the effects of oxygen depletion on flame
radiation. This apparatus is the outcome of a long-range research program
aimed at providing a basic scientific understanding of flame radiation in
fires.
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NBS is currently developing a similar but simpler test apparatus which
measures the total radiative-convective heat feedback flux from the upper
flames. While it is not placed within an enclosure and consequently is not
suitable for evaluating the effects of vitiation, it may eventually lead to a
standard test method.

A SUGGESTED BENCH-SCALE FLAMMABILITY TEST

As discussed above, flammability (or fire hazard) of a material at large-scale
is governed by three principle factors: 1) its piloted ignition time in
response to an imposed heat flux; 2) the subsequent rate-of-heat-release of
its pyrolysis vapors in response to the imposed heat flux; and 3) the radiant
emission from the flames resulting from the burning of these pyrolysis
vapors.

We have already discussed several test devices which can evaluate the rate-of-
heat-release and i-nitability of a material. Here we discuss a proposed test
concept which in addition may evaluate the radiant emission. The suggested
apparatus is also sufficiently compact to be placed on a laboratory bench.

As shown in Figure 4, the test examines a buoyant laminar (candle-like)
diffusion flame produced by the pyrolysis vapors emerging from the heated test
sample. As explained later, the ignition and rate-cf-heat-release measure-
ments are directly inferred from the resultant flame height and should produce
results similar to existing test methods with the advantage of decoupling the
flame heat-feedback from the pyrolysis process.

Of greater significance the test concept allows one to infer the expected
radiant emission from material flames at large-scale. It does this by measur-
ing the fuel's so-called "smoke-point". Recent research at FMRC shows there
is a close correlation between large-scale flame radiation and the smoke-point
for various hydrocdrbon fuels*. The smoke-point is conventionally defined as
the maximum height a buoyant laminar flame can attain without releasing soot
(i.e. smoke). The aircraft industry has traditionally used the smoke-point of
commercial fuels as a measure of their relative smokiness and as well as their
radiant output. Standard test methods exist for evaluating the smoke-point of
liquid and gaseous fuels. The present concept extends these methods to solid
fuel s.

It is well-known that the radiation from both large- and small-scale diffusion
flames comes principally from their luminous soot. This soot is both formed
and oxidized within the flames. Fuels which produce more soot radiate more
intensely. The radiative heat loss cools the flames and, if given enough
time, can induce local radiative extinguishment accompanied by release of cold
soot in the form of visible smok-t. By increasing the fuel supply to a small
candle-like flame, one increases its flame height and residence time,

*Specifically the peak soot absorption coefficient in a 50 kW pool fire and
the radiative fraction from a buoyant turbulent fuel jet ranging over 10-
50 kW are both tightly correlated with the fuel smoke- point (Markstein,
1983).
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resulting in an increased fractional radiative heat loss. A sooty fuel such
as propylene can maintain only a relatively short buoyant flame (2.9 cm high)
without release of visible smoke; where as a less sooty fuel like propane can
support a much taller (16.2 cm) diffusion flame without smoke emission (Shug,
et al, 1981). These candle-like flames at their smoke-points release
approximately one fifth of their chemical energy in the form of radiation. In
the case of hydrocarbon fuels, this heat loss reduces the flame tip
temperature to about 1550K at which temperature soot oxidation rates are
significantly reduced (Markstein, 1983). Smoke-point heights are easily
measured because the flame unaergoes a sudden transition to sooting and
release of sroke. Measured smoke-points are independent of apparatus details
provided the fuel is si.pplied at a given temperature and provided the buoyant
flame is: well ventilated, shielded from stray laboratory air currents by a
chimney, and not subjected to excessive induced forced ventilation (Schalla
and Hibbard, 1957).

The accompanying figure snows the suggested measuring apparatus for solid
fuels. A patent dis:losure has been submitted. It is intended to simulatan-
eously measure both the transient heat-release-rate and sootiness of the
pyrolysis vapors emerging from a test sample (say 4-6 cm in diameter) placed
in an oven at the start of a test run. Auxilliary supplies of fuel and inert
gases are added to the pyrolysis vapors under feedback control to maintain a
constant overall heat-release-rate and degree of flame sootiness. In gen.ral,
for organic fuels, the heat-release-rate of a laminar buoyant diffusion flame
is directly proportional to its height, regardles,. of the fuel chemical
composition or presence of added inert gas (Shug, 1981). Consequently, as the
rate-of-heat-release from the pyroylysis vapors increases, the excess fuel
controller will reduce the excess fuel supply while maintaining a constant
flame height as seen by the radiometer. This reduction in excess fuel supply
provides a direct measurement of the sample's instantaneous heat-release-
rate. The subsitution technique should be both rapid and precise.

Similarly, the flame can be maintained in its marginal smoke-point state by a
smoke detector which increases the supply of inert gas (say N2 ) as the
pyrolysis vapors increase in sootiness. An, increase in inert gas flow
suppresses soot formation without influencing the flame height (Shug, 1981).
The added inert flow provides an instantaneous measure of pyrolysis vapor
sootiness. The respective heat-release-rate and sootiness measurements are
presumably independent of one another and can be performed simultaneously
throughojt the test run. Certainly the heat release measurement should bc
independent of the simultaneous soot-point measurements. Recently Calcote and
Manos (1983) showed that the relative ranking of hydrocarbon fuels in terms of
their sootiness in diffusion flames is not particularly sensitive to the
measurement technique. This suggests that the relative s:otiness of fuels
will not depend importantly on the sample size, or the base point supply rates
of excess fuel and nitrogen.

At present, the suggested test concept is in its early stages of develop-
".ent. Further data is needed for relating large-scale radiant fluxes in
various fire situations in terms of measured fuel smoke-points. So far we
have only used hydrocarbon fuels for evaluating the test concept. We do not
know whether the principles can be extended to fuels having gas-phase chemical
retardants. Also considerable effort will be required to develop a standard
test method.
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In spite of these caveats, one has little choice but to further investigate
this suggested flammability test; because there are no other suggested
alternative tests desioned to assess flame radiative propertiec. Its bench-
scale size and minimal material requirements should make it very attractive to
the chemical industry; thereby eliminating the principal impediment to the
development of truly fire-resistive materials.
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RELIABILITY OF ENGINEERED BASEMENTS AS BLAST SHELTERS

A. Longinow*, J. Mohammadi**, R.R. Robinson***

" 0C -INTRODUCTION

'This paper presents a method for predicting the reliability (probability
of nonfailure) of basement shelters when subjected to the blast effects cf a

Ssingle nuclear weapon in its Mach region. The method is described with refer-
ence to a reinforced concrete basement shelter whose roof slab is the weakest

c structural component. This is generally the case in weak-walled conventional
buildings when the first floor over the basement is at grade and the peripheral

04 basement walls are not exposed but are in contact with the soil. In such
basements, partial or total collapse of the slab results in casualties. Casu-
alties would be produced by debris from the collapsed slab, the building above,
and by pressure build-up within when the shelter envelope is breached. The
objective then is to determine the probability of roof slab collapse and on
this basis to determine the probability of people survival. The paper pre-
sents the method of analysis and illustrates its application by means of an
example problem.,_

STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

The form of structural analysis performed is described in Reference (1).
The reinforced concrete slab is modeled as a single degree of freedom system
4hose flexural resistance is a piecewise linear function. The resistance
function, see Figure 1, relates the flexural slab resistance to the deflection
at its midpoint. Since shear is a possible mode of failure, the analysis is
also concerned with peak dynamic reactions distributed along the edges of the
slab.

The blast load is approximated by a function having an instantaneous rise
to peak overpressure, followed by an exponential decay, see Figure 2. It has
the following form (Reference 2).

F(t) = F( - t/td)e-t/td (d)

where F, = peak overpressure

td positive phase duration of the overpressure

The spacial distribution of the blast load is assumed to be uniform over the

surface of the slab.

Si;,ce both the loading and resistance are complex functions, it was

* Associate Professor, Department of Civil Engineering, Illinois Institute
of Technology, Chicago, IL 60616

** Assistant Professor, Department of Civil Engineering, Illinois Institute
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necessary to use a numerical procedure to obtain the peak midpoint deflection
and the peak dynamic reactions. The primary equations used in the analysis
are the following.

KLMMty + R(y) = F(t) (2)

where KLM = the load-mass factor (Reference 1)

Mt = the total mass of the slab

R(y) = flexural resistance

F(t) = load=time history, see Equation (1)

V(t) = CiR(y) + CzF(t) (3)

where V(t) thp dynamic reaction along the given edge (a or b) of the slab,
see Figure 3

ClI,C 2  constants whose values depend on the aspect ratio of the slab

PROBABILITY OF FAILURE

In the case of two failure modes, the probability of slab failure, P(F),
is (Reference 3)

P(F) = 1 [l - P(Fb)][l - P(Fv)] (4)

when the modes are independent, and

P(F) = max [P(Fb), P(Fv)] (5)

when the modes are highly correlated. In Eqs. (4) and (5), P(F ) is the
probability of failure due to flexure, and P(F ) is the probabi~ity of failure
due to shear. The actual probability of failure is between these two bounds.

uigProbabilities of failure due to flexure and shear were each computed

using the following expression

P(C) 1- {nIr/s) C- 1 (6)
1 n L( I - ý2ATCT - 2s'4

where €( ) = the cummulative density function of the standard normal distri-
bution

r= the median value of the resistance parameter in flexure or shear

s the median value of the load parameter in flexure or shear

R, S1 coefficients of variation of the resistance and load parametersrespectively
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e - median safety factor

ýe "total degree of dispersion of the safety factor

For the case of flexural response the median safety factor 8 is taken as
the ratio of ym/y p, where ym is the ultimate (collapse) midpoint deflection

of the slab, see Figure 1, and yp is the midpoint deflection at a given load.

The value of ym is taken as 0.15a, where "a" is the short span dimension of

the slab (Reference 4).

For the case of shear response, the median safety factor is taken as
the ratio of v m/V p, where v iý the ultimate unit shear capacity of the slab

and Vp is the corresponding shear stress at a given load. The shear stress

is computed at the periphery of the slab by the use of dynamic reactions
mentioned earlier. The ultimate unit shear capacity of the slab is based on
the following formula which is the standard ACI (Reference 5) formula modi-
fied as suggested in Reference 6.

vm = 1.5(2 fjc) (7)

where f'c = 1.25f. = the ultimate compressive strength of concrete increased

to account for the increase in strength due to dynamic loading
conditions (Reference 1)

SAMPLE APPLICATION

Figure 3 shows the plan view of a reinforced concrete slab whose rein-
forcing steel extends over and beyond the supports. Supports are continuous
alutgq the edges of the slab. The reinforcement in the short direction is
0.27(in)2 /ft (572mm2 /m) and in the long direction is 0.19(in) 2/ft (402mW2/m).
The slab is 9-in (228.6nim) thick. The compressive strength of concrete, f'
= 3000 psi (20.7 MPa) and the yield strength of reinforcing steel, f = c
60,000 psi (414 MPa). Y

In performing the analysis, the following parameters were treated as
random variables, i.e., Fl, td, fc, f y As (cross-sectional area of rein-

forcing rods), d(effective depth of the slab).

Coefficients of variation of the basic parameters were obtained from
available experimental data (Ref. 4, 7, 8). Corresponding coefficients of
variation of slab resistance, peak deflection and peak shear stress were
determined on the basis of a first order approximation, Reference 3.

This slab was analyzed when subjected to a series of blast loads of in-
creasing intensity with durations corresponding to a I-MT surface burst.
Results of the analysis are shown in Figure 4.and Figure 5. Figure 4 shows
the probabilities of failure in flexure and shear taken separately and
determined on the basis of Eq. (6). Figure 5 shows the bounds on the pro-
bability of failure computed on the basis of (4) and (5).
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SUMMARY ANC CONCLUSIONS

A method for predicting the probability of failure of structures by con-
sidering multiple failure modes was formulated. It was applied to the analy-
sis of a reinforced concrete slab when subjected to a uniformly distributed
blast load over its surface. Currently available criteria for failure due
to flexure and shear (Ref. 4 and 6) were used in predicting the probability
of failure.

This method is capable of considering all major components of a structure,
the respective failure modes of each component, and of predicting the pro-
bability of failure of the structure as a whole.
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RELIABILITY OF RESIDENTIAL BASEMENTS AS BLAST SHELTERS
A. Longinow* and J. Mohammadi**

0 INTRODUCTION

CC -This paper describes an analysis method for predicting the probability of
failure of a wood-framed basement when subjected to a static, uniformly dis-

?"_ tributed load. The analysis considers the primary failure modes of each fram-
ing member and determines the probability of failure for each mode acting

0 alone. The failure probability of the system as a whole is then bounded. The
upper bound is determined on the assumption that the failure modes are in-
dependent, while the lower bound is determined on the assumption that the
failure modes are perfectly :orrelated. The analysis is described with re-
ference to an example problem..

DESCRIPTICA OF THE STRUCTURE

Plan and elevation views of the wood-framed basement are shown in Fig. 1
and Fig. 2 respectively. The basement is lined with concrete block walls on
footings. The floor is a thin concrete slab. The original framing system
consists of joists supported by basement walls and girders, which are in turn
supported by five wood columns. The flooring, consisting of two layers of
1-in. thick boards is nailed to the joists (Ref. 1).

This basement is an improvised shelter against the effects of blast. To
this end, the original framing is strengthened by incorporating a studwall at
the center of each of the two joist'spans. There is one stud column under
each joist in each span. The windows into the basement are blocked off and
the protruding basement walls are mounded up to the level of the flooring.
Sizes of the framing members considered in the analysis are given next.

Joists: 1.625-in by 5.625-in with an average spacing of 24.12-in
Girders: 5.5-in by 6.75-in
Columns: 4.0-in by 8.0-in
Studwalls: Columns 2.0-in by 4.0-in with bracing at midheight

The material is Jack Pine.

STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

The joists are continuous over the girders and the studwalls are simply-
supported at the basement wall. Experimental results (Ref. 1) indicate that
flooring nailed to joists does not result in full composite action between
the joists and the flooring and therefore the joists are analyzed as being
independent of the flooring.

Girder 1 is simply-supported on column 1 and column 3 and is contin-
uous over column 2. Girder 2 is simply-cupported on column 3 and the base-
ment wall and is continuous over columns 4 and 5. The columns are analyzed

* Associate Professor, Department of Civil Engineering, Illinois Institute
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as pin-ended. The extent to which the girders and the studwalls provide
flexible supports for the joists is neglected. The loading consists of
pressure applied uniformly normal to the floor surface.

Computed stresses are compared to ultimate (incipient failure) stresses
which were determined based on a load duration of 1 sec (kef. 2). To this
extent the results approximate the load carrying capacity of the structure
when subjected to a uniformly distributed dynamic loading (Ref. 3). These
ultimate stresses are given as follows (Ref. 2):

Fb = Rupture (Bending) Strength = 7,100 psi

Fc = Compression Strength Parallel to the Grain = 6,050 ps*

Fv = Shear Strength Parallel to the Grain = 750 psi

E = Modulus of Elasticity = 1.35(10)6 psi

PROBABILISTIC ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

The framing system is analyzed w.ien subjected to a series of loadings of
increasing intensity. At each loading a probability of failure is estimated
as being between two bounds. Upper bound failure probability P(F*), is
determined on the assumption that conditions between different components are
such that the failure modes are independent. Lower bound fa,.lure probability
P(F'), is determined on the assumption of perfect correlation between com-
ponents and is based on the highest failure probability of one failure mode
occuring in some one component of the system. These bounds are defined as
follows:

n
P(F*) = I - n [I - P(Fi)] (1)

i-I

P(F') = max[P(Fl),P(F 2 ),..., P(Fn)] (2)

where P(Fi), i = 1, n are individual failure mode failure probabilities occur-
ing in the various components. In the analysis of joists and girders, failure
modes considered were flexure and shear. In the case of columns and studwails
the only failure mode considered was buckling. For the purpose of illustrat-
ion, the failure probability of a joist is calculated next.

FAILURE PROBABILITIES OF JOISTS

A joist can fail in flexure or in shear. If these two modes are inde-
pendent of each other then the failure probability of the joist is

P(Fj) - 1 - [l - P(Fl)][l - P(F2 )] (3)

On the other hand, if the two modes are perfectly correlated, the failure
probability is

P(Fi) = max[P(F1 ), P(F2 )] (4)

Expressions (3) and (4) bound the actual failure probability. In (3) and
(4), P(FI) and P(F2 ) are failure probabilities due to flexure and shear
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respectively. They are computed as follows:

kne.P(Fi) = 1 p (5)

where ý ( ) = standard normal distribution

e. = the mean safety factor in flexure or shear

Q = coefficient of variation of the mean safety factor in
flexure or shear

61 :Ngl FbS/M (6)

where Ng1  = correction factor on the flexure formula

Fb = modulus of rupture

2S = section modulus =bh /6, where b and h are the width and
depth of the cross-section

M = maxinmum moment acting on the joist

= Fb 2 + Q 2 + (7)
e1 gl F b S -

where the parameters inside the radical are coefficients of variation of 1)
correction factor on the flexure formula, 2) modulus of rupture, 3) sectio'l
modulus, 4) maximum moment.

Assuming perfect correlation between "b" and "h", the coefficient of
variation of "S" can be computed from

S 2 + C 2 + C h8
*S b n + ~b h

where Qb and sln are coefficients of variation of "b" and "h" respectively.

e2 2Ng2FvA/ 3V (9)

wi..3re Ng2 = correction factor on the shear formula

F v shear strength parallel to the grainV

A 2 cross-sectional area of joist - bh

- maximum shear acting on the joist

2 2 g2 (10)
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where the parameters inside the radical are coefficients of variation of 1)
correction factor on the shear formula, 2) shear strength, 3) cross-sectional
area of joist, 4) maximum shear.

Assuming perfect correlation between "b" and "h", the coefficient of
variation of "A" can be computed from

• 2 : 2 + 2 (11)

The values of NgI and Ng2 and the coefficients of variation of p, b, h,

Ng1 , Ng2, Fb and Fv were estimated on the basis of available data and

engineering judgment. Estimated and computed parameters used in computing
P(FI) and P(F2 ) are listed in Table 1. From (5) and data in Table 1:

P(FI) = 1 - [ Zn(3.79/p)] (12)
0.354

P(F2 ) = 1 - Z[1(3.898/p] (13)2 0.317

The failure probability of the joist system is represented in Fig. 3.
The upper bound was determined using (3). The lower bound was determined
from (4) and is the failure probability due to shear, P(F2 ).

Note, that when all joists are identical and subject to the same load
distribution and intensity, then conditions between the joists are perfectly
correlated. On this basis the failure probability of the joist system is
presented by the failure probability of one joist.

The failure probability of the entire framework, considering the joist
system, girders and columns, is represented in Fig. 4. The upper bound was
determined on the basis of (1) and the lower bound on the basis of (2). The
lower bound is the failure probability of the stud-wall located in the east
span, see Figure 1.

CONCLUSIONS

The results of the analysis are an upper bound at least because the flex-
ibilities of the girders, the columns and the studwalls are neglected when
calculating the response of the joists.

Note that the bounds on the failure probability for the system are fair-
ly close together (See Fig. 4). Therefore the upper bound can conservatively
be taken as the failure probability for the system.
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Table 1. Parameter Values Used in Sample Problem

M* = 97595 lb-in Q = 0.20

V* = 8915 lb P V = 0.20

b = 1.625-in Qb = 0.07

h = 5.625-in 0h = 0.07

NgI = 0.95 Qgl = 0.03

Ng2 = 0.95 Qg2 = 0.03

S** = 5.585(in) 3  QS = 0.21

A - 7.313(in) 2  QA = 0.14

Fb = 7100 psi SF = 0.20

FV = 750 psi 0Fv = 0.20

I = 3. 7 90/oD Q = 0.354
1 e61

6 = 3.898/' Q = 0.317

* The joist supporting a unifor'mly distributed line load equal to
W6p per inch, where p is in psi.

"• The section modulus was calculated using a depth equal to 0.8h to
account for possible notches or knots.
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DESIGN VALIDATION EXPERIMENTS FOR THE
KEY WORKER BLAST SHELTER

By
S. A. KIGER and T. R. SLAWSON

USAE Waterways Experiment Station (WES)
Vicksburg, MS

0 ABSTRACT

"Design calculations for the blast shelter included the effects of soil
Sarching. In the past, soil arching has been ignored for dynamic loads at

shallow burial depths; however, recent test data indicate structural loading
is significantly reduced by arching, even at very shallow burial depths,_ The
result is a more efficient structural design than was previously thought
possible.

Experiments to be conducted on 1/4-scale structural elements during June
through October 1983 will provide loading and response data for the structural
design. Specific design parameters that will be investigated include depth of
burial, backfill soil specifications. concrete strength, and the effect. of
multiple weapon detonations. Static testing, using the Large Blast Load
Generator facility at WES, will be conducted in the laboratory. All dynamic
testing will be performed at remote field sites using a High-Explosive Simula-
tion Technique known as a Foam HEST to simiflate nuclear overpressures. Instru-
mentation will document the overpressure loading, free-field stresses and
motions in the backfill, interface loads on the buried structure, structural
deformations, and instructure shock levels. Results from these experiments
will be used to validate and/or improve the blast shelter design and the
computational procedures used for the design calculations.

INTRODUCTION

This research program is jointly sponsored by the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) and the Defense Nuclear Agency (DNA), and is being
conducted by personnel in the Structural Mechanics Division of the Structures
Laboratory at WES.

Key worker shelters will be used to house personnel operating critical
industry within high-risk areas of the country during and after a nuclear
attack. Current civil defense planning calls for the evacuation of nonessen-
tial personnel to safe (lower risk) host areas, and the construction of
approximately 20,000 to 40,000 shelters to protect the key workers remaining
behind. Both deliberate- and expedient-type shelters are planned. The cur-
rent deliberate shelter designs are 100- and 400-man capacity, and the expedi-
ent shelter designs are 20- to 30-man capacity. The specifications require
that the shelters be capable of resisting the blast loading, radiation, and
associated effects at the 50 psi overpressure level for a 1-Mt weapon. The
FY83 research program will concentrate on supporting the design of a deliber-
ate facility. Expedient shelter design concepts will be tested in FY84.

Computational procedures developed in the DNA sponsored Shallow Buried
Structures research program at WES have been used for design calculations.
Therefore, the shelter designs take full advantage of the load mitigating
effects of soil-structure interaction, the initial capacity increasing effects
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of inplane thrust loads in the structure roof, and large deflection membrane
resistance of the roof slab. These effects allow a much more cost efficient
design than would otherwise be possible. However, careful attention must be
given to backfill specifications, to assure that the soil friction forces
required for soil arching will occur, and to concrete strength and reinforce-
ment details, to assure that the roof can respond as a membrane without
premature failure.

The USAE Huntsville Division (HND) is responsible for the shelter designs.
The floor plan of the HND 100-man shelter design is shown in Figure 1. This
research program will evaluate the design details used in this 100-man blast
shelter.

0 0

0 0

SFLOOR PLAN

Figure 1. 100-man blast shelter from Mr. Paul LaHoud,

USAE, Huntsville Division.

OBJECTIVES

(1) Verify computational procedures used for design calculations: The
calculational methods are based on structural response data collected in test
at 2,000 to 10,000 psi. These data need to be verified at the 50 psi over-
pressure level.

(2) Evaluate structural design concepts: Test data will be used to eval-
uate design concepts, !.uch as the use of corrugated sheet metal to form the
roof and protect against fragments, and the effectiveness of the beam-column
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construction supporting the concentrated loads that will be arched onto the
roof beams.

(3) Investigate and recommend minimum allowable concrete strength specifi-
cations: To take full advantage of soil arching, the structure is relatively
flexible and large roof deflections are expected. However, the concrete must
be strong enough to prevent bond failure at the roof supports when the roof
is responding in the membrane mode.

(4) Investigate and recommend backfill specifications: Because soil
arching is assumed in the design calculations, it is very important that a
high shear strength backfill be used. However, to minimize cost, the backfill
specifications should be as unrestrictive as possible.

(5) Develop structural response computational procedures to predict
response from multiple weapon detonations: Two of the test structures will be
retested to obtain response and loading data from multiple loadings, and to
document large response failure modes.

(6) Evaluate stirrup reinforcement configuration: Reinforcement ties
between the tension and compression rebar mats can significantly increase the
moment capacity of a cross section and improve the roof performance as it
responds in a tensile membrane mode. The increased moment capacity results
from the increased concrete confinement provided by the stirrup reinforcement.
As the roof responds into the tensile membrane mode, the stirrup ties will
confine the cracked concrete and force the two reinforcement mats to respond
as a unit. In practice, placing these ties is a labor intensive, costly,
item. Therefore, alternate, easily installed, stirrup configurations will be
evaluated.

TEST PLAN

A series of static and dynamic tests, u:ing 1/4-scale box :tructures and
box structural elements will be conducted. Static tests using the Blast Load
Generator facilities at the WES and dynamic tests using a High-7xplosive Simu-
lation Technique (HEST) to simulate nuclear overpressures at a -":mote fieTd
test site will be performed. In addition to the two test struc.ure types
shown in Figure 2, a one-way slab element will be used for the shear stirrup

3 3 2.25"

r.-s r---- -

72." 1" 2.25" 3
- 2..25"_J SECTION A-A 2.25"--

a. Type 1 Element b. Type 2 Element

Figure 2. Test elements.
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configuration tests. The Type 1 structure will be used to investigate roof-
wall interaction, the girder-column design, and the girder-wall interaction.
The Type 2 element will be used to investigate concrete strength, backfill
types, and effects of depth of burial. Reinforcement details for both Type I
and 2 elements are shown in Figure 3.

0.63"

10.5 
9.8"

-PRINCIPAL STL: 0.25" JIA (TYPICAL)
SPACING: 3.75" ,.c.

COUP. & TEN. STL RATIOSt 0.007

PIRINIPAL STEEL REINFORCEMENT

•'•-3.75

.5,TEMP. STL: 0. 12"1 DIA

3'_T TEMP. STL SPACING: 3'o.c.

SHEAR STIRRUPSj

SECTION A-A
C. i2" OIA

SHEAR STIRRUP LAYOUT

Figure 3. Ste#' -- 4.nforcement details.

Table 1 presents a test matrix showing the parameter to be investigated
and number of tests. The Type 1 element will be a baseline test. The first
static and dynamic test on T,pe 2 eiements will have the same test configura-
tion as the Type 1 element t.sts, to establish a basis of comparing the
results of the remaining Type 2 element tests to the baseline tests.

Approximately 500 channels of data w'll be recorded during these tests.
Airblast gages will document the overpressures generated by the Foam HEST,
soil stress gages will be used to measure the free field stress environment,
interface pressure gages will record the magnitude and distribution of pres-
sure on the roof, walls, and floor of the structure, and strain, deflection,
and acceleration gages will document structural response.

ANALYSIS

Several pretest calculations have been performed. Iso-damage curves for
design level damage (maximum roof deflection equal 5% of roof span), and for
severe damage (maximum roof deflection equal 20% of roof span) are shown in
Figure 4. Numbers shown on the curves are ranges (in ft) at which the indi-.
cated overpressure occurs from a surface burst. The structural configuration
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Table 1. Test matrix.

f,
Element c OB Number of Tests

Test Parameters Type psi Backfill ft Static Dynamic

Baseline 1 4000 Sand 1 1 1

Baseline 2 4000 Sand 1 1 1

Concrete strength 2 2500 Sand 1 1 1

Backfill type 2 4000 * 1 2 2

Depth of burial 2 4000 Sand 0 1 1

Multiple hits** 1 or 2 4000 Sand 1 0 1 or 2

Alternate shear Slab 4000 Sand 0 6-10 0
stirrup designs

* Two alternate backfill types are to be tested.

•* Multiple hits will be made on a previously tested Type 1 or 2 element.

LOC 240 ft

USAX WES
10 MA rch 1983

540 ft

a.1 f 3  5  ft
506 ft

19 0 ft 460ý

Structural Parametors 3 t 11 f
p - p' - 0.87%

L -d 7.6" 0-0-Savere Damae. Max. eof.- 27"
C - 10"

f'. 4O00 psi L-.6-0Csign Criteria, Max. Del.-. 7"fy: 60.000 psi

10 100 1000 10,00r

W YIELD, XT

Figure 4. Iso-damage curves for 100-man capacity
key worker blast shelter.
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and structural parameters are shown in Figure 4, where p is percent of rein-
forcement steel, d is the effective depth of the root, t is the total
thickness of the roof, f• is the compressive concrete strength, and fy is
the yield strength of the reinforcement steel. In Figure 5 the structure
described in Figure 4 is analyzed in sand and clay backfill materials at vari-
ous depths-of-burial (DOB). The angle @ (PHI) is the angle of shear capac-
ity for the backfill soil. The computer program RCCOLA (1) was used to in-
vestigate the effect of shear stirrup spacing. Results of this analysis
indicate that a 6 in. stirrup spacing will assure flexural response without
a premature shear failure.

20

Z 5 CLAY_z"• CL AY
u•(PHI: 10 DEG)

(PHI: 10 DEG)
C',
Z
0 1. 0
a-jQC,,

SAND
5

(PHI: 35.5 DEG)

0 - 4--- 4-* _..14-- .ý--6 ý 6 '1
0 i 2 3 4 6

008. FT

Figure 5. Response vs. depth of burial for a 1 mt
weapon at an overpressure of 50 psi for two

backfills
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STRUCTURAL RESPONSE OF THE SATCOM ANTENNA
TO A BLAST LOADING

Joseph M. Santiago & Bahaaeldin I. Shehata

U.S. Army Ballistic Research Laboratory
Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland

ABSTRACT0
The accuracy of the ADINA finite element program in modeling the tran-

sient response of a dish shaped antenna has been evaluated. Computed strain
histories were compared with strain gage records from a simulated nuclear
blast test performed on the antenna. With an 839 degrees-of-freedom finite
element model, the program reproduced the salient features of the response,

.Z although a close correspondence between computed and test results was not
realized. The study, however, did demonstrate that the model is sufficiently
accurate for survivability estimates.,

I. INTRODUCTION

A shock tube test simulating a nominal 2.5 psi nuclear blast was per-
formed on the SATCOM antenna and strain gage records were collected. The
corresponding pressure loading was determined in a series of tests on a
scale model of the antenna's reflector. The loading data were used in the
ADINA finite element model of the antenna to calculate the strain histories
at the gage locations. The accuracy of the finite element model was
evaluated by comparing the computed strain histories with the strain gage
records.

II. SATCOM ANTENNA

The SATCOM antenna is a component of the AN-GSC-86 satellite communica-
tion ground terminal developed by the U. S. Army Satellite Communication
Agency (SATCOM). The antenna consists of a dish shaped reflector connected
at the back to the tracking mechanism which is supported by a quadrupedal
truss assembly. The reflector itself comprises a 1.22 m (4 ft) diameter
center section to which the tracking assembly attaches, and four identical
petal sections that attach to the periphery of the center section and to
each other to form a rigid, paraboloidal dish 2.44 m (8 ft) in diameter.
Figure 1 illustrates this arrangement and also indicates schematically the
monocoque constructio8 of the reflector, consisting of front and rear skins
which attach every 15 to radial ribs, with circumferential rings capping
the component sections along their common interface.

III. SHOCK TUBE TESTS

Two series of tests were performed at the shock tube facility. In the
first series a sample of the actual antenna was exposed to a series of
progressively larger blast waves emanating from the open end of the BRL
2.44 m (8 ft) diameter shock tube (1). The antenna was mounted facing the
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Figure 1. Front view of the upper-right quadrant and cross-section
of the SATCOM antenna reflector.

open end along a line 24o to the side of the tube axis. Strain gages were
cemented to the skin of the reflector at locations 1, 2, 6, 7, 10, 11, 12,
13 in the upper-right quadrant as indicated in Figure 1. The strain records
chosen for comparison were from the last test of the series, in which the
antenna at a distance of 12.2 m (40 ft) from the open end was exposed to a
17.2 kPa (2.5 psi) free-field blast.

The second series of tests was performed on a scale model of the
reflector at a corresponding location outside the BRL 0.575 m (22.6 in•
diameter shock tube (_2). The purpose was to determine the loading function
for the finiite element analysis from pressure measurements rn the model.
The model was scaled in proportion to the ratio of the shock tube diameters
(0.575/2.44 = .236). A row of pressure transducers was imbedded along a
radius flush with the front and rear faces, as illustrated in Figure 2.

The model was located at a scaled distance of 2.87 m (9.4 ft) from the
open end of the shock tube and subjected to a free-field pressure of 13.8 kPa
(2.0 psi) in a series of tests in which the row of transducers was rotated
by increments of 45 . It was found that the pressure distribution varied
little with angle, so that the profiles along the vertical radius depicted
in Figure 2 typify those found along the other radial directions. This
result made it convenient to use an axisnm~etric loading function obtained by
circumferentially averaging the experimental pressure data.

ioi
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Figure 2. Location of transducers on scale model and corresponding
pressure records along a vertical radius.

Of the elements available in the ADINA finite element program (3), the
three-dimensional plane stress element was chosen as the most suitable for
modeling the sheet metal construction of the reflector. Use of an axisynhie-
tric loading function allowed us to take advantage of the two planes of
structural symmuetry of the reflector to model only one quadrant, as illus-
trated In Figure 3. The rim and petal latchings were simulated by having
the reflector components share common nodes at their points cf attachment.
Assumimg that the tracking and support assembly was rigid compared to the
reflector, the nodes at the points of attachments to this assembly were
fixed. Except at the common nodes connecting the petals to the center
section, the elements employed 4 nodes. This resulted in the reflector being
modeled by a total of 342 elements, using 306 nodes with 839 degrees-of-
freedom.
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Figure 3. Exploded views of the finite element model of the
upper-right quadrant of the reflector.

Since the recorded strains were well within the elastic limit, a linear
analysis sufficed. Hence, only the elastic constants for the aluminum,

Young's Modulus = 68.95 GPa (107 psi) & Poisson's Ratio = 0.3

had to be specified. The thickness of the center section elements was taken
as 1.613 mm (0.0635 in) and the petal elements as 1.359 mm (0.0535 in), and

the density was set equal to 2768 Kg/m3.

In addition to the loading data being circumferentially averaged, as
dIreddy mentioned, these data were extended by interpolation over the entire
surfaLe of the reflector to provide full-field pressure histories for the
analysis. Moreover, the pressure levels had to be proportionally scaled
from the nominal 13.8 kPa of the model tests to the 17.2 kPa of the full-
scale test, and the time scale had to be expanded by a factor of l/.236 to
account for the difference in loading times between the modl and the
antenna. Also, since the expansion only provided data for the first 16 ms,
while it was internded to compare strains over the first 50 ms, the last
recorded values of the pressures were maintained constant till the end.

The long duration of 50 ms made it advisable to choose the Newmark
implicit time integration method. Employing the default values of the
Newrmark parameters (a = 1/4 and w = 1/2), the calculation was carried out
for a total of 50 cycles using a time step of 1.0 ms, and the strain
histories at points corresponding to the gage locations were computed.
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Figure 4. Comparison of computed and recorded strain histories at
strain rosette location 11.

V. COMPARISON OF RESULTS

We focus on a comparison with the three strain histories recorded by the
rosette at strain location 11 (see Figure 1). The degree of correlation, as
shown in Figure 4, is typical of that achieved at the other locations, in
that the computed results more-or-less capture the prominent features of test
results, although the details, especially near the beginning, are missed.
By comparino periods and ranges of amplitude in the table below, we see that
correspondence is closest in the radial and circumferential directions and
somewhat poorer at 45

In general, it was found that comDputed and experimentally determined
amplitudes and frequencies at all gage locations were of the same order,
although the curves did not agree very closely over the entire interval. None-
theless, the correlation is surprisinely good when we consider, in addition
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Gage Period (ms) Range of Amplitude (microstrain)

Direction Test ADINA Test ADINA

-1350 -1210Radial+ 500 + 537
45o 2.6 5 - 730 -1000

+ 500 +1190

Circumferential 2.7 2.1 - 750 - 98+ 800 +1040

to the modest size of the finite element model and the aforementioned simpli-
fications, the structural details that were unaccounted for and the un-
certainty in the loading function. For example, no attempt was made to re-
produce the details of the latching mechanisms. Moreover, the analysis
completly negiected the contact interactions at component interfaces. As
for the loading data, unaccountable discrepancies between the free-field
records from the full-size and model tests (1, 2) suggest that significant-
ly different loadings were experienced by the reflector and the model.

In summary, the comparison does show that even with a fairly crude
representation cf the antenna, the ADINA finite element model reproduced
the salient features of the response. The study certainly demonstrated the
adequacy of ADINA model in determining survivability, confirming that the
antenna is capable of surviving a 17.2 kPa blast.
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STRUCTURAL DEBRIS EXPERIMENTS AT OPERATION MILL RACE

John R. Rempel, James E. Beck and Robert G. McKee

Abstract. Structural debris patterns as determined by the mechanisms of building
collapse under airblast loading have been studied experimentally at MILL RACE, White
Sands, N.M. Three near full-size buildings were instrumented to observe deflections,
accelerations and air pressures and exposed to two different regimes of incident blast
pressure produced by HE sixmulating 1 kt, viz., 10 and 30 psi; after the shot enough wall
debris was located and identified to provide estimates of debris movement. Two of the
test buildings were unreinforced, load-bearing masonry, one located at each of the two
incident overpressures. The third buiding was made of reinforced concrete p[nels and
was exposed to approximately 25 psi. Preliminary estimates of the effect of arching on
debris energy and distribution are presented.

INTRODUCTION

Knowledge of airblast debris distribution has many uses in civil defense planning.
Moving debris is itself a hazard to structures and people; it may influence fire initiation
and spread and its ultimate resting place will neterrine access to and usefulness of the
site after attack. And certainly in regions of high blast overpressure the most plentiful
kind of debris will be that originating in the buildings of the area. For the purpose of
studying the production of structural debris three near full size bhnildings of two
different types were exposed to airblast during the MILL, RACE event in the pressure
regime 10 to 30 psi. These buildings were instrumented with pressure and deflection
gages and accelerometers to document the airblast loadings and the structural response.
Final rest_'ng places of some of the debris also was recorded. Preliminary analysis of
these data has told us how these particular kinds of buildings come apart in an airblast
and where their parts go. More complete data than we can report here can be found in
DNA Project Officer's Report 7077 soon to be puh~shed.

DESCRIPTION OF THE BUILDINGS

Two of the structures were nearly identical load-bearing masonry retangular
buildings facing grotnd zero, one at 10 psi free-field overpressure and the other at 30
psi. Plan dimensions wcre 16 by 12 feet, the short dimension aligned with the radius
from ground zero. Height was 8 feet. The front wall contained two windows 40 by 32
inches in dimension. A heavy overburden on all four walls was supplied by a reinforced
concrete ceiling 10 inches thick. There was a door in one sidewall.

The third building was a reinforced concrete "tilt-up" scaled down by a factor of
two from an actual industrial design and located at approximately 25 psi. Dimensions
were 13 by 17 feet in plan and 6 feet 8 inches in height. Ceiling was made of
reinforced concrete "Double Tee" beamn four feet oan center. The structure was held
together with embedded welding plates.

POST-SHOT SURVEY

Airblast effects on the two load-bearing buildings were dramatically different.
While 10-psi destroyed all walls and brought the ceiling down on the floor slab, the
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30-psi blast blew front and sidewall material nearly 200 feet off the site, overturned
the ceiling slab and carried it downwind of the floor slab.

Sidewalls at both sites travelled directly laterally (i.e., perpendicularly to the
direction of the blast) in focussed streams while rear walls moved rearward. At 30-psi
the rearwall was punched out by interior pressure and its fragments displayed a pattern
on the ground devoid of evidence of hinging at the hoiizontal supports at top and
bottom and only slight evidence of hinging at the vertical side articulations. At 30-psi
the front wall however showed strong pivoting about horizontal junctures; the top half
was lofted and outdistanced all other debris downwind. The bottom half appeared to
have been pushed down into the floor after pivoting around its articulation with the
floor slab. It barely travelled off the floor slab.

Although the tilt-up building suffered catastrophic collapse also, the rear wall
was left standing after the shot. In fact. it showed no evidence of deformation except
in a localized area impacted by a front wall fragment. The front wall and ceiling failed
in bending; the sidewall connectors all ruptured or pulled out of the concrete. The side
walls all were found outside the building: all but one appeared to have failed initially at
the upper articulation and then fell exterior face down immediately next to its original
location.

I NSTR U MENTATI ON

Each structure contained six air pressure and three wall deflection gages. The
pressure gages were located to produce information about wall and ceiling loads; the
deflection gages were intended to show wall motion in response to these loads. There
was one deflection gage attached to a central point in the front, rear and one sidewall
of each building. To document the interaction of a wall and its overburden, three
vertical accelerometers were placed in the two masonry buildings: one in the ceiling
directly over the front wall, a second in the middle of the ceiling, and a third in the
footing directly under the front wall. A fourth observed horizontal displacement of the
front wall parallel with a deflection gage.

Useful data was obtained from every gage. When these data are combined with
the results of the post-shot debris survey, the movements of all structural components
during building collapse can be deduced.

GAGE RESULTS

Gage records show front walls moving steadily rearward. In the masonry building
at 30-psi peak acceleration is reached in 7 to 8 ms and collapse is complete in 13 to 14
ms. "Collapse" here n-,•ans that central deflection has equaled wall thickness. At the
10-psi masonry building acceleration lasts two to three times as long as at 30-psi and
the fron. wall has collapsed in approximately 21 ms. In the reinforced building front
wall collapse requires 22 ms. The final speeds of the central fragments can be
calculated from the slope of the deflection gage records.

In all three buildings the sidewalls initially move inward then travel outward to
collapse. The sidewalls in the two unreinforced buildings move inward between two and
three inches before reversing direction; the reinforced sidewalls come in only 1.5 inches.
"the rear walls all behave differently. In the unreinforced building at 30 psi the rear
wall moves directly outward at approximately half the speed of the front wall in the
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same building. In the unreinforced building at 10 psi rear wall collapse is marginal and
appears to be influenced by ceiling behavior.

INERTIAL ARCHING

McDowell, McKee and Sevin (1) during the 1950's showed that a masonry wall
panel held tightly in a rigid frame developed arching forces under horizontal load, that
is, the rotation of the wall created an opposing reaction in the frame. McKee and
Sevin (2) applied the theory to walls impacted by nuclear airbiast to account for their
strength. Wiehle and Bockholt (3, 4) extended the idea to a wall loaded vertically by a
static weight. Wiehle speculated that the actual stabilizing moment would be larger
than that calculated from the weight of the overburden since wall rotation must
accelerate the overburden upwara. The present experiments with unreinforced masonry
clearly show simultaneous front wall flexure and upward ceiling acceleration under the
airblast impact on the front wall. This occurs despite the initial downward pressure of
airblast on the ceiling. Preliminary calculations suggest that the stabilization is limited
by crushing of the mascnry and that an iterative, self-crisistent calculational procedure
should be capahle of predicting it quantitatively.

The simplest evidence for the existence and magnitude of this stabilizing moment is
seen in Table 1, which presents the gage data for all three front walls along with
predictions based on Wiehle's response model using the dead load carried by the wall.
For the two masorxy buildings the Table demonstrates that actual behavior lags
predictions, that is, front walls collapse later and with less kinetic energy than
predicted. In sharp contrast, predictions for the reinforced front wall, whose response
is controlled by the properties of steel and by its own mass and not by in-plane load,
are quite accurate.

From double integration of the accelerometer traces the elevations of the front
edge of the ceilings carried by the front load-hearing walls at the moment of collapse of
the front walls are approxdmately 0.62 and 0.85 inches for the 30-psi and 10-psi sites,
respectively. In the absence of crushing, rotation of the front wall segments, as
illustrated in Figure 1, should raise the front edges of the ceilings approximately 1.2
inches. For this we assume four symmetrical crtuhing zones, one at the top and bottom
of each of the two rotating blocks that make up the front wall as it approaches
collapse.

Allowing for approximately 0.126 inches of elastic compression (to the elastic
limit) there were approximately 0.45 inches and 0.68 inches of crushing in the front
walls at the 30- and 10-psi sites, respectively. The energy dissipated in this crushing
can be estimated indirectly from the data. The ah'Nast in displacing the front wall
does work of seven kinds:

(1) ptshes the ceiling upward against air pressure
(2) gives kinetic energy to the front wall
(3) gives kinetic energy to the ceiling
(4) increases the potential energy of the ceiling
(5) causes the elastic compression of the front wall
(6) (probably) puts elastic energy into bending the ceiling
(7) contributes energy to the crushing of the front wall

The airblast work on the front walls and the first five dissipations above have been
estimated (by hand) from the analogue data. The results are shown in Table 2. The
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final two (righthand) columns of Table 2 list (a) the crtuh energy calculated as the
residual energy after subtracting from the airblast input the first five energy losses
above and (b) crush energy as estimated from measured compressive strength of the
masonry units (i.e., 1310 psi on the grow area), the distance of crush, and the area of
the unit. The order of magnitude agreement between the final two columns suggests
that it may eventually be possible to quantify the crushing process.

Table 3 lists the energy distributions found in the two buildings. Although more
energy was dissipated in crush at the 30-psi site than at the 10-psi building, this form
of lo&3 amounts to approximately the same percent of the total input at both. The
difference in the sites appears in the relatively large elastic component at the low
pressure location. The Table indicates that the influence of the downward airblast on
the ceiling is relatively minor in both cases.

In a rigid frame, crushing depth in this wall would presumably be 1.2 inches,
corresponding to an order of magnitude estimate of crushing work equal to 192,000 ft-
lb. This is slightly less than the airblast input at the 30-psi site but considerably more
than the input at the 10-psi location, suggesting that at both overpressures rigid
arching should be an extremely effective stabilization against airblast. Inertial arching
appears to be intermediate between the case discussed by Wiehle and Bockholt on the
one hand and that discussed by McKee and Sevin on the other.

CONCLUSIONS

We are looking forward to more precise examination of the experimental data than
so far undertaken. We believe it will confirm our tentative conclusions that the
stability of the load-bearing wall is enhanced by inertial arching but the major effect of
the phenomenon for our purposes may be the reduction of the kinetic energy of the wall
fragments on collapse.

This work was supported by the Federal Emergency Management Agency under contract
EMW-C-0583, work unit 4113, through a subcontract with SRI International.
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Figure 1 Assumed Arching Behavior of Masonry Wall.
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AIR GUN TEST FACILITYO0
H. Napadensky, E. Swider, T. Waterman and R. Pape

lIT Research Institute, Chicago, IL

ABSTRACT

"This paper describes a facility that is potentially useful in providing
data for models to predict the effects of nuclear explosions on cities. lIT
Research Institute has a large air gun facility capable of launching heavy
items of a wide variety of geometries to velocities ranging frcm about 80 fps
to 1100 fps. The facility and its capabilities are described, and "city
model" problem areas capable of investigation using the air gun are preserted.-

INTRODUCTION

A unique, large air gun facility exists at IITRI which is capable of
launching virtually any shaped object weighing hundreds of pounds. This
facility can be used to study what happens to building debris or building
contents after a nuclear explosion. Specifically, testing can answer the
questions that currently require assumptions in the analytical models.

1. How do different types of debris break-up on impact with the ground?

2. How much bouncing occurs after the debris initially impacts the
ground?

3. What do debris piles really look like? What is their bulk density,
for example?

4. If a section of wall or a furniture item is burning while it is being
lofted, is it extinguished or is the burning accelerated?

The large air gun (Figure 1) has over one million foot pounds of energy
availablt. Thus, we have launched 500 lb objects to 500 fps and 50 lb objects
to 1100 fps. Currently two gun tube sizes are available, 8 in. and 12 in.
diameter. (The gun was designed to accommodate up to a 24 in. diameter
barrel.) We have launched 1 ft long cylinders and 20 ft long telephone poles;
we have launched I-Beams (the I-Beam was outside the gun tube), concrete
rubble, and other shapes. We see no problem with launching a full size couch
or arm chair (burning or not burning during launch), wall section, etc. by
using the same methods that were used to launch I-Beams.
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Figure 1. Typical range set up for 12 incn diameter air gun test

A second smaller air gun (4-in. diameter tube) can be fired in tandem with
the larger gun. Firing the two guns with any time separation desired can
answer such questions as effects of burning debris impacting non-burning debris
and vice versa.

VELOCITY RANGE

Figure 2 shows empirically derived velocity curves for several projectile
weights as functions of gun chamber pressure. A least squares curve fit of
experimental data was used as the basis for these curves:

v = 280p 0 _44 9 M-0.495  ()

where p is the chamber pressure (psig) and M is the projectile mass (lb).

i 14 U * 2|0lI
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Figure 2. Air Gu C6apability
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This relation is for tests in which the projectile is positioned almost at the
back end of the gun barrel, causing it to receive nearly the full chamber
pressure initially during a shot. In order to see what other options are avail-
able to modify the pushing action of the gun, an analytic expression for
oro.iectile velocity has also bee:. 4:,,,ved:

cPIVI + P2V2 ) i XA ) cP2A)

v = f 2 ( )n + XA) + 2X g sino - iigcoso - M (2)

where gc is the dimensional constant, P1 is the chamber pressure, P2 is the
ambient pressure, V, is the chamber volume, V2 is the initially ambient volume
of gas behind the projectile, M is the projectile mass, X is the projectile
position in the gun tarrel relative to its initial position, A is the gun
barrel cross-sectional area, g is the gravitational acceleration, 0 is the
gun tilt angle relative to the horizontal, 1 is the projectile-barrel friction
factor, and f is a correction factor to account for non-ideal effects (on the
order of 0.8 to 0.9). This equation shows us that although P1 and M are the
dominant parameters defining tne projectile velocity v, the final velocity and
rate of acceleration can also be influenced by the ambient volume behind the
projectile (V), the barrel length (X), the barrel cross-section (A), and the
tilt angle (o). The barrel length and cv-iss-section are somewhat fixed by the
apparatus available, but the initial ambient volume (V2 ) behind the projectile
can be altered more easily. By cutting a large hole in the rear opturator in
the pusher tube (see Figure 3), the internal volume of the pusher tube can be
added to V2. This makes it possible to achieve lower projectile velocities as
well as provide a "softer" push to the projectile. It is estimated that a 400
pound projectile (e.g., 200 pound furniture item plus 200 pound pusher assembly)
could be given velocities between about 83 and 500 fps. A 200 pound projectile
(e.g., 100 pounds for the item plus 100 pounds for the pusher assembly) could
be given velocities between about 117 and 680 fps. It should be noted that the
pusher tube in Figure 3 is inserted into the gun barrel. It can be made to
separate from the launched item (e.g., I-beam) after the launch.

Steel Disk

5.1. co (2 inah) Thick
Pusher Tube
t ooeel Square Tubing Obturacot(A inch a A Loch a 0.2$ •Lackurco

L..J I

"44.6 to 11.S ft:)

(16 a)

+

Figure 3. I-beam Projectile with Pusher Tube for 12 inch Diameter Air Gun
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ACCELERATION OF ITEM

Using Equation 2, the acceleration of the projectile during its launch
can be estimatdd. A typical acceleration curve is shown in Figure 4
(400 pound projectile with an initial chamber pressure of 500 psig). The actual
acceleration duration will be longer than the estimated value due to the effects
of mechanical part movements and flow through orifices such as a hole in the
rear opturator on the pusher tube. However, it is expected that the actual
acceleration duration is within 0.2 or 0.3 seconds. Although this is a short
time period, the push is extremely gentle compared to conventional guns. For
example, thin-walled liquid filled FAE* cannisters have been accelerated to
high velocities using the air gun with no damage to the cannisters.

__-_ .... i,.,I. ..L
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Figure 4. Typical Calculated Air Gun Acceleration Curve
400 lb. Projectile, Initial Pressure 500 PSI

• Fuel-air Explosion Weapon System
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NUCLEAR EXPLOSION MODELING NEEDS

The large air gun is seen to address two categories of problems useful
in city fire modeling. First, to determine how furniture or structural items
break up, bounce, and form debris piles, the absolute velocity of the item
relative to the ground must be produced. It should also be noted, for this
category of problems it is clear that the gun would have to be taken off of
its 45 foot bunker and put at ground level in order to obtain the proper
interaction with the ground surface.

The second category of problems is concerned vitF extinction or enhance-
ment of fires in items by the relative velocity between the item and the wind
following the shock front. The high pressure and high velocities immediately
following the shock front may in itself extinguish the fire. The air gun
facility cannot reproduce the high pressures. Therefore. the facility can
only address those cases where the initial pulse will not extinguish the fire.
Then, the subsequent wind effects on the fire can be realistically investi-
gated using the air gun. In this case, the gun can be used either in its
current position on top of its bunker or at ground level.

Figure 5 shows absolute velocities for several furniture items and the
relative velocity for a sofa estimated for a 1 MT weapon at the 5 psig peak
overpressure distance from ground zero. lhese represent the low end of
velocities of interest, since structures will not break up at much lnwer peak
overpressures. Figure 6 shows the extreme change in wind velocity as one
moves closer to ground zero. Therefore, much higher absolute and relative
veiocities can be expected in the region of interest. The air gun facility
can be used to 3ccelerate heavy items (200 tc 400 pounds, including pusher
arrangermnts) to velocities from about 83 to 680 feet per second, a range of
extreme interest in modeling debris activity from nuclear explosions in cities.
The facility can be a valuable tool to support such modeling activities.
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Figure 5. Relevant Velocity Profiles for IMT Weapon at 5 psi overpressure
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"SWPI Shelter Testing Plan"

presented by

William Baker
Southwest Pesearch Institute

Text not available for publication.
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A HEAT CONDUCTION ANALOG MODEL OF URBAN FIRE SPREAD
Thomas A. Reitter

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
P. 0. Box 808, L-140

Livermore, CA 94550 U.S.A.

Introduction

In the development of computational models for use in civil defense
planning, one must always be conscious that the goal is a practical
tool. The product must not be prohibitively expensive in time or moncy.

It was in this spirit that the heat conduction analog model of urban
fire spread was conceived and investigated. This work proceeded from the
observation that many fire spread phenomena have at least a superficial
similarity to transient heat conduction phenomena, and from the
recognition that well-developed and maintained heat conduction codes and
associated graphics are available.

The intent of this preliminary investigation was to get some idea of
the virtues and limitations of the model by developing it sufficiently
for use on simple test problems. The practical problem of ultimate
interest is the estimation of the rate and extent of fire spread across
fuel distributions that are continuous (debris fields) or discontinuous
(standing buildings with various amounts of damage), or a combination of
both types.

Previous models of fire spread have been of two basic types. One
type is completely stochastic. 1 ,2 The second type of fire spread
model may be desvribed as deterministic on a microscale and statistical
on a macroscale.

There are so many variables, even for the limited case of fire spread
among similar buildings, that many compromises have to be made. With
this in mind, it does not appear unreasonable to circumvent the detailed
modeling by use of a few parameters that can be adjusted to agree with
experiment or fire experience.

Concept of the Heat Conduction Analog Model

Consider an array of buildings of various types of construction,
occupancies, and physical condition. Wind is negligible, separations are
such that fire spread by radiation across the streets is possible in some
cases. At t=O, some of the buildings suffer ignition of sustained
fires. Following an induction period during which fire spreads within
the affected buildings, the burning buildings become intense heat sources
as the fires reach their peak burning intensity, with flames shooting out
of windows and over the roofs. If the configuration and cbscurdtlon
factors, fire susceptibilities, etc. are appropriate, neighboring
buildings may be Ignited, creating new heat sources while the original
ones are dying out.

If one thinks of the burning buildings as heat sources releasing a
prescribed amount of energy in some prescribed fashion, and the
non-burning buildings are seen as potential heat sources separated by
regions of various heat capacities and temperature-dependent thermal
conductivities, one can imagine representing the spread of fire by the
spread of heat in a transient heat conduction problem. Thermal
conductivities can be modified to give expected fire spread rates and to
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favor spread in expected directions. We would expect that a building
very susceptible to ignition would light faster than a less susceptible
neighbor. This can be reflected in the specific heats assigned to the
buildings. We would also expect a building exposed to several burning
buildings to ignite faster than a building exposed to only one. Heat
conduction automatically provides for this effect, at least qualitatively.

It should be clear already that we are no longer dealing with actual
physical properties. One starts with plausible base values, then adjusts
some parameters to get agreement with experiment and physical
expectations. The only parameters not subject to change are:
geometrical layout of the urban area, the fuel values and burn
characteristics of the buildings, and the (approximate) time for fire
spread between neighboring similar structures.

Implementation of the Model

The code used to test the model is the 2-dimensional version of TACO, a
finite element, transient heat conduction code that has been developed
over several years and is in general use at LLNL.

Each element in TACO has an associated material, which in turn has a
specified density, specific heat, thermal conductivities (the
conductivity may be orthotropic), and heat generation rate. The specific
heats, conductivities, and heat generation rates may be time or
temperature dependent. The timestep in transient problems may be varied
according to the rate of temperature change, or Interactively between
timesteps.

While conduction is usually not important in fire spread between
buildings, the model is in the bizarre position of using conduction to
model radiative and convective heat transfer. A more difficult
incongruity in the model is the use of a continuous process (heat
conduction) to represent a spatially discontinuous one (fire spread
between buildings). Spread across debris fields is a much better match
to the model. It has not been studied for lack of data, and because it
was recognized that the model had to ue able to do the discontinuous
problem to justify its development. The procedure is as outlined below.

1. For each "material" in the problem, choose densities, specific
heats, and thermal conductivities typical of non-conductors
(e.g., wood, asphalt, soil). Modify cp and k as necessary to
get physically plausible results.

2. Choose heat generation rates to approximate expected values for
corresponding building types and occupancies; modify to simulate
effects of damage.

3. Get approximate value for threshold ignition temperature for
each building type by calculating its adiabatic temperature, the
temperature it would reach if all the heat generated by its
burning went into self-heating. Divide this by four to get an
idea of the maximum temperature that a burning building can give
any of its neighbors. Lower this by 15-20% to account for some
conduction.
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4. Allow random fluctuations in threshold temperatures about the
mean value for each finite element of the type. (i.e., assign
each building element a threshold temperature in the range
[8-60, 8+69]). This is to reflect differences in building
conditions and contents, obstructions, and the heat generation
rates of neighboring buildings.

5. Give material between buildings temperature-dependent thermal
conductivity of form k - ko(l+faTJ), where ko is the
intrinsic conductivity. This form is chosen in analogy with the
radiation heat transfer coefficient and to force fire spread to
occur near peak burning rates. Make materials between buildings
orthotropic, with temperature-dependent conductivity in the
direction normal to buildings to account for the rapid decrease
of radiation configuration factors laterally.

6. Run test problems of homogeneous building types, modifying a's
and the specific heats of materials between buildings and
a's ,cIs,69 of building types to approximate expected rate of
spread-for given building separation. For maximum sensitivity,
the separation should be about that for 50% spread probability.

7. Using parameters chosen in step 6, check spread probabilities at
other separations (e.g., at 20% spread probability). Some
iteration between steps 6 and 7 may be appropriate to make
slight improvements.

Test Runs

Only very simple cases have been run. By running simple problems one
has some idea of what is physically plausible. The uniform, square grid
most commonly used is shown in Fig. 1. "Buildings" consisted of 4
elements. Only one building type was used. Floor area and the heat
generation rate were chosen to approximate wooden barracks burned at Camp
Parksb. (Fig. 2 shows the heat generation rate used). Building
separations of one or two elements, corresponding to 12.9m or 25.8m, were
chosen to ensure significant spread probabilities. 6 ,7  The building
material was given an isotropic, temperature-dependent thermal
conductivity so large that spread within a building generally occurred.
No effort was made to approximate expected spread rates within a
building. (In any problem of realistic size buildings would .6most
certainly be represented by a single element so this is not a major area
of concern.) The material between the buildings consists of four types
of "asphalt". They have the same density and nearly the same cp, but
different thermal conductivities. Mont are strongly undirectional.
Some, in corners or at misaligned buildings are temperature-dependent but
isotropic. Some have a low, constant, isotropic conductivity reflecting
their expected lack of participation in fire spread due to their
location.

Within the parameter space for which any spread within or between
buildins occurs, the results are sensitive to changes in
c is, a s, 0, and 6 6. The values used for the examples are given in
tfic Table. This is not necessarily an optimum set, as there was not
enough time to investigate all possibilities. These parameters gave the
desired spread probability across a 12.9m separation of about 45% (5 out
of 11 chances) in a test configuration.
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The effects of a constant ambient wind have been simulated in some
runs by adding a term to the thermal conductivity of all elements. The
wind is taken as the positive X-direction without loss of generality
since the urban grid could be rotated by an appropriate amount if
desired. Since thermal conduccivity is bidirectional by nature, it is
necessary to know the direction of the temperature gradient at each
element in order to know the appropriate sign of the effective
conductivity due to the wind. That is, if the temperature increases in
the X-direction, the effect of the wind should be to retard heat flow
Conversely, if the temperature decreases in the X-direction, the wind
should augment the heat flow.

The appropriate form of kw is not known, nor is there data
available for calibration. The test problems were run with
kw = BW for W4Wo = 3.76 m/s, and kw = BWo (W/Wo)ý for WzWo .
B and Bare viewed as empirical constants. The choice of Wo is to
reflect the empirically-derived demarcation between stationary and moving
mass fires. In the test problems, B = 500 and s = 1.25. If suitable
data were available, B and a would be modified to give the appropriate
downwind rate of spread, then compared with the upwind rate.

Results

For the test problems initial ignitions were chosen to see the
effects of interactions, cr 10% - 30% of the buildings or elements were
chosen at random for initial ignition. Some of the results are shown in
Fig. 3 and 4.

An important observation is that the spread of fire appears
physically plausible in time and space. That is, fire spread events "ian
be attributed to one or more neighboring burning buildings near or a
little past peak burning intensity,

Even with only 10% building or element ignitions generally all
buildings eventually ignite for the basic urban area used here. This
basic urban area, however, has building separations of only 12.9 or
25.8 m and only one type of building--there are no fire resistive types
which might stop fire spread. Not all burning buildings in the test
problems cause spread. In some cases most of Lhe spread can be traced
back to one or two of the initially ignited buildings. Recall also that
the parameters were chosen to give about 50% spread across a 12.9 m
separation. It is known from Schmidt's work that with a spread
probability of 50% or more there is generally unlimited spread. 2

Some problems were run with a break of 38.7 m through the center of
the problem area. Fire failed to cross this break in scme cases or
barely managed to cross it in others. More work is needed to ensure
appropriate spread probabilities for various separation distances.

For one test problem (10% random element ignitions), the initially
ignited elements were fixed but different sequences of random numberswere
used to choose the threshold ignition temperatures. Qualitatively
similar results were obtained for fraction of buildings burning vs. time.

A constant wind had plausible effects of speeding spread downwind and
slowing or preventing upwind spread. Lack of data for adjusting
empirical constants prevents any useful conclusions other than that the
technique used appears promising.
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Conclusions

While this preliminary effort has bei.n very limited in scope, It has
shown that the heat conduction analog mote! can produce plausible results
for discontinuous fire spread. Given sui-able information on fire spread
in a constant wind or spread due to firebrands, it may be possiblE, to
incorporate these effects. Fire spread across debris fields should be
simpler to treat than the discontinuous case. Modeling of fire-induced
winds and related mass fire development appear to be beyond the range of
the model.

Credibility is a more immediate problem. An important test would be
to run an improved version of the model against other fire spread
models. This would also provide a comparison of problem set-up and
computation times. Such a comparison should indicate whether this model
has advantages justifying further development.
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MOVING BOUNDARIES - A NUMERICAL MODEL

S.-W. Kang

Lawrence Livermore Netional Laboratory
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FEMA Asilomar Conference
May 30 - June 3, 1983

ABSTRACT

A numerical model for time-depenJent moving-boundary phenomena is
constructed, with a view towards application of the method to calculation of
the fire-spread characteristics in urban environments.

A. INTRODUCTION

Determination of the physical characteristics involved in the
blast-propagation and the fire-spread phenomena during nuclear attack is
imaportant for civil defense programs in terms of planning and minimizing
damages and casualties. A complete understanding of the phenomena will
require concentrated and considerable time and effort. The enormous
complexities involved in these phenomena have in the past necessitated a
piece-meal approach to the problem.

The present paper investigdtes the possibility of a simplified approach on
modelling the blast propagation and the fire-spread processes in terms of
mathematical equations describing moving fronts. Across these fronts, there
exist precipitous changes in the physico-chemical properties of the flow
medium. The moving-boundary concepts have been previously applied to other
situations, such as combustion problems, multi-phase problems and coal drying
problems (Refs. 1-7). The present approach and the numerical code developed
therefrom represent a first-approximation analysis, and hopefully these will
be modified cr expanded for a more detailed study in the future.

B. ANALYSIS

A time-dependent, one-dimensional (spherical, cylindrical, Cartesian)
transport problem under the assumptions of "lumped' parameters in front of,
and behind the moving fronts in the flow field is studied. These lumped
physical parameters, such as thermal conductivity and density, need not be
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constant with time. The governing equations describing the moving-front
phenomena are the conservation equations of the global mass (or density), the
constituent components, the momentum, and the thermal energy with appropriate
boundary conditions (transient or steady).

The -main thrust of the present analysis is to investigate the possibility
of adapting the moving-front approach to the fire-spread and the
blast-propagation history under nuclear-attack situations; therefore, the
conservation equations mentioned above may not be directly applicable.
Nevertheless, these equations form a basis for exploring the feasibility of
model adaptation to the problems of present interest. For the sake of
completeness a'd illustration, the relevant conservation equations specialized
to the spherical coordinate system are included below.

Global mass conservation:

ap 1 a (r 2r )5-t r2 - e r

Component conservation:

aSi 1 a (r2 VrSi) + tia-t = r a r

r r
Momentum conservation:

DVr l a (r 2  a Vr) a. p

Energy conservation:

Tc- LT- 1 a (r2 saT) _ Vr (TiSic, IT + Zi#iQIa•tT T 7 F ar ar

where

ei " eBi/T

The term #i denotes the i-th component species production rate,
p the global density of the medium, t the time, r the spherical radius, Vr
the radial velocity, Si the i-th component mass fraction, p the static
pressure, T the temperature, k the mean "thermal conductivity." This term may
be regarded as one of the parameters to be appropriately used in considering
fire-spread scenario. The term Ci denotes the specific heat of component i,
and the heat release due to phase change of component i. The diffusion
termn the component conservation equation is taken to be negligibly small in
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comparison to the convective flux and the heat-generation effects in the
present moving-front problem. Jn cases where the thermal-radiation effects
are sizable, the radiation heat flux term can be added to the energy
conservation equation. Other effects, where deemed important, can also be
included in these equations.

In solving these equations, available numerical computer codes (Refs. 8-9)
were utilized for describing a moving-front case in a semi-infinite region.
This problem was chosen to demonstrate the versatility of the present approach
in other coordinate s-'stems in addition to the spherical conservation
equations presented earlier. The results obtained are as follows.

C. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The time-dependent moving front problem in a semi-infinite flow medium was
solved with the following initial and boundary conditions and lumped property
values. The term F(t) signifies the location of the moving front measured
from X = 0, a boundary where we prescribe a sudden increase in temperature and
maintains it at To. This high temperature, taken to be 1273 K in the
present example, represents a source of thermal transport potential for the
medium (o < x < -), generating a moving front and changes in the
property values as the front (called "havoc front") moves inward from X = 0 as
a function of time. Other conditions used in the example are:

0 < x < F(t), i.e., behind the moving front;

k = 1.1(103) [J/m- Sec - K]

o• = L.3(10 6 ) [Ji/m3 - K]

F(t) < x < -, i.e., undisturbed region:

= 2.1(106) [J/m - Sec - K]

Tc - 2.6(106) [J/m - K]

X - 0; T - To = 1273 K, Z - 0

X * -; T - T - 273 K, Z 1.0,

and the Qi x 2(106) [J/kg], denoting the "latent" heat of phasq change of
the medium z. The "activation-energy barrier" B used was 8(00j) K and the
"reactlon-rate coefficient" W was taken to be 10.0. The results obtained on
LLL CRAY Computer are presented.

Figure 1 describes the temperatire distributions as a function of time in
a semi-infinite region, in which the boundary condition used was a constantly
maintained temperature at a prescribed location in the field, (i.e., X x 0).
At a certain critical value (Tc) at 4000 C, the thermal properties were
assumed to undergo precipitous changes, such as ablation, releasing or
absorbing latent thermal energy in the process. This then delineates the
"havoc front" characterizing the moving boundary in the field creating vastly
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different transport phenomena in front of and behind the demarkation. The
movement history of this havoc front (Sl) is shown in Fig. 2.

In the present illustration, the havoc front may be considered to represent
the fire-spread front, moving inward at a certain speed whose magnitude
depends upon various thermodynamic properties and initial conditions used in
the problem.

The present analysis can also generate a second havoc front along with the
first front. This has potential application in the fire-spread studies where
some materials may undergo radical property changes at a higher critical
temperature (T2 ) than the low•er critical temperature (Tc) at which some
fraction of the medium has already experjenced drastic changes. Solutions
were obtained for W = 90.0, and B = 3(I00) K. This is shown in Fig. 3.

These results indicate that the moving front speed under prescribed
boundary conditions (such as the temperature differential between X = 0
boundary and X = -) is a function of various thermodynamic properties of the
medium. Of these, a dominant dependence of the movement speed on the"reaction term" in the component conservation equation was observed. In
particular, the parameters Wi and B are identified as significant factors
in determining the movement speed of the i-th component. This is illustrated
in Fig. 4. The figure shows that a certain Bi - Wi combination exists for
which the speed of the havoc front (i.e., fire spread front) is identical, but
that change in either Wi or Bi produces change in the movement behavior.
Specifically, increasing Wi for constant B1 brings about an increase in
the front speeds. The magnitude of Bi (which may be regarded as an
activation energy barrier) is indirectly related to the magnitude of the
critical temperature, a thresh hold temperature for drastic change in the
medium. Thus, Fig. 4 may be used as a guide in calibrating the movement speed
for a given problem, where the critical temperature--and, therefore, the value
of B--Is inferred based on the makeup of the medium and the magnitude of W can
be adjusted to fit experimental data. This W-B pair then may be applied to
other problems with comparable medium compositions in calculating the
havoc-front movement history. It goes without saying that judicious choice of
the various lumped property values is required in utilizing the approximate
approach taken in the present analysis.
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BURNOUT OF LARGE-SIZED WOODY FUELS

Hal E. Anderson
Research Physicist

USDA Forest Service
Intermountain Forest and Range Experiment Station

Northern Forest Fire Laboratory, Drawer G
Missoula, MT 59806

ABSTRACT

The burnout of large-sized woody fuel.i, 1 to 6 inches thick, ie ?,eing
measured at the USDA Forest Service Nurthern Forest Fire Laboratoary in
Missoula, Moat. Physical properties -)f the fuel bed are varied t- determine
thresholds for interactive burning, periods of flaming and glowing com-
bustion, and the accuracy of a mathcmatical model that describes combustion
during the flaming phase of burnout. Critical fuel propertics include
loading, fuel size, and sp.. ing--thi. distance between outside edges of
pieces of the same size. This work is being related to tht heat loads on
the siLe and the fire effects on physical and biologica! features of urban
and rural situations.

INTRODUCTION

Research on fire behavior in wildland fuels In the 1930's was directed
toward rate of spread and resistance to control (1, 2). As work continued
through the 40's, 50's, and 60's, additional knowledge was developed and fire
danger rating systems were formulated (3, 4, 5). Ignition, rate of spread or
area growth, and flame length were among the variablcs considered as the fire
danger rating was developed. During the 1960's and 70's, work progressed on
developing models of five behavior and these were incorporated into the
current National Fire Danger Rating System (6, 7).

The needs of the resource specialist, however, extend beyond exp'essions
of fire danger to g-eater detail of fire behavior and effects; therefore
additional aids are still being produced (8, 9, 10). This work has culmi-
nated in a set of mathematical m-dels for estimating the forward rate of fire
spread, the rate of perimeter and area growth, flame length, fire line and
area fire intensity, fuel consumption rate, and burnout of fuels.

Because the basic fire behavior mathe-eatical model only considers fuels
less than 3 inches in diameter, another model, BURNOUT (9), waa leveloped to
estimate fire behavior after the initial fire front has passed. The random
array of fuel size3 in a fuel bed are considered in terms of their individual
burning times, the spacing of pieces of each size, and the planfor• projec-
tion overlap of fuel pieces of equal size and smaller. The amour.t of load
loss and the rate of loss is summed for the fuel sizes by means of a univer-
sal burnou. function and its derivative based on the burn time for the
flaming phase of combution.o. The model predizts the fuel consumption and
provides a time history of the fire intensity in mixed fuelF;, including large
fuels found in logging slash, wind-throw-n timber, or debris from blast
effects, earthquakes, and other cataztrophies. The burnout model was
developed using the weight loss data generated during the Plambeau series of
burns. The model estimates fire behavior and f.re effects, not only in
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w-1-_nd situations, but also for urban sites where blast and secondary

ignitions can pose serious fire hazards (11).

PURPOSE OF CURRENT WORK

Although forest fire behavior research has generated several useful
product, for fire specialists, some uses have been hampered because current
fire spread models co not consider fuels larger than 3 inches in diameter.
Specialists kno4 that large fuels are an important con.ideration in manage-
r.ent plans, but they have had no means of quantification. The results of
modeling heat release per unit &rea and burnout time have not been exercised
enough to determine their applicability.

Ongoing research will provide methods for assessing the impact of the
fire behavior of large-sized fuels on the site (fire effects) and aiding
man's response to actual or expected fire behavior (fire and resource manage-
ment). Four areas of effort are involved:

1. Testing the theoretical burnout model against experimental fires to
confirm the model and define areas of deficiency.

2. Determining the firt behavior associated with the physical proper-
ties of large-sized fuels, explaining their role in Cuel bed
burning processes, and describing the heat flow to the surround-
ings.

3. Identifying the significant roles of large-sized fuels in fire
behavior and coupling these functions to site and resource activi-
ties so fire effects can be assessed.

4. Identifying the fire behavior features of large-sized fuels associ-
ated with the fire front, the flaming combustion phase, and the
glowing combustion phase.

PLANS AND PILOT TESTS

A series of burns has been started in our :ombustion laboratory. Fuels
range from I inch (2.54 cm) to 6 inches (15.24 cm) and fuel area loadings
from 3 to 40 lb/ft 2 (14.65 to 195.3 Kgs/m 2 ). The first series used fuel beds
of excelsior, 1/4-inch (0.63 cm) sticks, and 1-inch (2.54 cm) square sticks
on a load area of 2 square feet (0.186 m2 ). The next four beds were construc-
ted on load areas of 16 square feet (1.49 m2 ). The largest sized fuel piece
in each successive fire was 1-, 2-, 4-, or 6-inch (2.54, 5.08, 10.16,
15.24 cm) dimensioned lumber. The physical properties are presented in
table 1.

Evaluation of the burnout model will involve determining the fractional
weight loss rate of each size class to the overall weight loss rate observed
during the history of the fire. In addition such things as the fuel spacing
in each size class will be studied to confirm or modify the assumed threshold
spacing for interaction that results in mutual burning. The flaming phase
and the glowing phase of the combustion process will be measured so flame
height computations based on mass loss rate can be adjusted for mass loss due
to glowing combustion. Other observations relate the burnout to the radiant
heat received at a point away from the fire and to the heat flow into the
medium beneath the fuel bed.
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Table L.--The physical properties of the fuel beds burned in the first
series. Spacing defines the fuel separation for a given size in terms of
their thickness, t.

I Total fuel Depth Excelsior 1/4-inch 1-inch Large-size fuel
BURN load fuel load and and Thick-Layers Fuel

NUMBER spacing spacing ness and load

2 2spacing
lbs/ft 2  ft Ilbs/ft 2  lb/ft 2 :xt lb/ft 2 :xt in. no.:xt lb/ft 2

IT1-4 3.88 1.08 .11 1.02:5t 2.74:3t ---

1TI-5 3.47 1.08 .13 .80:5t 2.54:3t ....

2TII-I 10.79 1.08 .11 .98:5t 2.77:3t 2 3:1.5t 6.94

2T6-1 21.94 2.75 .15 2.43:5t 6.33:3t 4 3:2.7t 13.04

3T13-I 27.50 3.08 .14 1.00:8t 2.88:5t 6 3:1.5t 23.48

After this first series of fires is analyzed, we will develop a cycle of
burns where spacing and loading by size class are altered to complete the
investigation of the burnout model. We plan to investigate the effect of
timber type upon burning and perhaps the effects of fuel moisture content.
As we gain information on the fire behavior of large-sized fuels, field
stlidies are planned utilizing prescribed burns to extend the research find-
ings to operational situations. This phase will depend on the availability
of manpower and operating budget. Approximately 1 year has gone into this
study; another 3 years are needed.

RESULTS OF WORK TO DATE

The burnout model's fractional weight loss rate is based on a modified
"top hat" burning rate history. During the first third and the last sixth

of the weight loss for each fuel size, the burning rate is assumed to change
linearly with time, while the center portion of the burnout curve has a
nearly constant rate. The weight loss data were converted to a fractional
loss rate and compared to the model predictions (fig. 1). Although predicted
burning rates are in agreement, the flaming times are longer than those
experienced in the laboratory. The flaming period usually runs 20 minutes or
less, but the model predicts about 17, 35, 67, and 98 minutes for the 1-, 2-,
4-, and 6-inch (2.54, 5.08, 10.16, 15.24 cm) sticks, respectively. The
glowing combustion phase, which is not considered in the burnout model,
continues for a much longer period: more than 2 hours for the 1-, 2-, 4-inch
(2.54, 5.08, 10.16 cm) sticks, over 5 1/2 hours for the 6-inch (15.24 cm)
sticks, at an initial moisture content of 6 percent.

Energy release rates on the 16-ft 2 (1.49 m2 ) beds during the flaming
period of the finer fuels ranged from (229 to 522 Btu/ft 2 -s (621 to 1416
Kcal/m 2 -s). After burnout of the 1/4-inch sticks, the fractional weight loss
rates show no consistent burnout rates for the large-sized fuels, but gener-
ally exhibit a decreasing rate, with abrupt shifts as fuels are rearranged
when the bed structure begins collapsing. The fractional weight loss rate
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ranges from 0.1 and 0.01 min. during flaming and fiom 0.01 and 0.001 min.-I

during the glowing phase.
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Figure 1.--Fractional weight loss rates are determined from strain-gage
weight-loss measurements and compared to mathematical model output
(dashed line) for a burnout theory.

Thermal gradients into a sand substrate beneath the fuel bed are meas-
ured with two arrays of thermocouples arranged vertically at 1-cm spacings.
This information will be related to physical and biological functions that
indicate the fire's effect on the site. The maximum temperature gradient in
the first centimeter of sand averages about 1,567*F/in (325*C/cm); the peak
occurs during the flaming phase. The maximum sand surface temperature

experienced was 1,420*F (771%C) occurring more than 1 1/2 hours after the
fire start. The total time for heat flowing into the sand has ranged from 55

to over 200 minutes. The heat flux into the sand did not exceed
2.92 x 103 Btu/ft 2 -hr (0.22 cal/cm2 -s) (fig. 2).

The flames generated from a bed of woody debris are part of the hot gas
plume that can carry embers and that contribute to the radiant heat load
adjacent to the burning area. Therefore flame heights are measured visually
and photographically. These data have been compared with a model of flame
height used in estimating firebrand lofting (12). The model uses the weight
loss rate to predict flame height. This allows us to estimate when glowing
combustion becomes a significant part of the weight loss and also allows us
to check the flame height model's accuracy. Peak flame heights occur within
the first 2 minutes of the fire and are underestimated by the model; however,
the flame heights associated with the 1-inch burnout axe accurately
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predicted. Flame height is overestimated for the burnout of the larger fuels
because of the glowing combustion contribution to weight loss. In additioA
we are correlating the radiant heat to the flame height and weight loss data
to develop interpretative guides for the radiation environment.
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Figure 2.--Heat flow into the surface of a dry sand layer determined
by an array of thermocouples. Thermal conductivity of dry sand was
determined to be 0.487 mcal/cm-s-*C

SIGNIFICANCE OF RESULTS

These initial burns suggest the spacing of large-sized fuels must be
closer than assumed in the burnout model in order to have mutual and inter-
active burning. Fuels of a given size probably have to be within 1.5 diame-
ters of each other for interactive burning, but the critical spacing is at
least a function of fuel size and the number of vertical layers involved. It
is doubtful that two layers of fuel elements of the same size would interact
to maintain flaming combustion while three or four layers probably would
interact at spacings 1.5 diameters or less.

The glowing combustion phase is an important aspect of the burnout of a
fuel bed. Glowing starts exerting its influence early in the fire history
and continues 10 to 20 times longer than the flaming phase. Glowing will
have a major effect upon the site, being lethal to soil organisms and causing
physical changes in soil properties.

The experimental burns and associated field studies will provide numc!ri-

cal checkpoints for establishing bounds of energy release rates and fleme
heights that can be experienced. Consideration of the glowing combustion
phase, the heat flow conducted below the fire, and heat radiated or convected
away from the fire will be useful in restricting access to the area, estab-
lishing shelter needs, and estimating the potential for fire-induced winds.
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Results from experimental fires such as have been described provide data for
describing the burning regimes and intensities expected during the growth and
decay of fires in rural and urban situations.
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WIND-AIDED FLAMiE SPREAD ACROSS STREWN PEBRIS
G. Carrier, F. Fendell, and R. Fleeter

TRW Space and Technology Group, Redondo Beach, CA 90278

"'Design of a laboratory experiment, to support further development of an
already initiated theoretical model of wind-aided flame spread through a fuel

X matrix of large porosity, is presented. The design goals include delineation
of a well-defined fuel matrix, careful control of the combustion environment
(air flow and radiation), capacity for varying parameters (including fuelo element type, matrix geometries, and introduction of upslope), and provision
for attaining steady-state rate of spread (if one exists). If the model,

O• given initial credibility by the laboratory experiment, is corroborated by
field-scale data, then the model may be used with more confidence for predict-

Sing the movement in time of a fire front (with current position specified),
through a partially combustible debris field of known topographical and

C aerothermochemical properties, under given meteorological conditions._

INTRODUCTION

The spectacular urban fires of modern times have usually been associated
with the occurrence of strong sustained winds (London, 1666; Lisbon, 1775;
'loscow, 1812; Chicago, 1871; Boston, 1872; Baltimore, 1904; Tokyo/Yokohama,
1923; Bandon, Oregon, 1936; Tokyo, 1945). Many of the memorable wildlands
fires also were consequences of wind-aided flame spread (Miramichi River Valley,
New Brunswick, Canada, 1825; Peshtigo, Wisconsin, 1871; Hinkley, Minnesota,
1894; Sloquet, Minnesota, 1918; Tillamook, Oregon, 1933; Shoshone National
Forest, Wyoming, 1937; Victoria, Australia, 1939; caine, New Hampshire, 1977;
Sundance Mountain, Idaho, 1967; Victoria, Australia, 1983). This list is
hardly exhaustive. What it suggests is that ignition often occurs in heavily
fuel-laden areas in times of drought, but it is the coincidence of persistent
winds of appreciable speed that causes a "blow-up." The arising, of strong
winds precipitates a startling run that ends only when the wind subsides,
combustible matter is exhausted, or precipitation arrives. Clearly it is the
wind-aiding, not the mode of ignition. that is the key common factor in most
fire catastrophes.

What is missing in analysis of urban-scale fires is the capacity to pre-
dict with confidence the rate of flame spread, given the vertical and
horizontal distribution, size distribution, exothermicity, and moisture content
of the fuel; the nature of the topography: and the wind magnitude and direc-
tion,t the temperature, and the relative humidity as a function of pressure of
the ambient atmosphere. If information were available on how fast the fire
front will advance in a direction normal to the local front, then tracking of

t The "residue" left behind the fire front can serve to retard and divert the

on-coming wind, such that the wind within a city or forest is reduced from
the wind at the leading edge. On the other hand, narrow streets can constrict
available passageway, so the flow can speed. Thus, the low-level modification
of winds within an urban area is a complicated issue. Still, the first step
remains obtaining the rate of spread, given local values of the pertinent meteoro-
logical, topographical, and aerothermochemical parameters; then the problem
may be addressed of estimating appropriate local parameters (so that the local
advance in time, from current position, of a given fire front may be executed).
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the expected fire position at future time (given its position at the current
time) becomes a relatively simple exercise. What is limiting is not computer
storage or graphical display. What is limiting to meaningful prediction is
reliable quantitative formulation of the physical processes controlling spread.
(Spread rate from ignition site is also key insight in structure fires.)

The need for spread-rate information becomes more crucial as the rate
becomes faster: escape times and countermeasure times are reduced. The
fastest spread is almost invariably associated with wind-aiding: upslope
spread exceeds downslope spread, spread under a sustained breeze exceeds
spread in a calm. The accelerated spread can be owing to several factors:
hot product gases blown downwind preheat uninvolved fuel in the fire path;
more-distant transport of lofted firebrands is likely; bent-over plumes may
ignite downwind fuel by contact or by enhanced radiative transfer (better
view factor).

Interest here concentrates on an urban environment blasted into disarray.
The debris-strewn setting has a far more continuous distribution of combustible
material than the fire-code-satisfying pr~blast city. It should also be noted
that interiors of (possibly partially toppled) structures are likely to be
opened. While the similarity certainly should not he carried too far, the
urban setting attains some of the properties of a wildlands setting, with
ground-level combustibles playing the role of understory fuel (slash, litter,
grass, brush, down woody matter) and the still-standing structures playing the
role of overstory fuel (tree crowns); however, whereas ladder fuels linking
understory and overstory fuels in a wildlands setting are often limited (lichen,
dead or low branches, young trees, smaller trees), there is no lack of
ladder fuels in the urban setting (there is no third story without a first and
second story). Now, in a forest setting, one usually envisions flame spread
through the large-pore fuel matrix of the understory, with an occasional crown
being taken; in extremely severe, high-wind conditions a "wall" of flame takes
all the readily combustible fuel from understory to overstory in one tall
front; only very rarely (if ever) does flame race from crown to crown, either
in the absence of an understory fire or far in advance of the surface-level
fire (1). Though the taking of a crown is spectacular, aside from radiative
transfer the event may not be that much more significant than the exothermicity
contributed by reaction of a comparable mass of understory fuel. One point
very much worth noting is that it is the small-diameter, thin, leafy matter
that is dried out and consumed as the fire front passes, and hence is pertinent
to rate of front progression; the thicker fuels are dried out and consumed on a
longer time span, and thus react after the front has passed (if ever consumed
at all).

The complexity of wind-aided fire spread through a porous, vertically
extensive fuel bed lies partly in the fact that the reactants are initially
in different phase, and partly in the fact that the intensively burning zone
(separating the downwind preheat zone from the upwird burn-up zone) involves
strongly buoyant convection. Thus, one must keep track of heat lost to drying
out and gasification that may not be recovered, but one muct also discard
one-dimensionality for two-dimensionality. In fact, the buoyant updraft forms
a barrier to the oncoming flow in two dimensions, and at least forms an
obstacle about which oncoming flow is diverted in three-dimensional situations.
Now, if the oncoming wind is strong enough, it should be able to blow over
the convective column, whereas for not so strong a wind the column should
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remain fairly vertical.* Since the strength of the updraft is related to the
rate of fuel consumption, and since the rate of fuel consumption increases
with the crosswind, the plume posture is a complicated matter. Hc.ever, if
the entrainment from the downwind side is overwhelmed by the crosswind strength
(2), the plume should be blown over such that the fire is confined to the
surface-layer fuels only, as far as burning at the front is concerned. Trying
to state more than this soon becomes so convoluted that the need for experi-
ment should be manifest.

MODEL ACCREDITATION BY !_ABORATORY SXPERIMENT

It is suggested that laboratory-scale experimentation should precede
field-scale tests. The laboratory-scale experimentation permits attaining
much data relatively quickly and relatively inexpensively, so appreciable
parametric variation and considerable repetition (to check for error) is
possible. There is likely to be better environmental definition, and more
extensive and sophisticated diagnostic instrumentation, and better isolation
of constituent compcnents, in the laboratory Lhan in some remote, possibly
hostile, field environment. Conversely, relatively few data points are fur-
nished by large-scale field tests, and these are obtained sometimes with
long-time intervals; there is always a temptation to change too many parameters
from one test to another, and there is almost never adequate redundancy, so
field tests are in danger of becoming anecdotes (isolated events of uncertain
reproducibility).

An oft-quoted argument against laboratory experimentation in fire science
is that sometimes relatively few parameters can be assigned the values that
they have in the field. Thus, one usually cannot carry out an experiment on
laboratory scale, and by use of dimensional analyses, predict definitively
what would occur in the field. However, if one could demonstrate, by compdr-
ison against a wide range of experimental data, that the theoretical model
could predict (as accurately as required for the user's needs) physical events
from boundary/initial conditions, then the model is given credibility. The
wider the range, the greater the credibility. Of course, if the range of
experimental data is not great enough to encompass the actual field situation
of ultimate interest, the corroboration of the model remains incomplete: the
model could still fail in the field. Thus, in the practical world of highly

The wind is constant neither in magnitude nor in direction. Hence, use of
the fire-front-propagation insight gained here will probably entail invoking a
(well-justified) quasisteady approximation. That is, the propagation of flame
normal to the front depends only on the component of wind instantaneously
normal to the front, even though that wind is varying in magnitude and direc-
tion. During calms the fire may diminish in intensity, such that fire is
confined to the understory. In fact, for the elliptical, preferred-axis
shape of a wind-aided front, t he fire at the flanks tends to have a weak
aiding wind normal to the front, and "crowning" is less likely than at the
head (3). As the wind freshens beyond some minimum, the fire may again enter
the overstory along most of the front. Thus, as the front passes, it is quite
likely that some tall structures may be left unconsumed because of wird
variability and fuel combustibility--though these structures may be consumed
later, well behind the front.
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complicated, interdisciplinary phenomena, there remains an important role for
engineering judgment.

This discussion would not be complete without reference to the desirabil-
ity of ultimately utilizing results from the periodic burns on 500 X 500 ft.
sections of coniferous stands carried out in the Canadian National Forest over
the past decade by Brian Stocks of the Great Lakes Forest Research Center,
Canadian Department of the Interior, Sault Sainte Marie, Ontario, Canada.
These burns in heavily fuel-laden sectors provide an apparently unique oppor-
tunity to study large-scale wind-aided flame spread under relatively well
characterized conditions, although motion-picture photography is presently the
major mode of documentation.#

DESIGN OF LABORATORY EXPERIMENT

Since a model for wind-aided flame spread has been fairly well outlined
(4), but even the most closely related experiments (5 - 9) are not appropriate
for present needs, attention is limited to the design of a suitable, well-
defined, easily repeatable experiment.

What is sought is a propagating one-dimensional wind-aided fire front
in a basically two-dimensional flow through a precisely defined fuel matrix
of large "porosity". There is to be relatively little constraint on air motion
within the matrix, pyrolyzing to yield the combustible hydrocarbon vapors that
burn exothermically with oxygen. (Only in later, more complicated versions
would one consider initiating the experiment such that a two-dimensional fire
front exists.)

The fvel bed is to consist of vertically suspended strips of thin com-
bustible material (e.g., strips of paper); the separation between strips may
be taken to be constant initially, such that the rows and columns of strips
define a rectangular checkerboard (the number of rows is not in general equal
to the number of columns). One may alter the "porosity" by (say) halving the
separation between strips. However, if one homogeneously added more fuel
loading to elements of the rarer matrix such that the total fuel loading
equaled that of the denser matrix, the anticipation here is that the difference
in flame spread rates might not be very largp: details of the porosity are
not believed to be crucial. The ability to incline the entire matrix at a
constant angle to the horizontal, for purposes of adding upslope effects, would
be desirable.

All the strips in the first row are to be ignited simultaneously by use
of gas-jet-type diffusion flames. (For a two-dimensional experiment, one
would ignite just the central few strips in the first row.) The key

#In the experiments conducted to date, the entire leading edge of the section
perpendicular (more or less) to the wind direction is ignited simultaneously.
It is suggested that only the (say) right half of the leading edge be ignited
in at least one future test, for purposes of checking lateral-edge effects
during wind-aided spread.
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information sought is the rate at which the (hopefully) one-dimensional front
moves from row to row. The number of rows should be enough to permit the
initial transient to decay and a steady rate of flame propagation to be
achieved, if a stable steady rate exists--there is no guarantee. But certainly
the number of rows must be at the very least half again as many as are involved
in the moving-front structure, from preheating through vigorous burning to
residual burn-out. How many rows this is must be found empirically, but
provision for hundreds of rows is advisable. The other key information sought
is at what (constant) wind the flames of the vigorously burning zone are blown
flat so no front can be defined.

It should be appreciated that much information about suitable properties
for the test matrix can be obtained only by trial and error. Also, one must
consider the fuel-loading in terms of the air flux past the matrix: one
should be aware if the experimental conditions approach an oxygen-starved
burning.

Space prevents listing of parameters, but two final issues are noted--
topics deferred because they require particular attention. The first issue is
achieving a uniform wind across the rows and down the columns (aside from
perturbations owing to the fuel matrix itself and the burning thereof). If
one employs just any nozzle to produce a wind, then the jet expands and slows
(to conserve momentum flux) with distance from the nozzle exit, such that the
speed experienced (say) helf-way down the matrix may be reduced appreciably
from that experienced by the :eading row (independentli of any perturbation
caused by the matrix). Hence, achievement of a steady fire-front propagation
is precluded. A response is to enclose the experiment in a duct. The floor
always produces a boundary layer--probably an effect one wants to retain
because of its relevance to the practical situation. The ceiling would restrain
the buoyant gases, and possibly interfere with the downwind portion of the
experiment--so the ceiling should be in place only upwind of the fire front.
Sidewalls would restrain the spreading of the stream and thus serve the useful
purpose of preserving the cross-sectional area; one should allow for the
turbulent boundary-layer growth on these (nearly) parallel sidewalls. Most
of the matrix elements should not lie in the sidewall boundary layer, even at
the trailing row of the matrix.

The other issue concerns the radiation, the role of which in transport of
heat increases with spatial scale, such that radiative transfer may be
appreciably more important in the urban-scale fire than it would be in the
small laboratory apparatus. However, it is well worth noting that it is
quite feasible to add radiative heat input via an external source to examine
the nature and magnitude of the laboratory-flow response.

This discussion of wind-aided flame spread through a uniform fuel matrix
is concluded with the following two observations. First, perhaps not enough
emphasis has been placed on the possibly highly variable thickness of the flame
structure, the streamwise length spanning the domains of (1) preheating and
thermal degradation; (2) pyrolysis and vigorous flaming with buoyant ascent;
and (3) burn-up of the char residue left after pyrolysis is complete. For
close spacing ia. a high wind, there may be only partial burn-up as the flame
front passes, and burn-out occurs only long after flame passaga; conversely
for widely spaced elements in a modest wind, the fuel elements may burn almost
individually and the "wave structure" is smaller. Second, since only a
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fraction of the debris is combustible in a blasted urban environment, the
other inert portion perhaps serving as a heat sink-source repository, perhaps
the homogeneous addition of such inert mass to the fuel matrix uught to be
considered ultimately.
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/ MODELING URBAN FIRE GROWTH

T.E. Waterman and A.N. Takata
lIT Research Institue

Chicago, Illinois

ABSTRACT

Under FEMA Contract DCPAOl-79-C-2065, !IT Research Institute(IITRI) em-
Q0 ployed existing models for debris transport and fire behavior to assess the

value of existing blast/fire/people survivability data. Presentations at
Im' prior Asilomar. Conferences have addressed debris transport and overviewed sur-

vivability results. The puroose of this presentation is to examine potential
weaknesses of the fire spread model.

The IITRI Urban Fire Spread Model as well as others of similar vintage
were constrained by computer size and running costs such that many approxima-
tions/generalizations were introduced to reduce program complexity and data
storage requirements. Simplifications were introduced bcth in input data and
in fire growth and spread calculations. Modern computational capabilities
offer the means to introduce greater detail and to examine its practical sig-
nificance on urban fire predictions.

Selected portions of the model are described as presently configured, and
potential modifications are discussed. A single tract model is hypothesized
which permits the importance of various model details to be assessed, and,
other model applications are identified.

INTRODUCTION

Prediction of the fire behavior of an urban area subjected to a nuclear
attack is necessary for evaluating damage, casualties, and the effectiveness
of countermeasures. Indeed, fires grow and spread over an extended period of
time, and this growth can be strongly modified both by preattack passive
countermeasures and by human actions taken during the relatively long trans-
attack period. Firthermore, the initiation and growth of new fires in a spe-
cific local area are affected not only by their immediate surroundings, but by
fire development over a much broader area in terms of firebrands, winds, air
quality and gross radiation levels, including factors from or related to mass
fire development.

E-en a cursory examination reveals that larvý numbers of parameters and
processes are involved. These mandate computer assessm~ent if any level of de-
tail is to be preserved. Conceptually, computer modeling of urban area fires
is straightforward. It involves programming the processes and inputing per-
tinent data parameters describing the urban area. However, the various pro-
cesses interrelate and the number of structures in an urban area is quite
large. Thus, the calculations become complex and extremely voluminous.

The major development of computerized urban fire spread models occurred
in the late 1960s (1)(2)(3).,, Each employed various techniques, primarily of
a statist'cal nature, to make calculations manageable within the available
computer memories "Each benefitted from lessons learned in an earlier attempt
by IITRI to produce a more deterministic model (4). This earlier model treats
weapon initiation of fires from a p-obability point of view, considered
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necessary as furniture locations in rooms were assumed not to be predictable.
Fire spread and other input data were treated deterministically, prescribing
go or no-go conditions. Firebrands were of stated concern, but not intro-
duced into the model; fire spread was solely by radiation.

The basic philosophy developed in the early model was to apply calculated
ignition probabilities to local city areas called tracts (several blocks of
relatively uniform characteristics) by Monte Carlo techniques. Spread across
tract boundaries was to be assessed by similar means. The results of repeated
computational exercises (computerized fire experiments) were to be used to
develop analytical approximations of fire spread within tracts and across
various tract boundaries. These, in turn, were to be fitted together by Monte
Carlo methods to form the overall model for urban Fire spread.

Unfortunately, computer capabilities in the early 1960s were such that
the time re4uired for one fire spread calculation in a tract of 100 buildings
equalled or exceeded that which would occur in the real fire. Considering the
number of runs required to attach statistical significance to the results for
just one tract, the problem of examining an entire city becomes obvious. The
solution at the time was to develop an interim model for minimum expected
damage which considered fires not to spread across streets. In this simpli-
fied form, the model was employed by the National Military Command Systems
Support Center to estimate fire damage and, with some assumptions, casualties.
Also, it served as the starting point for Firefly (3). Potential benefits of
this early model, as yet not exploited, are the detailed inter- and intra-
building fire spread calculation techniques and the extensive sensitivity
studies performed and reported (4).

POTENTIAL MODEL DEFICIENCIES

The more recent IITRI model (1) will be examined here. It has been mod-.
ified over time to include effects of fire suppression efforts (5) and blast-
suppressed ignitions (6).and to refine prediction of spread by firebrands (64
Most recently, the model was adapted for use in regions of moderate blast
damage..-7). None of these modifications/adaptations have changed the basic
proceJ-res for assessing Primary ignitions cr radiation fire spread. Poten-
tial model deficiencies in these areas are illustrated. Note in addition that
the model 'does noL presume to calculate mass fire behavior. It does, however,
provide output of heat release and active fire locations with time for input
Co future mass fire development criteria or models.

Primary ignition calculations presently assume all buildings have one
wall directly facing ground zero. This tends to maximize the irterior room
areas supplied with critical ignition energies in those rooms exposed to the
thermal pulse; but, minimizes the number of rooms "seeing" the pulse. The
assumption thus overestimates the number of rooms receiving primary ignitions
of furniture (Figure 1) and underestimates the number of .- .." where draperies
and curtains are ignited. Since draperies and curtain ign Lions appear more
prone to blast-wave extinctions, it is not clear whether the net effects of
the above assumption are high o- low at any given builditiy orientdtion and
distanc? to ground zero,
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Figure 1 Probability of a chair being ignited
as a function of window width, distance

and orientation to ground zero. (4)

The impacts of assumptions intruduced irto radiation fire spread modeling
are not so simply described and readily assessed. First, note that radiation
fire spread depends on many factors, including separation of radiant source(s)
and target, target susceptibility to ignitioti, presence or absence of pilots
(sparks, brands, open flames), and intensity of the radiant sources. Also,
the intensity of each radiant source (burning building) is a function of time,
number and location(s) of ignition(s) and resistances to fire spread within
the burning building; and, the radiant exposure on a single target may be the
net (or tctal) exposure due to several radiant sources.

The present IITRI model (1) incorporates this variety of information, but
the detail is lost as the model uses statistically distributed times of active
burning (assumed to represent most likely times of peak radiant strength*),
ignition susceptibility for target materials, and building separations (based
on surveys of "typical" actual areas). Indeed, the model has been criticized
by Schmidt (8) for arbitrarily increasing all building separations in relatior,
to the number of "burned out" buildings with time. Unfortunately, the true
impact of this latter assumption is still not known; the analysis presented
by Schmidt retains many other, related assumptions of the liTkI model.

While concerns such as these raise some question about the adequacy of
model-predicted ultimate fire damage, of comparable importance is the fact
that the present IITRI model (and its contemporaries) does not permit detailed
time-based, building-by-building analysis of local fire development and spread.
This somewhat limits the confidence placed on model-based measures of tne
effectiveness of suppression activities, and places strong constraints on use

* The same technique, but a different time distribution, is applied to fire-

brand generation.
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of the model to characterize the fire vulnerability of specific local areas of
interest such as key industries or regions immediate to key worker shelters.
The figures (4) illustrate details of fire development and spread lost in the
statistical nature of the models in current use.

The building employed for the following examples is a three-story multi-
family apartment, the typical Chicago six-flat with two apartments per story
sharing a common front entry and stairwell, with somewhat independent rear
entries. Rear doors open to independent rear porches which share a common
open rear stairwell. Figures 2 and 3 illustrate the effects of different num-
bers and locations of ignitions on the subsequent history of fire development
within the building (time from ignition to significant involvement of the
ignited compartment, and fire resistance of interior barriers, fixed for these
examples).

Sec.d Floor

S. -Tid fI I I

-' L' ... I 1

TWO IGNITIONS

iN.ot o- the s floor)

-0- On o t. First Floor
and On. on t Seond or

2 Th ird rloor

S--' --- On. on the Sod flo

, IFloor

2 _

0 20 .0 60 a0 1 M hO

T1.im after Ignijtto, sintarn

Figure 2. Effect of location of one or two
ignitions on compartment burning

in "six-flat". (4)

The strength of the radiant source formed by a burning building is a
function of which compartments are burning and whether or not internal
ceiling-floor constructions or ceiling-roof constructions are still intact.
Drawing on experimental results generated in a supporting effort (9), examples
of radiation intensities on a target 20 ft from the building are illustrated
in Figure 4. In all of the stated examples, fire spread throughout each
apartment was considered to be relatively unhindered (open doors) with major
delays (closed doors, other barriers) to spread between apartments. This can
be generally considered to be the case; thus, the assumptions of the current
model (1) in this regard have some affect on results for single family resi-
dences, but much greater impact on results for apartment.. )ndominiums, and
hotels.
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Not all model weaknesses are computer related. lie still have many uncer-
tainties related to our basic knowledge of the phenomena. Among the many in-
adequacies are: (1) affect of residual heat from the weapon pulse on fire
growth to room flashover; (2) affect of exposure fires on fire growth in
ignited room or building; (3) detailed characterization of firebrand escape
from fire plume, trajectory near target; and (4) local wind vdriation.

RECOMMENDED MODEL DEVELOPMENT

A new model should be constructed taking advantage of the speed and stor-
age capacity of modern computational facilities. The model should address,
at first, a localized urban area similar to the previously used "tract". By
initially considering a local area instead of an entire city, the model can
incorporate greater detail than may be practical for the entire city as a
whole, even with modern computers.

The model should be constructed, to the degree possible, in a determin-
istic manner, modularly designed for ready modification of selected input or
calculation processes as these are deemed inadequate by state of the art in-
formation or weaknesses identified by exercising the model. On a local area
basis, the model lends itself particularly to parameter sensitivity analysis
to define the importance of the various levels of detail included, and to
examine the need of further refinement, where data or "physics" are lacking.
At this level of development, the model also can be used to examine fire
spread through areas of various structural types, structural mixes, building
density, and damage levels to provide a "Fire Vulnerability Index" for local
assessment of fire danger levels, perhaps comparable to the blast "vulnera-
bility numbers" presently in use.

At this level of development, the model can assess the effects of wind,
humidity and precipitation on local fire growth. Through certain assumptions
regarding the upwind boundary, a first level of "conflagration potential" can
be addressed. At the very least, levels of wind and heating required to sig-
nificantly affect downwind fire spread can be identified.

Upon satisfactory development of this detailed local area model, it could
be applied to the entire city in a manner compatible with its complexity and
utility. In its simplest use, it could be applied to selected local areas
under the influence of a general urban fire described by the present urban
fire models (1)(2)(3), or with some refinement suggested as critical by the
above-mentioned sensitivity analyses. In essence, it could be introduced
into blast-fire analyses such as those performed by IITRI under work unit
2564D (7).

Should size and complexity of this new "local area" model permit, it
could completely replace the present "tract" model and be used to describe all
tracts in the entire urban fire area in detail, or at selected levels of
detail.

To complete all aspects of model development and application will require
a significant expenditure of time and effort. It appears reasonable to target
the "local area" model development and some measure of sensitivity analysis as
the first goals. Armed with the information and insight so obtained, the re-
maining course of action and ultimate goals may be refined and defined more
precisely.
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BLAST/FIRE INTERACTION SCALING

by

Murty Kanury
Department of Aerospace and Mechanical Engineering

University of Notre Dame
Notre Dame, IN 46556

ABSTRACT

Hypotheses are formulated of the process of interaction between an
airblast and fires supported by liquid fuels and wood cribs. A map of blast
weakness versus fire strength is conceived on which the regime of fire
extinction by the blast can be delineated from the regime where the fire will
sustain the blast. The fire strength is described for liquid fuels primarily
by the heat of combustion; and for wood, it is mainly described by the preburn
time. The concept is substantiated by the SRI shocktube data.

INTRODUCTION those of liquid hydrocarbon flames.
Additionally, however, if the flameThermal radiation from the were annihilated to permit approachfireball would cause spontaneous of oxygen to the hot char surface of

ignition of various combustibles at wood, glowing combustion would ensue.
all stations where the fluence of Thus, a scrutiny of blast effects on
energy is sufficiently high. As the flames and on glowing surfaces con-
thus started fires grow, the blast stitutes the essential scientific
wave would arrive to perturb the content of this study.
fires with its associated transient
pressure, flow and temperature dis- BLAST INTERACTION WITH FLAMES
turbances. The purpose of the
research synopsized in this paper is: A steadily burning pool fire isto develop scaling rules governing disturbed by a blast wave through the
the behavior of the blast- manifestation of one or more of theimpacted-fires; to apply these rules following phenomena.
to thc available experimental data on
blast/fire interaction; and to thus (a) Annihilation of spacial
elicit upon the nature of this inter- gradients of species, temperature andaction. A synopsis as this paper is, velocity by the increased molecular
complete details are available in and turbulent transport is expected
Mt. to lead to excessive thermal as well

as species dilution in the reactionFires supported by hydrocarbon space.
liquid fuel pools (known as Class B
fires) and by charring solid fuels (b) Energy feedback from the
such as wood (known as Class A fires) flame to the condensed phase fuel
are of specific interest in this will be reduced due to physical dis-
,tudy. Since the wood pyrolyzates are placement or deformation of the flame

composed mostly of a variety of gase- resulting in both a decay in fuelous hydrocarbons, the wood flame com- vapor sapply to the gas phase and a
bustion chemistry characteristics are reduction of the temperature of gas
expected to be essentially similar to ohase near the fuel bed. The chemi-
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cal kinetic rate is drastically fuel bed even as the energy feedback
reduced as a result. is mitigated from the disappeared

flames. Even more 4mportant is the
(c) If the wind is feeble, thermal radiation pulse from subse-

energy feedback to the fuel bed may quent weapon bursts. The issue of
be augmented by the wind bringing the multibursts is ignored here.
flame closer to the surface so that
the blast imposition would augment Inasmuch as most of the above-
the fire intensity contrary to the enumerated effects can be condensed,
consequences of (a) and (b) above. they fall into one or more of the

(d) Energy feedback to the fuel three global altercations: thermal
bed will be enhanced due to flame- dilution, fuel vapor dilution and

holding in the recirculatory zones. oxygen enrichment of the gas phase
space where once the flame stood.

(e) The fuel bed may be mechan- The dilution effects figure domi-
icell Thoken uel bed miy bmeha- nantly in the fate of flaming while

ically broken up to possibly aggre- the oxygen enrichment has a role to
rate the fire in intensity by trans- play in glowing combustion of char-

forming the bulk fuel into a spray, coal.
Fragmentation of the fuel bed might
also aid to dissipate the energy con- Based on an algebraic analysis
tent of the fuel in the tray to an of the fuel species and energy con-
ineffectually low average level. servation, the following relation is

(f) Pressure change will result derived in (1) to relate the gas tem-
in a shift in combustion chemical perature e t7 the energetic strength
kinetics. The kinetic rate for com- q* of the flame, blast weakness P*,
bustion of hydrocarbons in air varies and fuel surface temperature 6i.

nearly as proportional to the square (e-6i)exp(1/e)
of pressure. The pressure change P* (-p(1)
also alters the fluid dynamics to q*-(e-ei}
increase the coefficients of heat and
mass transfer. The net effect of where e RT/E, ei E RTi/E, P*
these two opposing actions of ko/u and q* RhcYAi/ECgincreased•/ presur can no beYrawn pg. (E/R, ko,
increased pressure can not be drawn hc and T respectively are the activa-
without a detailed study. Addition- tion temperature, preexponential fac-
ally, since the pressure rise associ- tor, enthalpy of combustion and temp-
ated with a blast wave is temporally erature 2f the flame reaction. YAi
variant, arguments based on static and Ti are mass fraction of fuel and
imposition of a pressure rise might its surface temperature. C is gas
become invalid in the dynamic behav- specific heat; . is fuel dimen-
ior of a blast-impacted flame. sion and u is blast-induced velo-

city.) Equation (1) indicates that(g) The shockwave is al;o asso- there exists a P* for any given q*
ciated with a temperature rise due to and 8i at which the reaction can not
isentropic compression of air. This sustain itself, i.e., e falls cata-
too is a transient phenomenon which strophically to result in extinction.
may exert some effect on the chemical The higher the q* (i.e., the more
kinetic aspects of the flame. stronger the flame is energetically),

the lower is P* (i.e., the stronger
(h) In all practical situations is the blast wave) to c.2use extinc-

of blast wave generation by the tion. Figure 1 shows the P* vs q*
explosion of a weapon, a thermal rad- map in which fires and blasts corres-
iation pulse is involved which would ponding to the area under the curve
promote continued vaporization of the are expected to represent extinouish-
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Figu~re 1: Extinction (tilled symbols )-No Extinction (open symbols
Correlation f or Class B Fires with No Barriers.

ment. The St10cK-tube (Class B3, no- lisned it becomes, mainly due to the
barrier) fire data obtained by Martin transient conductive heating and
and Backovsky (2-4) are shown in this pyrolysis. Based on analyses of
figure (open _aiid closed symbols transient pyrolysis of wood sticks
respectively for unextinguished and (5), the characteristic time to comn-
extinguished fires) to demonitrate pTetely burn a stick of wood of
that the extinction regime can indeed thickness b is given by to = Ab + Bb2

be delineated according to our hypo- where the A 'is a function of pyroly-
thesis. Upstream barriers, behind sis eneroetics and kinetics, heating
which recirculation of flow is possi- rate and vood specific heat and B is
ble, are shown in (1) to render the essentially the inverse thermal dif--
fire more blast resifitant. fusivity of wood. Typically, A - 260

sec/cm and B - 30 sec/cm2.. The fire
strength then can be expressed as a

BLAST INTERACTION WITH WOOD FIR~ES ratio of (pre)burn time t to the
characteri stic time to. Since the

Whereas the flaming combustion wood flames apptar to be similar to
of wood cribs follows the same pat- hydrocarbon flames, we expect the
terns as described above, there are blast interaction with wood flames to
at least two special features to be obey the same rules as Class B fires-
noted. It is known that the longer a on a blast weakness P* versus fire
wood crib fire burns, the more estab- strength q* map provided q* =_ is
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Figure 2: Extinction- No Extinction Correlation of Class A Fires.

taken to be proporational to t/t'. effectively glow with the oxygen
With T = 2.7 t/t°, the sYock-tube attacking it after the flame is
data of (3) and (4) are shown in Fig. extinguished. This intense glowing
2 to demonstrate- that weak, short- maintains or even accelerates the
preburn, fires impacted by strong subsurface pyrolysis. As the blast
blasts are prone to extinction, effects subside and glowing tends to

cease, the system passes through the
flaming ignition state at which a

SRI experiments also indicate reflash is imminent. If, on the con-
that beyond a critical preburn time trary, the preburn time is short, the
of about 170s, the crib fire becomes surface would be only partially char-
altogether blast-proof. Based on red; the resultant glowing, being
wood pyrolysis kinetics literature, less intense, fails to perpetuate the
the time taken for complete charring pyrolyzate production; the flaming
of a wood element surface is shown in ignition state is not encountered as
(1) to be also about 170s under con- the system cools down; and the
dTtions typical of crib burning. reflash is absent. Based on this
Beyond this time: (a) the pyrolysis description, for T exceeding that
process will become completely sub- corresponding to preburn time = 170s,
merged within the solid, less vulner- the fire is to become blast-proof.
able to any extinguishment actions in Figure 2 shows this critical fire
the gas phase; and (b) the surface strength parameter to be T = 0.75.
char is so richly carbonaceous as to
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Such factors as recirculation Fourteenth Symposium (International)
of flow behind the sticks within the on Combustion, the Combustion Insti-

crib to stablize the flame are dis- tute, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania,
cussed in (1) as the reasons under- (1973).
lying the scatter in Fig. 2.

CONCLUSION

The scaling approach appears to
provide a systematic framework with
which an improved understanding of
the blast/fire interaction mechanisms
can be gained from the experimental
observations. The influence of blast
on both Cl ass B fires with and with-
out barriers and Class A fires over a
range of preburn times appears to be
describable on a blast weakness P*
versus fire strength q* map.
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FLASHOVER MODELING FOR DIRECT COURSE

By: Stan Martin and
Pete Hughes

of Los Alamos Technical Associates

00 ABSTRACT

The current fire defense doctrine for nuclear attack preparedness is
possibly erroneous. The guidance to local plannerc has been strongly influ-

- enced by the concept that fires started by the thermal pulse of the nuclear
fireball are initially feeble and quite susceptible to airblast extinction.
This concept ignores a potentially crucial observation made during the deys

Sof atmospheric nuclear testing, that has since been termed an anomaly, Never-
theless, this observation may provide the explanation for some of the

Spuzzles--the contradictions of experimental tests vis-a-vis historical fact--
Sthat have for years persisted about the incendiary consequences of nuclear

explosions in or near urban complexes.

Operation DIR7CT COURSE offers an opportu.iity to resclve a Dart -f the
quandarýr. The quet.tion to be answered is whether fires of the rapid fire-
growth-to-flashover type, as associated with nuclear thermal-pulse scenarios,
are as susceptible to extinction as the current doctrine supposes. This
paper describes an experiment designed to gain an 4nswer to that question...-

INTRODUCTION

The currently accepted models of the incendiary effects of nuclear
explosions in urban areas focus on fire starts in rooms, the underlying
assumption being that fires in rooms will dominate the outcome. Unquestion-
ably, fires in rooms constitute a category of spedial interest in fire growth
dynamics. The enclosure not only serves to limit air supply to the fire, but
it conserves a portion of the heat released by the fire to intensify it,
often leading zo a relatively abrupt involvement of the entire room and its
contents in an event called "fiashover." Viewed operationally, as well as in
straight forward aamage assessment terms, flashover is a critical endpoint to
the development of the incipient fire. The nuclear-effects predictive models
customarily treat the inci-pient fire, prior to flashover, as a feeble--and
therefore blast-sensitive--stage in the growth of the fire. Full-scale tests
of incipient room fires that were conducted in the Ft. Cronkhite blast tunnel
in 1970 (1) consistently resulted in blowout thresholds only slightly higher
than 2 psi. Even under airblast conditions failing to extinguish it, the
conventionally modeled fire is perceived to he still quite easily extinguished
by prompt action of the first-aid firefighting sort, up to the onset of flash-
over (2). There is good reason to believe, however, the conventional wisdom
may be wrong.

During the ENCORE event (3) of Operation UPSHOT/KNOTHOL'E in 1953, a fur-
nished room, its window facing the fireball, flashed over in less than a
minute after exposure to a thermal fluence of about 25 cal/cm . The building
was rapidly destroyed by a fire that did not blow out despite an incident air
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blast of about 6 psi or higher peak overpressure. A conclusion that the
ENCORE response, tather than being an anomal-P, is the more realistic situation
to expect--as opposed to the slow buildup of fire from a feeble and airblast-
vulnerable start--could go a long way toward providing the explanation for
some of the puzzling inconsistencies between experimental results and the
historical experiences. Should such a conclusion be substantiated by further
research, it could significantly impact current perceptions of the dynamics
and threat potential of fire caused by nuclear explosions. In turn, it might
lead to modification of civil defense planning, calling for reexamination of
such operational concept3 as crisis relocation, the choice and design of
risk-area shelters, and the efficacy of preattack fire-defense preparations
and both trans-attack and post-attack firefighting strategies.

THE EXPERIMENT

OBJECTIVES

The objective of the room-fire experiments at DIRECT COURSE is to deter-
mine the susceptibility to blowout of fires that are dynamically comparable
to the ENCORE response. The tests are to be conducted to reveal effects of
fire intensity, representing differences in time intervals between fire
initiation and blast wave arrival.

SCOPE

This experiment comprises the test of four separate blockhouses (of non-
responding design), furnished as a representative urban occupancy, with fire
initiated by propane gas supply. Two distinct variations are planned: (1) a
room fully flashed over prior to shock arrival; (2) a room experiencing rapid
heat buildup at the time of shock arrival, but not yet flashed over. Two
blockhouses, one of each of the two fire-state variations, will be located
together in the DIRECT COURSE test bed at a ditance expected to experience a
peak overpressure of 7 psi. An additional variation (1) blockhouse will be
located to experience a 9 psi overpressure, and an additional variation (2)
blockhouse, ..u receive 3 psi.

Details of the experiment are given in a companion paper to be presented
at this conference. This paper focuses on the requirement for reliably
achieving the prescribed fire state at the instant of blast wave arrival and
on the theoretical/empirical basis for selecting the experimental conditions
to ensure that this requirement is met.

EXPERIMENTAL RATIONAL

DESIGN CONSTRAINTS

Dynamic similarity to the ENCORE event requires rates of rise in tempera-
tures that are not ordinarily encountered in growing fires. To prcperly simu-
late exposures to the high thermal radiation fluxes from a nuclear fireball,
large rates of heat release within the room must be provided in some alter-
native manner, and the duration of heat supply must be short. By comparison,
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the development of quasi-steadv flow of air into, and combustion products out
of, the room is a much slower process. Accordinclv, even after flashover
occurs, conditions in the room that influence its fire behavior continue to
chnge with time. Therefore, the elapsed time between flashover and shock
arrival must he controlled by experimental design. In the room fires that
have not vet reached the flashover stage by the time the blast wave impacts
them, predictable conditions can be achieved only by close control of the rate
of fire growth and the elapsed time from fire initiation to shock arrival.

BACKGROUND CONSIDEA\TIONS

In designing the room fire experiments for DIRECT COURSE, the following
factors have been considered:

"* It is desirable to relate these experiments to the blockhouse tests
at ENCORE (a 27-KT yield airburst, at a height of 2+25 ft) that were
fielded by the U.S.F.S. Forest Products Laboratory.

"• It is also desirable to relate these experiments to the reduced-scale
model experiments conducted at SRI in 1978 for the Products Research
Committee (PRC, see Ref. 4), because of the potential this offers
for predicting flashover conditions and unsteady characteristics of
compartment-fire growth. This would require designing the DIRECT
COURSE experi.ments to retain geometcic similarity and to preserve
the magnitude of several non-dimensional parameters pertaining to
fuel supply and conv2ctive flow.

"* Several other experiments are expected to have a bearing on the design
of the DIRECT COURSE room fire experimeats. (See, as examples, Refs. 5
through 10).

Further elaboration is given below.

Details of t1e ENCORE Blockhouses

The ENCORE Blockhouses had approximate inside dimensions of 9½ ft width,
13 ft depth, and 8 ft ceiling height. The single opening, a window, was 6 ft
wide and 4 ft high, centered in the front wall, its soffit about 2 ft below
the ceiling. Accordingly, each FPL blockhouse had a plan area of about
123 ft 2 (11.5 m2 ) and a volume of about 988 ft 3 (27.9 m3). The volume of room
air above the window soffit was about 246 ft 3 (7 m3 ), and the (Kawagoe) venti-
lation factor of the window was 2.46 (mks units)*. It is estimated that
during the (2 second) thermal pulse prior to shock arrival, the window trans-
mitted 5 x 10 5 calories to the room interior (about 2 megajoules), and that
flashover occurred in about 30 seconds.

*i

The significance of this is that, once steady flow through the room is esta-
blished, ventilation sets a limit on the rate of hyat release in the room to
a value in the range 2 x 105 to 7.3 x 105 cal sec- (roughly 1 to 3 mega-
watts).
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The PRC Model

The PRC model was roughly a third-scale counterpart of the ENCORE block-
houses. Among the PRC experiments, the configuration that best simulated
FNCORE was the one used in the 14 tests numbered 40 through 57, in which a
window of 18-inch width and 17-inch height was used, having a 9-inch ceiling-
to-soffit drop.

The PRC enclosures were lined with inrilating wallboards (Kaowool M-board
and Marinite XL) and heated with a propane-fueled diffusion flame burner. The
propane supply rate (0v) was held constant in each test; but, from test to
test, varied over the range from 0.3 to 2.0 SCFM (about 0.28 to 1.84 g/sec).
The shortest estimated times to flashover conditions were 40 to 45 seconds,
achieved only when Kaowool M-board insulated the walls and ceiling. Test
No. 51 was judged to have arrived at flashover conditions in 52 seconds. In
this test, the propane supply/rate was 1.38 3 g/sec (. 15.2 kcal/sec rate of
heat release, ~ xh~/1.�6W 0  2= 6. 6 x 10- )*, with the burner positioned in
the middle of the floor. Extrapolation to 30 seconds (the approximate time
to flashover in ENCORE blockhouse No. 1) would -equire 2.2 g/sec propane flow
(_20 kcal/sec heat release rate, 0 = 10.6 x 10 ).

Over long periods of heating, the heat released in the PRC enclosures
was divided roughly equally between convected enthalpy flow out of the window
and heat stored in the upper region of the room (hot gases and flames trapped
under the ceiling, above the soffit, and heated ceiling and upper wall
boards). At, early times in such situations, however, a disproportionate
share goes into heating the upper portion of the room, and the heat losses
are relatively independent of window size, being more dependent on an area of
the ceiling (specifically on the scale-factor squared and either the inter-
face heat-transfer coefficient, h, or the thermal inertial, kpc, if the wall-
board) than on volume of the room (i.e., scale-factor cubed and heat capacity
of the air). For cases like ENCOPE, we may be justified in disregarding h
also.

DESIGN FACTORS

The enclosure design is a full-scale approximation to the FPL blockhouse
that was exposed to the ENCORE nuclear airburst, retaining as much as possible
of the geometry, thermal, and flow properties of the PRC model. Because of
the remain!ig uncertainties about the role of the thermal properties of wall
and ceiling insulation, we plan to use Kaowool M-board for this purpose. Most
of the PRC experiments were conducted with this material. It is quite ser-
viceable, and due to its low thermal inertia, it offers the prospect of rapid
flashover with relatively low expenditure in fuel supply. For the DIRECT
COURSE blockhouses, a window identical in size and geometry to the ENCORE case
has been selected, and it is planned that they be furnished following the
description published in the WT-Report (Ref. 3). The following material is
provided in justification of the selected design.

The constant 1.6 is in mks units.
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Blast Filling

To minimize the effects of the particular details of the pr2ssure-time
history that acts on the experimental enclosures at DIRECT COURSE, and, by so
doing, making as generally applicable as possible the results, e.g., indepen-
dent of explosion yield, the room filling time should be kept short in com-
parison to the duration of the airblast overpressure. Rempel (11) notes that
most room filling situations lie in the regime that cannot be simplified as
approximate to either the case in which the opening is such a large part of
tle wall that the blast 4ave passes into the room with only slight perturba-
tion or the case in whizh the opening is so small that filling is not a shock
process at all. With the admonition that any simplified method of calculation
requires independent checking, Rempel (11) offers the following as an approx-
imate estimate of the time of room filling (in m:): V/2A, where V is the
room volume in cubic feet and A is the area of the window in square feet. He
notes that this is an empirical relationship in which the dimensions cannot
be changed willy-nilly. This predicts for the FPL blockhouses at ENCORE a
filling time of about 20 ms. Even if we scale the volume up (with a scale
factor of 3) from the PRC model to 1296 ft 3 , the filling time increases to
only 27 ms. Within this time period, we can expect the free-field overpres-
sure at DIRECT COURSE to decay to no less than 80% of the peak value, reason-
ably approxinating a time-invariant external pressure. At the same time,
since the window opening is ; of the area of the shock-incident wall, substan-
tial effects of the transmitted shock can be expected within the room.

Fuel Supply

To achieve flashover in a period of roughly 30 sec, the fuel supply rate
needs only be scaled from the PRC tests in accordance with the change of
enclosure dimensions. Flashover in 30 sec was extrapolated for the conditions
of the PRC tests (with Kaowool N-board) to a fuel supply rate of 2.2 g/sec
(propane). Further scaling to a 12 ft x 12 ft plan area, increases the supply
rate by a factor of nine (x9) to about 20 g/sec, or a gaseous propane supply
rate of about 21 SCFM.

Although the convective flow providing the continued oxygen supply to
maintain a well ventilated fire develops slowly in relaticn to the growth of
the fire, sufficient air is contained in the room volume to ensure the
required release of heat within the enclosure itself.

EXPECTED RESULTS

From the results of the Ft. Cronkhite experiments, we might reasonably
expect all of the blockhouse fires at DIRECT COURSE to be extinguished, since
the expected overpressures will exceed 2 psi. However, differences between
the two experiments in states of fire development are graphic; it is unlikely
that the flames will be extinguished in all cases. Possibly none will be,
but we expect that at least one, hopefully two or more, will be extinguished,
if not permanently, at least for an observable time. Often when flames are
extinguished, a smoldering fire persists to rekindle a flaming fire. Depen-
ding on a variety of factors, including wind currents, this can happen quick-
ly, be delayed for an hour or more, or fail altogether. Whether rekindle
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occurs, and if so, how long it takes, can influence the formulation of civil
defense doctrine in the futurn; its determination by post-shot observation is,
therefore, an important technical objective of this experiment.

Finally, as a bonus, these room fire tests, even without blast effects,
will extend the range of fire dynamics experience to help confirm the general
validity of room fire scaling rules.
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SPONTANEOUS IGNITION OF SOLIDS SUBJECTED TO LINEARLY

TIME-DEPENDENT RADIANT EXPOSURE
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ABSTRACT
,The important problem of spontaneous ignition of solids heated by tempo-

rarily variant thermal radiant exposure is studied. Available data are exam-
ined in the light of a simple heat balance analysis to find that the observed
behavior is predictable. An exposition of the elements of this general prob-
lem of ignition is made to realize that further research is required to pre-
dict the ignition behavior of realistic solids under realistic reradiative and
free convective loss conditions.,_.-

INTRODUCTION These data are presented in Fig.
1. The time to ignition is noted to

Little, if any, quantitative decrease with increasing flux rate
knowledge exists about the important according to
problem of the spontaneous ignition
response of a combustible solid sub- t( 17.6 r)2/3
jected to time-wise ramped thermal ig,exptl (1.
radiative exposure. Martin (1) deve-
loped some preliminary expe-imental
data by exposing blocks of wood to a where time is in seccnds and ramp
transiently varying radiant flux. In rate is in W/cm2s. Also presented in
one set of data (2), the source of Fig. 1 are the same data but mani-
radiation is a modeT room compartment puldted to obtain the flux at igni-
in which a propane burner, remote tion (rtig)(W/cm2 ) as dependent on.
from the target, continuously pumps the rate of heating rate r. If it
combustive energy to transiently heat were not for the dynamics of the
the room which then radiates to the heating and ignition processes , one
target. The radiant flux in this set expects this critical flux to be in-
up varies with time in the early dependent of the ramp rate r. The
phases, more or less linearly, in the data, however, show that ignition
range of r = 10-2 -10-1 W/cm s. In occurs at a lower flux when the ramp
the second set of data, the source of rate is low, approximately according
radiation is an electrically powered to rtig = 17.6 r1/ 3 .
heater which is manually programmed
to yield flux rate ramps in the range The question addressed in this
r = 10-1 -10* W/cm2s. In both these paper is this: Is it possible to --
test series , the time to ignition predict, from a theoretical basis,
tig of the wood block is noted as a the constant of proportionality and
function of the exposure flux rate. the power 2/3 appearing in Eq. (1) as
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dependent upon the various thermal DsC s (T _T1 ) as ft (j + rt)dt
and physical properties of the sys- s S

tem?

ANALYSIS + losses (2)

Thin Slab: The left hand side represents the in-
crease in energy content of the

Consider a target of thickness solid whose volume per unit surface
i, conductivity Ks, density ps, area is L. The integral in the first
specific heat Cs and initial temper- term on right hand side is the amount
ature Tiexposed for time t equal to of energy arriving at the surface in
and greater than zero to a heat flux time t; a fraction as of this is ab-
(W/cm 2 ) ramped linearly as J-jo+rt, sorbed by the surface, as being an
where the ramp rate r has units of absorptivity constant. There are
flux per unit time, i.e., W/cm2 sec. four types of 'losses' to be con-

sidered. Losses from the backface of
If the target is thermally thin, the slab are absent if it is perfect-

its temperature will be uniform ly insulated. As the solid becomes
throughout its thickness. This time- warmer, the front face begins to
dependent temperature Ts(t) is given transiently rerrdiate to its sur-
by an energy balance. roundings. It also experiences a

transient natural convection process
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by which further energy is lost. depth 6s are coupled by
Additionally, the pyrolysis of the
solid to produce combustible gases Ks (Ts - Ti)fVs = as(JO + rt) (5)
may involve an energy sink. All
these four types of losses are
ignored in the present work. Paren- Ignoring all the losses as in the
thetically, it is important to note case of thin slab, the energy conser-
that the very same transient free vation is given, with the linear
convection process which tends to temperature distribution within the
slow down the heating of the solio solid, by
alsc brings into the boundary layer
the oxygen rcquired for oxidation of PsC s(Ts-Ti) 6s/2 = as(Jo+ rt/2)t (6)
the pyrolyzates to eventually culmin-
ate in a flame. Equation (2), inte-
grated under these simplifications, Assuming Jo=O, resolution of
leads to Eqs. (5) and (6) for as and Ts leads

to as = /(Kst/psCs) and (Ts-Ti) =
Psc s (Ts-Ti) = as(Jo+ rt/2)t (3) /(as 2 r 2t3/KsPscs). With the critical

temperature criterion, innition ti-ne

is thus given by

V attiinnent of a critical tempera- t2g,th1ck-JKsPsCs(T -T )2/a 2I/3 -2/3

ture Ts=Ti is taken as the criterion igtCi /l r

for igniton, the ignition time is (7)
obtained from from Eq. (3) by simply
setting t=tig when Ts-Tig. Since DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
flux ramps generally start with J0=O,

Taking wood properties to be
those of typical fir, Ps " 600 kg/m 3 ,

t 2PCL(TT)/a 2 r_1/2 Cs - 2720 J/kg K and Ks 0.12 W/mK,
ig,thin=2s s(ig- i Js( and taking ignition temperature to be

about 900 K and the typical thin
sample thickness tc be 5 x 10-4 M with

Thick Slab: as=1, Eqs. (4) and (7) can -e rduced
to

If the slab considered above t 9.9 r1 /2  (4a)
were thermally thick, internal tg,thin =
spatial temperature gradients exist.
As heating progresses, progressively -thb 8.9 r 2 3  (7a)
thicker will be the heated layer of g'tc7
the solid near the exposed surface.
This thermal layer thickness as: (a) where, as in Eq. (1), the time is in
delineates the depth beyond wtich seconds and ramp rate is in W/cm2 s.
stations within the solid do not know These results are also shown in
that the surface is experiencing Fig. 1.
heating;(b) determines the character-
istic tempersture gradient in the Both thin and thick body models
solid; and (c) determines the rate at predict the trend of shorter the
which the solid energy content in- ignition time at larger ramp rate.
creases. Taking temperature to vary Even more interestingly, the thick
linearly within the solid from Ts at body model successfully predicts the
the surface to Ti at the depth Ss observed inverse 2/3-power dependence
from the surface, the time- of ignition time on ramp rate. While
dependencies of the surface temera- the trend and sensitivity are thus
ture Ts and the thermal penetration captured by the týlck body analysis,
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the predicted ignition time is con- capture the extreme nonlinearities
sistently about half the measured. An involved in the total transient prob-
absorptivity of 0.5 would raise the lem. In fact, such crucial phenomena
constant 8.9 in Eq. (7a) to 14.1, as critical heating below which igni-
still underpredicting by about 20%. tion is impossible can not be pre-
Variations in the thermal properties odcted without accounting for at
can perhaps account for this discrep- least some of these enumerated trans-
arcy. lent aspects. In (3), for instance,

the authors have developed a model
Even more importantly, the for the transient heating of thin

assumed linear temperature profile in vertical siabs by constant radiant
the solid inherently tends to under- flux to discover some important
estimate 6s and (Ts-TI) at any given quirks of the boundary layer develop-
time. Thus a more rigorous solution ment and heat loss from the surface.
of the conduction problem is expected A threshold heat flux (dependent upon
to result in a shorter time to igni- the solid height as well as the re-
tion under a given set of conditions, radiant loss), below which ignition
Pyrolysis endothermicity, and heat is impossible, has been determined in
losses by radiation and natural con- this reference.
vection point towards a longer time
to ignition. The magnitudes of these Other aspects of the total prob-
improvements, however, can not be es- lem of spontaneous ignition of solids
timated without obtaining a complete subjected to time-wise varying ex-
solution. posure radiant flux are currently

be'ng investigated.
It is surprising that the thick

body behavior is retained over the REFERENCES
relatively wide range of the tested
ramp rate. Conceptually, one would 1. S. B. Martin, 'Prediction of
expect that low heat fluxes and flux Ignition Thresholds During Ramp
rates make even thick solids behave Heating," Paper presented at the
as thin. The r value representative ASTM Committee E-5 Conference en-
of this transition from thick to thin titled Poljmeric Material Be-
solid behavior is apparently smaller havior in Fire, Toront., Canada,
than 10-2 W/cm2 s. (June, 1982).

The present agreement between 2. S. B. Martin, and S. J. Wiersma,
thick body analysis and experiment is "An Experimental Study of Flash-
quite fortuitous. There is no over Criteria for Compartment
assurance that this agreement will Fires,* Final Report, SRI Project
persist for taller and shorter target PYC 6496 submitted to the Pro-
slabs and for larger or smaller ramp ducts Research Conwnittee, SRI In-
rates. This pessimism is not without ternational, Menlo Park, CA,
reason. The development of thermal 94025 (April, 1979).
reradiation from the heated surface,
evolution of the natural convection 3. A. M. Kanury, S. B. Martin, and
boundary layer adjacent to the sur- P. 0. Gandhi, "Transient Heating
face, pyrolysis of the solid, mixing, of a Thermally Thin Vertical
of the pyrolyzates with air in the Solid Slab in Air by a Constant
boundary layer and the thermal run- Uniform Radiant Flux," paper to
away of the mixture, are all highly be presented at the 1983
transient but essential aspects of ASME/AIChE National Heat Transfer
the problem. The simple result given Conference, Seattle, WA (July,
by Eqs. (4a) and (7a) can not be ex- 1983). To be published in the
pected to be so versatile as to symposium volume.
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ELFCTPOMASNFTTC PADJATTON PPOPAGATTON
IN LARGE FIRES

Thomas Y. P-imer
SWETL, Inc.

Iallbrook, California O9008

ABSTRACT

Experimental measurements of electromagnetic radiation propagation in
the visible, infrared and radar frequencies indicate that the primary
obscuration effects are due to very small smoke particles, spectral
absorption by carbon dioxide with water vapor and temperature generated
temperature inhomogenities. Visibility is reduced tp tens of feet, IR
attenuation coefficients are on the order of one km-r, while radar was
foresimr'tened by one percent with from three to nine minutes of beam bending.
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-I
GLOBAL-SCALE OBSCURATION BY MASS FIRE SMOKE

William T. Kreiss and Thomas Y. Palmer
Physical Dynamics, Inc.

La Jolla, California 92037

I. INTRODUCTION
of the United States, yet mass

0> Fire has been a major wea- fires and conflagrations only
pon in wars for centuries. In occurred in areas where fuel
a conflict involving nuclear conditions and weather were
weapons, major fires wil form conducive to such fires. In
and their smoke will effect _ what follows we attempt to ar-
later weapon effectiveness and rive at a =re realistic asses-
the post attack environment. A ment of the probability of
recent issue of AMBV) (11), the country-wide mass fires and con-
journal of the Swedish Acadamy flagrations during a nuclear war.

Sof sciences presented "a real-
< istic assesment of the possible III. PAST MASS FIRES

human and ecological consequences,
of a nuclear war"(sic). It coy- The analysis of the proba-
ered a large number of topics lity of large-scale mass fircs
including the effects of nuclear and conflagrations is obviously
weapons, fallout, smoke obscura- one which must arrive at joint
tion, weapon targeting, etc., - probability densities of fires
each section being written by a occurring simultaneously over
"speciaiist" in that area. This widely seperated areas. This is
issue is being widely cited and a problem in Baysian statistics,
quoted in reviews (c.f. JDA,1982 which states that the probability
Pain, 1983) and has been edited of fire occurring in another area
and raproduced as a book, (Pet- given that it has occured in a
erson and Hinrichen, 1982). It given area is:
proposes that widespread forest )PAB'
and industrial fires would occur P(Bi A)- P(Bi) ( i)
after a nuclear war, spreading p(B p(AIBi)
far beyond the areas ignited by P
the prompt radiation. We propose where i = 1,1,.or k
to examine this premise.

II. THE FIRE-SMOKE SCENERIO It is usually assumed that
the probability densities are

Crutzen and Biros• (1982) consid- independent, while here, they
ers smoke from oilwell, oil are obviously not since they
storage and wildland fires. There are weather and climatically
is an almost complete absence of related by a series of events
references to fire research lit- which lead to drought and high
erature literature, but they winds. But, for the purposes of
assumed that all ignitions will this preliminary study it was
automatically spread and continue assumed that the correlations
to burn for at least two months. of weather and climate between
This assumption ignores the evi- the diverse areas was weak en-
dence of the past. During the ough to ignore correlations.
nineteenth century steam loco- The initial analysis used
motiveu were prolific generators the United States fire spread
of sparks and jmbers in all areas statistics prepared by Chandler
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et al, (1963). We used a mini- -intervals or areas. Condition-
mal fire spread rate of three al probabilities were computed
metezs per hour as the criteria for each area, given that a
for the continuation of any part- large fire had occurred in an-
icular fire. The various data other area during the same
sets studied included California year..
Oregon and Washington. There was
no set of data pairs from any of
these three states that had a IV. ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSIONS
joint probability greater than
twenty percent, even at the Two of the areas required
afternoon time of largest spread special consideration--the
rates. Lake States and the South.

Since this data could not Prior to the 1930's logging
be directly related to large was extensive in the Lake
fire events, because of the States, providing a large am-
shortness of the record, a ount of litter and slash to
second study of the joint prob- carry a fire. In the South
abilties of observed large dis- however pioneer burning prac-
aster fires were undertaken. tices in removing the forests
This data was derQ41ed from var- to provide large cleared areas
ious sources including Brown and (deserts in 19th Century par-
Davis (1973) and Pyne, (1982). lance) permitted very little
It covered 150 years of fire ex- buildup of burnable material
pe;rience in the United States. on the ground. In the 1930's
The results are presented in logging practically ceased in
Table I. the Lake States, while it be-

AREA JOINT PROBABILITIES FOR FIRES FOR ONE
YEAR, Percent

Southern California 6.5

Pacific Northwest 4.7

Northern Rockies 7.7

Lake States 0 (since 1933), 9.8 (prior to 1933)

South 81.0(since 1930), 0. (prior to 1930)

Table I. Conditional probabilities of a large disaster fire occur-
ring in any of the given areas, given that one has occurred during
that year in the first given area.

-- In this study, the fire came extensive in the South,
areas in the United States were with the attendent accumulation
chosen as southern California, of slash and low growth on the
the Pacific Northwest, the north- ground. It seems apparent
ern Rockies, the Lake States and that this demonstrates an
the South. The data was grouped increased fire hazard if there
on a yearly basis, no attempt be- are trash accumulations in
ing made to develop smaller large cities.
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In general, these results Env. 15, p2079-2090.
show that the probability of Palmer,-T. Y., 1981b. Visible
simultaneous ignitions result- infrared(IR) and microwave
ing country-wide large fires and propagation in and near large
conflagrations by any even, incl- fires. Proce. SPIE, Atmospheric
uding steam locomotives, nuclear effects on electro-optical,
weapons, incendiaryism (or what- infrared and millimeter wave
ever) has a low probability of systems performance, R. B.
causing widespread mass fires. Gomez, Ed., Aug 27-28, 1981,
It follows that the probability San Diego. CA, Bellingham, WA
of the production of large amount p28-30
of obscuring smoke sufficient to Peterson, J. and Hinrichsen, D.
cause a large climatic is limited Eds., Nuclear War; The After-
although visibilities may be math., Pergamon, N. Y., 1582
lowered. In general measurements =PP.
of electromagnetic at longer Pyne, S. J., 1982. Fire in
wavelengths than abou 1 micro- America. Princeton Univ.
meter will relatively unaffected Press, Princeton, NJ, 654 pp.
by smoke (Palmer, 1981a,b)

This study could be re-
fined and expanded significantly
by using both smaller areas and
time intervals and more accurate
definitions of the fire hazard -

based upon fire danger ratings. /
It is apparent that fire may be
identified with drought periods
and high winds and further study
should include these factors.
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FIRE IN TARGETING URBAN/INDUSTRIAL AREAS

H. L. Brode and R. n. Small

Pacific-Sierra Research Corporation
12340 Santa Monica Boulevard

ihLos Angeles, California 90025

0C ABSTRACT

A preliminary study of the parameters pertinent to considerations of fire
Urban targeting illustrated the dominance of some factors and tie insen-

ýtivity to damage assecsments of others. The factors considered, together
I ith the simple assumptions and approximations used in this scoping study sup-

ported the assamption that fire may add significantly to the damage to urban/
,,industrial targets. The influence of unccertainties and unknowns were evalua-

ted, and the consequent implications for research were assessed.- This work
Awas done in cooperation with RDA (R. Port) for DNA.

INTRODUCTION

Damage from a nuclear weapon burst is usually associated with the blast
wave, nuclear radiation, electromagnetic pulse and thermal radiation Theo-
retical or empirical relations describing shock wave propagation, diffusion
of nuclear radiation arid transmission of thermal and electromagnetic radiation
are well developed. Translation of each effect to a damage prediction re-
quires analysis of the target response. In general, the correlation of the
weapon effect with target damage is non-linear and complex. Most current
damage estimates are based on relations describing structural response to
shock wave loadings. No such correlations are available to define fire damage.

In general, the prediction of fire damage is no more comple. than the
prediction of blast damage. The loading and damage of a structure by the
blast w.ave is a complex function of orientation, timing, and strengths of
materials. Fire in a target building may develop from ignitions due to ther-
mal loadings or from blýýst disruption, or from spread from an adjacent burn-
ing building. The first two mechanisms relate t,, weapon effects. Spread re-
lates to established adjdcernt fires, so that the immediate weapon effect-tar-
get response provides only a partial fire damage estimate. Description o,
the fire development and later time behavior is necessary for a complete Gam-
age prediction. Both the immediate weapon effect-target response and the
effect of many unchecked fires in a city must be analyzed.

In this paper, many of the factors that may influence the occurrence end
development of fires in a target area are considered, and probability of fire
damage-range curves are constructed. The analysis includes available rela-
tions and criteria for transmission of thermal radiation, ignition criteria,
and blast induced ignitions. Fire spread and civil defense actions are ap-
proximated. In most cases, a parameter range ,:cs created in order to com-
pensate for either a lack of data or an inadequate prediction methodology.
Conservative estimates of the paramoter values indicate a damage range greater
than that for light blast damage. Less conservative esLimates produce fire
damage radii greatly exceeding comparable blast damage radii.
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FIRE DAMAGE RANGE CURVES

THERMALLY-INDUCED IGNITIONS

The basic fire damage-range relation is based on the probability of oc-
currence of a sustainable ignition. Considering heavy drapes, bedding and
overstuffed furniture as representative combustible materials, then for a I Mt
burst, ignition is likely at a flux level of 22 cal/cm2 (1). For that value,
a target fire resulting in structure destruction is assumed 50% probable. A
900. probability is assumed for 33 cal/cm2 , and a 10% probability for 11 cal/
cm2 . The ignition thresholI levels increase slowly with weapon yield.

Slant ranges and thus damage (ground) ranges for each threshold level (Q)
are calculated from

S (1 + I S/iV)e-S/v] 1/2 MiQ mI

The weapon yield is W (kt), and Q is in cal/cm2 , V is the visibility lenath
(mi) and a, a define the scattering and absorption characteristics of the
atmosphere. The basic fire damage-range curve for thermally induced ignitions
is shown in Fig. 1. The values 2.0, 1.4 chosen for ct, a are recommended by
Brode (2). Damage ranges are reduced slightly (3) for a, 0 = 2.9, 1.9 (4).
A much greater influence is the characteristic visibility length. The 50%
damage radius increases by a factor of two for th, visibility length range uf
3 to 48 miles. The variation depends on weapon yield--decreasing fcr lower
yields (3).

The amount of thermal radiation incident on a target may be ennanced by
reflection from a ground snow cover or superior cloud deck or attenuated by
cloud cover below the burst. A simple multiplicative constant (greater than
1.0 for enhancement, less than 1.0 for attenuation) is used to estimate the
influ'.ncre on damage ranges. Sample results are shown in Fig. 2. Reflection
of thermal radiation can increase the damage range by 30%. The thermal reach
is halved if 75% of the fireball radiation is absorbed by a cloud layer.

100 100 E ?.~0

,f 4 ,q•,l2 W * I M_ '. 2 0." A 4 r n : t . ..tm.. W - u,. v * 12 5
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Other factors that may influence the damage-range relation -include height
of burst and threshold level variations (3). With the exception of ground
bursts, the height of burst modifies the results only slightly (less than 5%
for scale burst heights between 200 ft/ktl/ 3 and 700 ft/ktl/3). Significant
changes occur for increased or decreased threshold levels. A 50% decrease
in threshold levels doubles the damage areas. Variation of the 10 and 90%
values sharply slews the damage range curves. Thcse parameters have been
considered in detail by Brode and Small (3).

BLAST-INDUCED I16ITIONS

The blast wave from a nuclear burst may disrupt electrical, open flame
and other high-energy fuel sources, starting a substantial number of fires.
The methodology of Wilton, Myonuk and Zaccor (5) is used to estimate the
probability of a fire start as a function of overpressure, structure type and
contents. The applicability of this model may be limited by its assumptions,
however, the resulting probabilities agree fairly well with those suggested
by the large burned-out regions of Hiroshima and Nagasaki (6, 7).

Figure 3 plots sample fire damage-range curves for several combinations
of building types and contents. A light-design structure (type 10) with
highly flaziable contents (approaching 10) presents a high probability of
blast induced fires beyond the 0.3 psi level (13 to 24 miles fora I Mtburst).
Each damage-range curve assumes a uniform building-contents distribution
throughout the target area. Damage ranges shown for the light design struc-
tures greatly exceed those for thermally induced ignitions. For those cases,
blast-induced fire starts dominate the ignition distribution, and variations
in visibility length or the coefficients cL, 6 cannot greatly affect the
damage ranges.

COMBINED PROBABILITIES

The damage rar-e curves in Fig. 4 combine the probahilities of ignition
by thermal radiation and blast. The indices for building type and contents
are fixed (4/7.5) at all ranges, ensuring a homogeneous distribution of build-
ings. Combining the independent probabilities of thermally and blast-induced
ignitions significantly extends the damage-range curves. However, attenuation
of the incident thennai energy reduces the probable damage range just slightly,
whereas enhancement moderately increases the damage ringe. Lower building
type/contents indices would shift the curves to the left. Inclusion of blast-
induced ignitions in the computation of probable fire starts lessen; the in-
fluence of the visibility length and the attenuation orenhancement of thermal
radiation. Those parameters would be more important, however, if the distri-
bution of blast-induced ignitions (as shown in Fig. 4) has been overestimatcd.

A more specific analysis of the sources of blast-induced fires in Soviet
cities would be valuable. Such sources may be electrical, thermal, chemical,
mechanical, electrostatic, or gas dynamic. Certain industries, such as paper
mills, chemical plants, oil refineries, or power generators, contain obvious
potential secondary sources, and could be targeted accordingly. Such fea-
tures, when identifiable, should be part of the vulnerability considerations,
since the ensuing fires are likely to extensively damage some facilities that
might otherwise survive the blast. Such was the case for an electric genera-
ing station in Hiroshima--though housed in a massive building that survived
the blast, the station itself was gutted by fire.
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FIRE SPREAD

When many simultaneous fires are ignited in conjunction with considerable
blast damage and radioactive fallout, the best civil defense efforts cannot
hope Co contain them. The added threat of multiple or subsequent bursts will
further deter effective firefighting. Under those circumstances, fire spread
is limited chiefly by natural boundaries (rivers, lakes) or man-maoe barriers
(open areas such as parks, parking lots, broad boulevards). However, even
such firebreaks have not always proved effective against a large fire. The
ultimate limit is the fuel bed itself; when there is no more fuel to burn,
the firemust stop. Withindensely constructed areas, industrial facilities
with highly flammable contents, or extensively damaged regions with widely
scattered debris, fire is more likely tospread. Contiguousfuel sources are
likely to burn completely once numerous fires are started and civil services
disrupted.

Consistent with the previous assumptions of our simple, generic fire
damage model, a heuristic acci)unting for fire spread is used. Thus, the
model ignores a continuity of structures and the flammability of their con-
tents, the direction of winds and blast waves, and the potential for flam-
mable debris, though all could significantly affect fire spread. Regions be-
tween multiple bursts will suffer fire damage, 5ecause of a tendency of large
fires ignited by multiple bursts to merge with neighboring fires.

Fire spread was included in the
damage-range relation by doubling Too .A a _- E -O
the probability of a fire at each ,J- 10
point. Thus, if 50% of the struc- Is
tures are burning, it is assumed S -9
that the fire will spread to all
adjacent structures. Similarly,
ignition in one building in four 20

irtplies fire damage to 50% of the
structures. Results of those calcu- 2  4a 1 12

lations are plotted in the fire- G--,-- ,-,
damage-range curve in Fig. 5, which N% , •v - Ow .. ofrs•w .... A
combines the probabilities of igni- " .'-"-00-1 . ."'MPW'i

tion by thermal radiation and blast, a .aS
followed by fire spread. The
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modifying effects of enhancement and attenuation of the thermal radiation are
also incorporated. At even the largest attenuation factor, complete fire
damage extends to the 3 psi region (5 mi for I Mt).

COMBINED PARAMETER VARIATIONS

This section develops fire-damage-range curves for multiple-parameter
combinations. The nine "independent" variables considered include ignition
threshold level, visibility length, transmissivity form, thermal radiation
enhancement and attenuation, building type/contents indices for blast-in-
duced fires, probability of fire spread, and the effectiveness of counter-
measures against thermally and blast-induced ignitions. Based on the pre-
vious parameter excursions, a mean value for each variable was defined. One-
and two-standard-deviation bracketing values were then estimated. Interpola-
tion between the mean and ±I1 deviation ensembles was used to define ±1/3a
and ±2/3a values for each variable (unit standard deviations). The nine
"independent" variables were then combined to form ±la and ±2a fire-damage-
range curves for all the effects.

Table 1 lists the parameter values calculated for each ensemble for both
a 50 kt and I Mt explosion. Ignition threshold levels were defined for 10,
50, and 90% probabilities of ignition. Worst-case scenarios are represented
by the negative standard deviation ensembles. Lower threshold levels cor-
responding to a greater slant range were used for positive standard deviation
sets.

The mean visibility length (11 km) represents a clear day. Positive and
negative unit standard deviations span the range of conditions from foggy to
very clear days. In view of the uncertainty in the relations describing the
transmittance of thermal radiation, mean values of the absorption a and
scattering $ coefficients were calculated from the average of the values
given by EM-I (4) and Brode (2). The lower estimates of a and $ correspond
to an increase in damage range and thus were used for the positive standard
deviation ensembles. Values corresponding to the EM-i (4) fit were used for
the -la ensembles. Intermediate values were obtained by interpolating be-
tween the mean and ±1a sets.

For each esemble, a degree of enhancement or attenuation of the incident
thermal radiation was hypothesized. The values represent the likelihood of
modification of the incident thermal radiation. The mean case postulates a
greater probability of thermal radiation enhancement, but accounts for a
lower probability of attenuation. The worst-case scenarios admit attenuation
only and the standard deviation sets (I2/3a) admit enhancement only. To
determine, for each ensemble, the adjusted incident radiation level necessary
to produce a thermally induced ignition, the threshold radiation was divided
by a modification factor

(1 + E1 )(I + E2 )(I - A)

where El 'nd E2 represent the percentage enhancement of radiation by reflec-
tion froni snow cover and a superior cloud deck. Thequantity (1-A) defines
the reduction of incident thermal radiation by cloud cover beneath the burst.

Target susceptibilities to blast-induced ignitions are defined for each
ensemble using values suggested by Wilton, Myronuk, and Zaccor (5). The
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Table 1--Ensembles of parameter values
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building type index was varied from 3 (worst case, corresponding to heavy-
design-load structures) to a +2G value of 9 (light wood-frame construction).
Similarly, the contents type index assumes values from 2.5 (-2a ensemble) to
7,5. Average parameter values were used for the mean set.

An enhancement factor was used to determine the increased probability of
a target ignitioa by fire spread. That factor was employed as a multiplica-
tion constant for each point in the fire-damage probability distribution.
For the -2a set, fire spread increases the probability of fire damage by 10%
and, for the +2o set, by 500%. The number of structure fires was doubled for
the mean case.

The final two independent variables used in each ensemble accounted for
the reduction in ignitions due to countermeasures. We distinguish counter-
measures against thermally induced ignitions (e.g., reflective window cover-
ings) from those against blast-induced ignitions (e.g., closure of central
powei and gas supplies). In both cases, the effectiveness of the counter-
measures is assumed to be a function of the overpressure--lower overpressures
mean fewer ignitions. We assume the countermeasures to be most effective
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against the blast-induced ignitions. Their overall effectiveness decreases
for the positive standard deviations.

Fire-damage-range curves repre-
senting the sum of the nine indepen-
dent variables are shown in Fig. 6. "
The summation curves reflect the wide
band of parameter values used to con-
struct the ensemble. At the 50%
damage level, the range from -2a to 0o , J '4,2

+2a varies by a factor of 5. The ......
damage range varies by a factcr of ,.
2 for the ±1o band.

The values selected for each variable were assumed to represent reasona-
ble parameter choices. The positive standard deviation ensembles tend toward
an expansion of the fire damage range. The negative ensembles represent a
more conservative valuation. In all cases, each parameter choice is subject
to confirmation by research. In constructing the ensembles, we chose values
that should characterize a range of targets. Selection of a specific target
or area should reduce the spread in values for threshold levels, building
types/contents indices, and countermeasure effectiveness. Statistical defi-
nition of target area weather and local environmental conditions would esta-
blish a narrower range of visibility lengths and probabilities for thermal
radiation enhancement or reduction. In any event, the mean, ±1, and ±2a
damage-range curves should indicate the potential amount of fire damage.

SUMMARY

The sample fire damage-range curves presented in this paper estimate the
immediate weapon effects-target response from blast and thermally induced
ignitions as well as the longer time damage effects from those fires. Factors
such as variable threshold levels, visibility lengths, transmissivity, cloud
or snow cover, civil defense countermeasures, and blast induced ignitions
were considered. A more complete survey is currently being prepared (3).

In many cases, simple linear predictive methods were used and parameter
ranges created in order to estimate a particular effect. Though many approxi-
mations are used, the results should indicate the relative sensitivity of the
damage-range curve to each effect. Improved estimates can be made as new
theories are developed and parameter ranges refined. Topics not explicitly
considered in the present study, but may warrant inclusion in further calcula-
tions include: blast-flame interactions, specific fire spread mechanisms,
fire-wind damage beyond the fire periphery, variable urban structure, and
multi-burst effects.

Specific target structures and cities are susceptible to complete de-
struction by fire. Thp damage curves and suggested uncertainty bands show
that fires from nuclear weapon explosions are quantifiable and predictable.
Conservative parameter valuations indicate that fire damage radii exceed
those for blast damage. Less conservative--though realistic--parameter values
greatly extend the probable fire damage radius. Verification of this trend
would enable revision of current targeting and civil defense strategies.
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THERMAL RADIATION FROM A NUCLEAR WEAPON BURST

00R. D. Small and H. L. Brode

Pacific-Sierra Research Corporation
12340 Santa Monica BoulevardocLos Angeles, California 90025

ABSTRACT

S•The different methods and correlations used to calculate the propagation
of thermal radiation are reviewed and compared. A simple method to account
for radiation enhancement by reflection from a superior cloud deck or snow
cover, as well as attenuation of radiation by cloud cover below the burst is
presented. The results show that the thermal "reach" may vary considerably.

SAdditional calculations show that a significant fraction of the thermal
, energy may be incident after the arrival of the shock wave. Results for a

range ol weapon yields are presented, and the implications for blast-induced
(secondary) fire starts are discussed-.--

INTRODUCTION

Approximately 35 to 45' of the energy from a nuclear weapon explosion is
emitted a's thermal radiation. Materials exposed to tfe fireball may be sub-
ject to a rapid increase in temperature. Flammable objects may ignite. The
rapid heating of structural materials lowers the effective yield stress and
in extreme cases can cause failure of load bearing elements. Lesser heating
levels may lead to structure degradation or failure when combined with the
subsequent shock wave loading. Low thermal flux levels can damage focussing
optical devices that image the nuclear fireball. Retinal eye damage and skin
burns occur at very low levels of incident thermal radiation.

In this paper, we review the basic relations describing the calculation
of thermal flux from a nuclear fireball and consider some effects that modify
the results. A short calculation illustrating the partition of incident
energy before and after the shock wave arrival is presented. The results are
relevant to the prediction of thermally and blast induced ignitions, shock ,
precursor calculations, and structural response.

THERMAL PULSE

Thermal output from the fireball occurs in two pulses. The time intar-
val of the first pulse is limited by the early shock wave formation (opaque
fireball) and only a small fraction of the total energy is emitted. Follow-
ing the shock breakaway, the fireball is again visible and the major fraction
of energy is radiated. The rise to maximum energy output for the first pulse
occurs in a few milliseconds and that for the second pulse in hundreds of
milliseconds. The following correlations describe the early pulse character-
istics as a function of weapon yield W (in kt) and burst altitude to sea-level
density ratio n (1):

time to first maximum O.Wo11/3n 0 msec (1)

time to minimum t3.8W 2 / 5 nO0 msec ± 35% (2)
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time to second maximum Mi50W0. 2n0 . 4 2 msec ± 20% . (3)

Since the initial pulse is short and contributes little to the total en-
ergy release, it is sufficient in most applications to consider the output
frjxn the second pulse only. Relations characterizing the time to maximum
tmax, power maximum Pmax, and pulse shape P/Pmax, developed from fits to
atmospheric test data and detailed radiation-hydrodynamics calculations
(1) through (5) are:

trnax 0. 05W0 . 4 2 sec ± 20% (4)

P a 4.5W0 '.6'-0.42 kt/sec ± 40% (5)

1.. 2t*2  t* t/t (6)
P/max I + t*4 Max

Thi pulse shape agrees well with that presented by Glasstone and Dolan (6),

though the late decay to zero energy output is probably too slow.

THERMAL ENERGY OUTPUT

One method to relate the thermal output to the total weapon energy is
througn the use of a partition function, f. The total energy available as
thermal radiation is thus

ETH = fW (7)

For visible and infrared radiations from airbursts, Brode (1) suggests the
following form for the thermal partition function

f = 0.27 + O.06n + 114n + 0.0085V ± 20% (8)
82,000n + 1 1 + 0.032vW

n is the altitude to sea-level density ratio and W is the yield in kt. f in-
creases from 0.35 for heights of burst less than 4500 m to 0.45 for heights
of burst greater than 30,000 m.

For surface bursts, the thermal output is complicated by the distorted
geometry of the fireball, by the materials engulfed and vaporized within the".reball, and by the obscuration due to dust and smoke clouds raised outside
the fireball. For megaton bursts, the output at points on or near the ground
from surface bursts is about half that from airbursts, i.e., less than 20%
of the total yield.

The emitted thermal energy fraction (for air bursts) can be obtained as
a function of time from the following integral of the power spectrum

t*

E/ETH f P/Paxdt* (9)

0
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where N varies with t* as

N = 1 - 0.283e-l 8 1/t , t* • 2.5 (10)

N = 1 - 0.2e" 0O 0 5 t* , t* •2.5 (11)

The coefficient v7N/¶ normalizes the energy fraction to 80% at t/t* 10.
From Eqs. (6), (7) and (9) the thermal energy output as an explicit function
of time is

E = fW N irctg (ýZt*-1) +arctg (vt*+l) I) - l t*+ t V-t* +t.2 kt . (12)2r 1act - I - Vi't* +t*! 2

INCIDENT THERMAL FLUX

The energy flux decreases proportionately with the square of the slant
range R(km), and as a function of time the incident thermal flux is approxi-
mated as

Q = 1012 ET/41TR 2 cal/cm2  (13)

For W in kt and R in miles, the total energy output reduces to

QTH = WT/R2 cal/cm2 . (14)

The transmissivity T accounts for the scattering and absorption of radiation
in the atmosphere. In general, scattering increases the transmissivity lin-
early with range, and the absorption decreases T exponentially. Analytic
fits to experimental data (Fig. 1) indicate a relationship of the form

T = + v)e-/V ,(15)

where V is the visibility length and a and a specify the degree of atmos-
pheric scattering and absorption of the radiation. The visibility length
characterizes the state of the atmosphere and varies from 280 m for an ex-
ceptionally clear day to less than 1 km for a light-to-thick fog. A clear
day is defined as V = 20 m (6). Reconiiended values for a, a vary from 1.4,
2.0 (.1, 6) to 1.9, 2.9 (7). The influence of visibility length and trans-
missivity form on the effective thermal reach for a 1 Mt burst is illustrated
in Fig. 2.

The amount of radiant energy incident on a target can be modified by the
presence of cloud cover above or below the burst, and by ground snow cover.
Simple estimates can be made using multiplicative factors. For example, a
lower cloud deck (below the burst) reduces the energy arrival so that

Qeffective = a 1012 ET/4R 2 cal/cm2  , (16)

where a is less than 1.0. Radiation enhancement due to reflection from a
superior cloud deck or snow cover may also be calculated from Eq. (16) using
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values of a greater than 1.0 but less than 2. The potential change in ther-
mal reach is illustrated in Fig. 3 for a range of attenuation and enhance-
ment factors. For 0.25 :s 1.9, the thermal reach increases by 30% or de-
creases by 50% from the nominal a = 1.0.

LATE THERMAL RADIATION

As the weapon yield increases, the thermal pulse lasts longer and a sig-
nificant fraction of the radiation may be incident after the shick wave ar-
rival. For scaled ground ranges less than 0.5 kft/ktl/3, more than half the
thermal energy may arrive after the shock wave. At greater ranges (e.g.,
1-5 kft/ktl/3) 5 to 20% of the thermal energy follows the shock arrival.
The latter values may correspond to low overpressure regions (less than
5 psi). Sufficient energy is available to ignite materials exposed by the
blast disruption as well as contribute to the spectra of "secondary" ignitions.

The partition of energy arriving before and after the shock wave may be
calculated using Eqs. (10) through (15) once the shock time of arrival is
specified. This time can be conveniently calculated from the following
analytic fit developed by Brode (8)

time of arrival WI/ 3 0.54291 - 21.185R* + 361.8R*2 + 2383R*3
1 + 2.043R* + 2.6872R* 2  msec (17)

The weapon yield, W, is in kt and R* is the scaled slant range in kft/kt/ 3 .

A sample calculation illustrating the energy fraction incident on a
target after the shock arrival as a function of weapon yield and scaled
ground range is shown in Fig. 4. The influence of the fixed (2.5 kft) height
of burst is evident at zero ground range. Close to ground zero, most of
radiation arrives after the shock wave for weapon yields larger than 1 Mt.
This suggests that even in heavily blast damaged areas, many thermal igni-
tions will occur. At greater ranges, the amount of late thermal decreases
rapidly, though remains significant out to about 3.5 kft/ktl/3. For this
calculation, the thermal flux corresponding to E/ETH-0.2was 10 cal/cm2 .
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The relations presented in this paper for calculation of thermal energy
fluxes are based on analysis of weapons tests and detailed radiation-hydro-
dynamics computations. Many of the analytic forms have uncertainties of 20%
or greater. Though atmospheric testing may not be possible, uncertainties
involving visibility lengths and transmissivity may be reduced in a test
series using high powered light sources. Additional experiments may define
the degrees of radiation enhancement and attenuation by snow and cloud cover.

The influence of transmissivity form, visibility length, and reflection
or absorption of fireball radiation was explored. Either singly or in com-
bination, these parameters can significantly modify the level of incident
thermal radiation. Perturbations about probable values can be used to in-
dicate deviations from expected flux levels. A sample calculation showed
that a major fraction of the thernal flux can arrive at a target after the
shock wave. Synergistic effects of late thermal and blast disruption may in-
crease the number of "secondary" fire starts.

Analysis of incipient ignitions, fire start distributions, shock pre-
cursors, transient thermal loading of structural elements, and personnel
casualties depends on the rate and level of incident thermal energy deposit-
ion. The functions presented in this note facilitate those calculations.
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BLAST/FIRE INTERACTION EXPERIMENTS

Robert G. McKee, Jr.
Los Alamos Technical Associates, Inc.

Albuquerque, New Mexico 87108

ABSTRACT

Los Alamos Technical Associates, Inc. (LATA), under contract to the
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), is fielding three categories
of experiments at the DIRECT COURSE H.E. Event. The three categories
consist of: 1) constrained debris, 2) unconstrained debris, and 3)
room fires.

The overall goal of these experiments is to reduce the present
uncertainties in estimates of fire effects of nuclear explosions caused
by airblast effects, notably extinction of fires by airblast. More
specifically, the experimental objectives are to explore mechaniý:is of
air blast extinction, to test conclusions drawn from shocktube experi-
ments.

The objectives of the three categories of experiment enumerited
above are as follows:

1. The objectives of the experiments with constrained debris will be
to validate the use if the SRI Blast/Fire Facility as a bona fide
source of practical-situation data, and to extend the data base to
test conditions that are not readily provided in shocktubes. These
variables include: 1) larger areas of exposed debris and, 2)
orientation, with respect to both the advanced shock and earth's
gravitational field.

2. The addition of "real world" debris in unconstrained configuration
provides for data to extend the data base to include more realistic
debris mixes, establish blowout criteria for debris that is free to
move with the airblast, observe any firebrand production and
trajectories, and to observe conditions for rekindling of blast-
supressed debris fires.

3. The objective of the room fire experiments is to determine suscep-
tibility of such fires to blowout as a function of fire intensity.
The DIRECT COURSE tests may serve to strengthen the conclusion of
the Ft. Cronkhite shock tunnel tests. As a bonus, these room fire
tests, even without including blast effects, will extend the range
of fire dynamics experience to help verify the general validity of
room-scaling rules.
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Background

1. Debris Fires

The MILL RACE event in September 1981 was initially viewed as an
opportunity to verify data taken by direct :i,..ý:Iation in the SRI shock-
tube facility. Unfortunately, the SAI developed thermal pulse icces-
sory was not delivered to SRI ir time to allow full simulation prior to
MILL RACE. Fires started by brief exposure to a propane burner (used
in lieu of the thermal radiation source) in a shredded-fiIter-paper
representation (or idealization) of debris were extinguished in the SRI
facility by blast waves that approximated MILL RACE loadings, but
definitive data were not obtained. This was compounded by the faili,'.,
at MILL RACE to acheive unambiguous ignition in the debris specimen,
exposed to the thermal radiation source (TRS).

Debris fires have been experimentally studied by various invest-
igators. The data most relevant to questions of airblast interaction,
prior to the pre-MILL RACE tests by SRI, date from the 1950s; studies
conducted at UCLA on wildland fuels and newspaper employed a combined
shocktube (actually a blcvdown system) and thermal sourcc. The resul-
ting data show a regular, and fairly strong, dependence of extinction
thresholds on both preburn time and positive-phase duration.

2. Room Fires

The currently accepted models of the incendiary effects of nuclear
explosions in urban areas focus on fire starts in rooms, the underlying
assumption being that fires in rooms will dominate the outcome. Un-
questionably, fires in roons comprise a category of special interest in
fire growth dynamics. The enclosure not only serves to limit air
supply to the fire, but it conserves a portion of the heat released by
the fire to intensify it, often leading to a relatively abrupt involve-
ment of the entire room and its contents in an event calied "flash-
over". Viewed operationally, as well as in straight for1.rd damage
assessment terms, flashover is a critical end point to the developmcnt
of the incipient fire. The mathematical models customarily treat the
incipient fire, prior to flashover, as a feeble, dnd therefore blast-
sensitive stage in the growth of the fire, and full scale test of
incipient room fi,'es that were conducted in the Ft. Cronkhite blast
tunnel consistently resulted in blowout thresholds at peak overpres-
sures only slightly higher than 2 psi. Even when the airblast fails to
extinguish it, the conventionally modeled fire is perceived to be still
quite easily extinguished by prompt action of the first-aid fire-
fighting type to the occurence of flashover. The conventional wisdom
may, however, be wrong.

During the ENCORE event of operation UPSHOT/KNOTHOLE in 1953, a
furnished room, its window facing the fireball, flashed over in less 2
than a minute after exposure to a thermal fluence of about 25 cal/cm
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The building was rapidly destroyed by a fire that did not blow out
despite an incident airblast of about 6-to-9-psi peak overpressure. A
conclusion that the ENCORE response, rather than being an anomally, is
the common situation to expect--as opposed to the slow buildup of fire
from a feeble, airblast-vulnerable start--could go a long way toward
explaining some of the puzzling experimental-results vis-a-vis histo-
rical-experienc2 inconsistencies concerning incendiary consequences of
nuclear explosions in or near urban complexes. If such a conclusion
is borne out by further experimental work, it will significantly
impact current perceptions of the dynamics and threat potential of
fires caused by nuclear explosions. In turn it will effect civil
defense planning, such as crisis relocation, key worker shelter locations,
preattack fire-defense preparations, and both trans-attack and post-
attack fire-fighting strategy.

Objectives

The overall goal of this program is to reduce the present uncer-
tainties in estimates of fire effects of nuclear explosions caused by
airblast effects, notably extinction of fires by airblast. More spec-
ifically, the experimental objectives are to explore mechanisms of
airblast extinction, to test conclusions drawn from historical and
research experience, and to verify data derived from shocktube exper-
iments.

The experiments to be fielded at WSMR consist of the following
types:

1. constrained (idealized) debris,
2. unconstrained (real-world) debris, and
3. room fires.

The objectives of the three categories of experiments are as
follows:

1. The objectives of the experiments with constrained, idea-
lized debris will be, as they were at MILL RACE, to validate
the use of the SRI Blast/Fire Facility as a bona fide source
of practical-situation data, and to extend the data base to
test conditions that are not readily provided in shocktubes.
These voriables include (1) larger areas of exposed debris
and (2) orientation with respect to both the advancing shock
and the earth's gravitational field.

2. The addi':ion of "real world" debris in unconstrained con-
figuration provides for data to extend the data base to
include more realistic debris mixes, establish blowout cri-
teria for debris that is free to move with the airblast,
observe any firebrand production and trajectories, and to
observe conditions for rekindling of blast-suppressed debris
fires.
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3. The objective of the room fire experiments is to determine
susceptibility of such fires to blowout as a function of
fire intensity. The DIRECT COURSE tests may serve to
strengthen the conclusions of the Ft. Cronkite shock tunnel
tests, though that appears less likely today than it would
have a decade ago. As a bonus, these room fire tests, even
without including blast effects, will extend the range of
fire dynamics experience to help verify the general vali-
dity of room fire scaling rules.

1. Technical Approach

Debris

Each experiment will consist of five debris pans (1' x 2' × 3").
Four of the units will be located 1.5 m above grade at various angles
relative to ground zero. The remaining unit will be located at grade
normal to ground zero. Two each of these experiments will be located
at.the overpressure levels (1, 3, and 7 psi). The two experiments
will contain the same fuel but at two different densities. Propane
will be used to ignite the debris in each pan. The ignition system
will be activated using a spark ignitor or pilot flame and will be
terminated prior to shock arrival.

Test Variables

The test variables to be monitored in these six experiments are
(1) shock orientation, (2) position in shock wave, at grade and 1.5 m
above ground, (3) peak overpressure, (4) preshock burn time, and (5)
fire extinguishment threshold.

Instrumentation

The instrumentation will consist of a free field pressure meas-
urement at each station--total of three. Tw' camera's running at
2,000 f/s and two time lapse (1 f/s) at each station will provide the
necessary visual coverage.

Preliminary Tests

Tests will be conducted prior to the September event to deter-
mine the desired fuel densities and the preshot burn times needed to
obtain the desired fuel burning rates at shock arrival.

2. Unconstrained (Real World) Debris

Each experiment will consist of a 6' x 12' x 6" test bed located
at grade at the 1, 3, and 7 psi overpressure levels. The fuel beds
will be normal to ground zero and will contain a mixture of various
cellulosic materials. As in the Task 1 experiments, ignition will be
achieved utilizing a propane system and will be terminated prior to
shock arrival.
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Test Variables

The test variables to be monitored in these three experiments
are (1) peak overpressure, (2) firebrand production and translation,
(3) fire extinguishment threshold, and (4) late-time fire rekind-
1 ing.

Instrumentation

The uncontrained debris exneriment utilizes the same free field
pressure measurement and camera coverage, since both experiments are
located at the same locations.

Preliminary Tests

Tests will be conducted prior to the September event to deter-
mine fuel mixture and the preshot burn times needed to obtain the
desired burning rates at shock arrival.

3. Room Fires

This experiment is composed of four separate blockhouses (of
the ENCORE model), furnished as a representative urban occupancy,
with fire initiated by propane gas supply. Two distinct variations
are planned: (1) a room fully flashed over prior to shock arrival;
and (2) a room experiencing rapid heat buildup (comparable to the
ENCORE situation) at the time of shock arrival, but not yet flashed
over. Two blockhouses, one of each of these variations, will be
located together in the DIRECT COURSE test bed at a distance
expected to experience a peak overpressure of 7 psi. An additional
variation (1) blockhouse will be located to experience a 9 psi
overpressure and an additional variation (2) blockhouse, to receive
3 psi. The room furnishings will be ignited prior to shock arrival
utilizing a propane ignition system similar to one used in Tasks I
and II.

Test Variables

In addition to blast wave loading, the only intentional vari-
able in this experiment is the intensity of the fire as represented
by the two test variations described above. It should be noted that
large rates of heet release such as proposed for this experiment, to
represent exposures to the high radiation fluxes of a nuclear fire-
ball capable of initiating primary fires in urban interiors, are
expected to cause flashover conditions in relatively short times,
such as a minute or two.* The development of convective flow of air
into the room, in the lower portion of the ventilating opening
(e.g., with window), and flow of combustion products and other hot

Contrast this with the 15 to 20 minute growth periods predicted
by current analytical models for initial room fires resulting
from nuclear explosions.
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gases out of the upper pirt is a much slower process. Therefore, the
flashed over room continues to undergo changing conditions with time,
and time elapsed between flashover and shock arrival is a variable
that must be controlled by experimental design. In the case of the
room fire that has not reached a flashover state prior to shock
arrival, the rate of approach must be controlled (by controlling the
supply of propane), and the time elapsed between the start of heating
and shock arrival will be an even more critical experimental control
variable than the counterpart delay in the flashed over rooms. The
dynamics of fire growth are fairly predictable and appropriate scaling
rules can be derived from full-scale tests and modeling studies.

Instrumentation

For each of the four stations, the instrumentation requirements
will consist of: (1) one free field and three internal building pres-
sure measurements (front, side, and back wall); (2) two thermal rad-
iation measurements, one externally mounted viewing the building
window and one internally mounted at floor level with a vertical field
of view; (3) three temperature measurements, the first located at the
ceiling, the second 6 inches below the ceiling, and the third at 2
inches below the window soffit; and (4) one flowrate measurement to
monitor propane flow to the burner inside the building. The camera
coverage will consist of two cameras one camera will be directed at
the window with the remaining camera mounted in the wall for internal
coverage.

Preliminary Tests

Tests will be conducted to determine the preburn times needed to
obtain the desired burning conditions (flashover and preflashover) at
shock arrival.

Results ead Conclusions:

None at this time.
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SFSSION. VII

BLAST (MOPELI•'G AND SIMULATION)
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DIRECT COURSE IN STRIAL HARDENING EXPERIMENT AND PREDICTIONS

by A. B. Willoughby and J. V. Zaccor

ABSTRACT

=' The report describes the background for a practical approach to prepare industry
(equipment) to survive a nuclear attack. The status of efforts to assess technical

00 options so for conceived at a forthcoming simulation of a I kt weapon are discussed
and results predicted..-

INTRODUCTION

The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) has r'.ablished a continuing
program to develop procedures for industry to apply to reduc.e its vulnerability to
nuclear attack. Under the austere civil defense budget, the only practical approach
open to FEMA to develop this is through a self-help program that can be implemented

I effectively by industry upon warning of an irripending disaster. To be effective, ex-
Stremely simple methods will be required that have a significant impact on vulnerability

at a minimum expenditure of critical resources (manpower, materials, available time).
There are three aspects to developing a truly effective solution: conception, testing
of technical effectiveness, and testing of practical feasibility. Field tests such as
those scheduled for September 1983 at White Sands Missile Range (WSMR) provide the
opportunity to test the technical effectiveness of industrial options that have been
conceived. This paper describes the status of the technical assessment of a relatively
recently conceived option, the tests planned, and predicted results.

BACYGROUND

Studies conducted by Boeing Corp. at Misers Bluff have demonstrated that
industrial equipment can survive drag forces and overpressures at ground ranges where
the latter are 300 psi and mare, if the equipment is simply buried. However, a
realistic assessment of industry options for protecting industrial equipment has shown
many plants wil have little opportunity to bury equipment as most plants are
surrounded by a.phalt and concrete surfaces of parking lots, pcved loading areas,
streets, etc. Moreover, construction equipment to do ground breaking, and dirt
moving and hauling, will be in short supply for industrial hardening because this
equipment will be needed for creating shelter space. Out of a practical necessity,
therefore, some kind of hardening option appeared necessary that could improve
equipment survivability using the meager resources most likely to be available.

Other than to collapse under the sudden application of an overpressure,
equipment is likely to be damaged principally as a result of impacts that are due to
sliding, overturning, building collapse, or missiles. Considerable data already exist on
missile velocities as a function of drag forces and missile geometry, and debris studies
on wall and building failures can be used in conjunction with this and with material
properties to assess the irrpoct damage via the mechanisms of missiles end building
collapse. Little information has been developed, however, on sliding and cverturning
of industrial equipment and related darrrge. To rectify this, exploratory studies were
initiated at the MILL RACE I kt weapon simulation event conducted at WSMR, in New
Mexico in 1981, to exarnine overturning and to assess the potential for harnessing the
static overpressure to reduce sliding, both under drag forces and at a single ground
range (i.e., where the static overpressure from this surtace burst was 20 psi). These
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studies used artifacts (drums) to simulate industrial equipment and showed that both
overturning and sliding under drag forces could be affected rather significantly by
simple expedients - for example, clustering items in a group and banding them tightly
so that they would act as a unit. Hence, the basic concepts were confirmed through
the exploratory tests; additional data are needed now to develop information that can
be applied by industry with confidence.

EXPERIMENTAL OBJECTI VES:

The major thrust of the DIRECT COURSE experimental program on industrial
hardening is to further verify the clustering concept by:

I. Testing actual equipment clusters under conditions similar to the simulated
clusters tested at MiLL RACE where 55-gallon drums were used;

2. Testing of an actual equipment cluster inside a frangible structure;
3. Testing of simulated equipment clusters under a wider range of conditions

than those used at MILL RACE including:
a. higher overpressures
b. larger clusters
c. materials other than seat belt webbing for securing the cluster
d. effects of static overpressure on anchoring equipment packages
(on dirt and, possibly, water surfaces) against the horizontal dynamic

pressure impulse

A secondary oojective is to further study the behavior of unhardened equipment under
blast loading to help assess vulnerability.

EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT FOR EQUIPMENT CLUSTER TESTS

Cluster Details
Sac-h-•hTuster will consist of 9 individual items of equipment arranged as

illustrated in Figure I.

13HCXK FRZONTr F- MENT

l " T- "' VIII, T- " _D!5ýE _L2

FIG. 1. SKETCH OF ACTUAL EQUIPMENT CLUSTER.
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Overall dimensions of a cluster will be 4 ft x 9 ft, and the package will be oriented so
that the blast frorV will impinge on the narrower (4 ft) side; the overall density will
be about 16 lb/ft'. This particular array was selected to model the behavior of a
heavy equipment cluster exposed to a I Mt weapon. The heovy equipment cluster
modeled (one assembled in an earlier dertonstration experiment) had a maximum
dimension of 20 ft and a density of 50 lb/ft' (1). A discussion of the basis of this
modeling is given here, in Appendix A.

Cluster Layout
Three of the clusters described will be tested; two of them will be in the open at

the 20 psi static overpressure level (Item I, above), and one will be inside a structure
(Item 2, above) at a static overpressure somewhere between IS psi and 25 psi. The
two clusters in the open will be on different surfaces one on a prepared surface of
concrete or asphalt and the other on dirt. The cluster inside the st.ucture will be on
a concrete surface and will be slightly modified from those in the open as it will also
be exposed to missiles from breakup of the wall, and possibly to structural collapse.
The modification will consist of adding shock absorbing material around and on top of
the cluster when it is assembled.

Both still and high speed photography will be used to record response.

EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENTS FOR SIMULATED EQUIPMENT CLUSTERS

Cluster Details
F'or these tests 55-gallon drums will be used to simulate equipment items and

clustered in various arrGys similar to what was done at MILL RACE (2). Sketches of
the arrays that will be tested are shown in Figure 2.

7 B'A42FE-
1c' clý

FIG. 2. SKETCHES OF BARREL CLUSTERS.
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Cluster Layout
The planned cluster tests are divided into three groups depending on the

particular overpressure levels where the cluster is to be located.

Group I - Tests at 30 psi
At three different locations, 7 and 10 barrel arrays will be placed with at
least one array being on a stabilized surface so that high speed photographs
may be taken. These tests will help to evaluate the overturning and
sliding response and the securability of items into larger arrays and at
higher overpressures than tested at MILL RACE.

Group I I - Tests at 20 psi
K.AT V one location, three 7-barrel arrays will be secured with more
corrrmonly available strapping material than the seat belt webbing used at
MILL RACE.
B. At two locations having different types of surfaces, two 3-barrel
arrays having half the normcl weight will be placed. One of the arrays
will be anchored with the expedient soil anchor used at MILL RACE. The
objective here will be to determine if the -luster size can be red,--!ed by
using soil anchors.

Group IIl - Tests at 40 psi
At two locaticns having different surfaces, one 7-barrel and one 13-barrel
array will be placed with one surface sufficiently stabilized to permit high
speed photographs of the cluster motions. The purpose of these tests is to
extend the Group I tests to still higher overpressures and largeir clusters.

EQUIPMENT REFERENCE TESTS

To provide reference data on the equipment, individual itemns will be exposed to
static overpressures at the 20 psi ground range.

TEST SUMMARY

Table I provides a surrrnary of the expected test results.
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TABLE 1: PRECICTED VELOCITIES AND DISPLACEMENTS OF ARTIFACTS

Test Array Po I D F V Ve YV3IV Overlnm D*IadMeO4 t

ipsi) (pI ) (ft) (ftls) (W S) 
In D

Full scale
I Mt 0.64 NO D13)

Heavy Equip. 20 3 20 0.1 14 22

Direct Comrse
1 kt NO D13)

Light Equip. 20 0.3 9 G.033 9.3 15 03
Package

3Drums 20 0.3 3.7 0.07 10.7 9-5 1.13 probably (D)

7 Drums 30 0.6 54 0.10 10 10 1.0 marginal (D12)

10 Drums 30 0.6 6.7 0.10 84 13 0.65 NO (D(4)

7 Drums 40 0.87 54 0.10 15 10 1.5 YES (1.1D)

13 Drums 40 0.87 3.7 0.10 10 15 0.67 NO (0.3D)
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APPENDIX A

SCALING OF EQUIPMENT CLUSTERS

Calculations given in Reference I show that, for truly impulsive loads, the
cluster will not overturn nor will it slide more than a distance, D, providing that:

D " l.5[l /F] 21 3

where D = the minimum horizontal dimension of the cluster (ft)
I= the dynamic pressure impulse (psi-s)

= the ratio of the density of the cluster to that of steel
ard it is assumed that the height of the cluster is less than I./3D.

To illustrate the scaling involved, assume it is desired to model in a I kt test
using real equipment a full scale cluster having a D = 20 and an F = 0.1 exposed to a I
Mt weapon burst. This means that D and/or F have to be reduced so that the above
eqt~ation holds for a reduction in I of a factor of 10. This could be accomplished,
fir example, by reducing F by a facqtor of 10 to a value of 0.01. However, this is an
impractically low value of F, as even very lightweight home shop tools have F values
ranging fron 0.19 to 0.044. On the other hand, the total chGnge could be mode in the
D factor, which would reduce it by almost a factor of 5 down to slightly more than 4
ft. This would make it virtually impossible to meet the required height-to-depth ratio
as well as to include very noany items of real equipment.

The most practical approach is to change both the D and the F values; i.e., to
reduce both. For example, to simulate the I Mt condition in Table I on real
equipment at I kt, the recomrrnended cluster has a D = 9 and an F = 0.033 (see item 2
on Table I). This combination avoids the problems discussed previously and is
convenient to work with. Note that what this type of scaling means is that the model
scale case will have the same likelihood of overturning as the full scale case and that
in both cases the cluster will slide less than c distance D. Likelihood of overturning
means that the model scale cluster will be accelerated to the same fraction of the
velorb-ty needed for overturning as the full scale case, which for the clusters selected
is about 2/3.
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ANALYTIC APPROXIMATIONS TO DYNAMIC PRESSURE AND IMPULSE AND
OTHER FITS FOR NUCLEAR BLASTS

H. L. Brode
Pacific-Sierra Research Corporation

12340 Santa Monica Boulevard
Los Angeles, California 90025

ABSTRACT

Recent fits to data and calculational results provide simple analytic aq-
proximations to the overpressure and dynamic pressure from nuclear explosions.
The analytic forms provide fits as a function of ground range and heinht-of..
burst for tine of arrival, peak overpressure, peak dynamic pressure, onset ol
Nach reflection, duration of positive phasc for both dynamic and overpressurc,
time histories for overpressure and dynamic pressure, dynamic pressure inpulse
and overpressure impulse (in the positive phase), and other blast parareters.

IIITRODUCTIONI

Recently Kaman AviDyne (KA) produced for the Defense r'uclear Agency (DNA)
3 twio-dimensional hydrodynamic calculations of the nuclear blast wave over an
ideal reflecting plane at burst heights of 200, 400 and 700 ft/ktI/ 3 p.).
These solutions, together with the Dr!A kiloton standard (2) (using 2!!) for a
surface burst allow some definition of both overpressure and dynamic pressure
as a function of time, birst heiqht, range and yield.

These KA solutions are being studied further to determine their accuracy
and limits, and other DrIA sponsored calculations are under way. For the pres-
ent, these KP results appear to provide the best dynamic pressure heioht-of-
burst information. Any subsequent confirration by independent solutions or
other improvements due to experiments or recalculation are likely to be many
months in coming. In this note, relatively sirple analytic forms which ap-
proxinate the KA results are presented and compared with calculations.

In the absence of sufficiently detailed calculations and in view of a
paucity of relevant measurements, Brode and Speicher (3) invented an analytic
approximation to the dynamic pressure from height-of-burst blasts. The first
approximation was almost immediately improved (4). The time dependence was
based on one-dimensional calculations appropriate for free air or surface
nuclear bursts (5) and on various analytic approximations for time-of-arrival
and overpressure-time HCB behavior as provided in earlier fits (6,7). An im-
proved description of the height of burst dependence of overpressure, based on
both HE data and calculations, was published in late 1981 (8,9).

A "quick fix" analytic approximation for the dynamic pressure, based on
the recent KA calculations, was offered in a memo from S. J. Speicher in Decem-
ber 1982 (10). This quick fix is cast in terms of the previous fit to the
overpressure as a function of time, burst height, ground range and yield (8).

DYNAMIC PRESSURE AND IMPULSE FITS

In this report, the peak dynamic pressure and the total dynamic impulse
in the positive phase are approximated by analytic forms and simple fits to
match the KA and I KT Standard results. In the regular reflection region, (of
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less interest for targeting or damage assessment) the fits are Inappropriate,
and should be used in the Mach re~lection region only.

The fits and comparisons are 'istrated in Figures 1 and 2. Tables 1
and 2 compare the differences between the ,alues provided by the fits and the
values for 0, 200, 400 and 700 scaled feet HOB from the calculation. In all
cases the differences are less than a few percent at variance. As more and
better calculations become available, these fits aky be amended or replaced,
but for now they represent a simple description of the dynamic pressure and
dynamic impulse versus height, range and yield.

In evaluating the goodness of these approximations or the accuracy of the
detailed calculations, it is well to keep in mind the basic variability of
blast data. A review of the peak overpressures as ,neasured on nuclear tests
(11) shows scatter of more than +15% in range for any given peak overpressure.
Figure 3 shows one such collection of "data" for 15 psi (scaled to 1 KT) as a
function of ground range and burst height. Far fewer and less accurate mea-
surements of dynamic pressure exist, although, these pressures are expected tc
follow shock (Hugoniot) relations in most of the non-precursed peak pressure
regions. An ex-eption is in a portion of the double Mach shock reflection re-
gion where second peaks are domilant. In precursor or dust laden blast waves,
peak dynamic pressures can exceed the classical shock values by appreciable
factors (as much or more than a factor of two). Observed durations and time
behaviors are equally variable.

300

log

l ___00._ _ ..... ./ -

0 ....1( 300 410

Gmuouwl aq finA(•'T 113)

1 iqur-e 3 pist , i g s (103 kIa) nuclear tL'st d , ta v ws,,s I 1(1 and raml. Scaled 0I I klI

SOME ADDED USEFUL ANALYTIC APPROXIMATIONS

For shock waves in air (at sea level) all of the conditions at the shock
front can be expressed in terms of a single variable, such as peak overpres-
sure. The non-ideal gas behavior of air at high temperatures and pressures
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Table 1: Peak Oyn.1c Pressure, Q. (psi)

Scaled ero<nd Range R (KFT/KTI/3), Scaled Curst Heuigit H (KFT/KT1/
3
)

O A C KFT/KT1
3

P$ *• :.0259 , ..5.... psi. I*,1 4 In TIT/

A 2.28 * 12.5m2 /! * 1.2924). 8 • 3 4 (0.86 + 2.474)/(1 * 11444]

C - (.21 * 2.211)1(:*, 20CH 3 ). D - (.008 - .2444)101 + Z60H 3

Valid for : A 170(H .09) * 0.914(4 # .09) 2.5
1 337(m .09) 1/1

ComIarisom with Kaudn Avidyne Calculations (scaled to I KT)

Pax Difference Average 4et

%408 (ft) Q. cs, ) Difference ODfference

0 -4 200 03 -0.3 %

200 *5 200 1- % +1.4 %

400 -2 30 1.1 -1.1

70C +2 4 0.6 % 0.5 I

% Difference - 1 0 100

Table 2: Dymamic lIfulse, 1* (psi-us)u

Scaled Ground Range - R (ft/Kl
1

/3). Scaled Surst 3eight - H (ft/KT
1
/

3
)

+ ER G 13 / /3
I F - 0. 2n W1I pi-; ii,p in KFT/El

1  W in KT

E - 183(H2 1 .02112 , F • O.OOS8 ep (9.54) + 0.0117 exp (-221)
(H2 + .00222)

29+1 4

G - 2.3 + - -

(I + 176015) +(I + 3.76H

Valid forý R > 170(H + .09) + 0.914(H + 09)2.5
I * 337(M + .09)"T

Goodness of Fit: Comarisoa with Kadn AvIOyne Calculations

Max Oiffe,-ence Average Net

MO0 (ft) % lu (psi) D!fferen Differnce

0 +7 1000 A 700 2 -1/4
0 +5 20LIO 1 -1/4

400 +5 2 1/2 +1/4
700 -3 30 213 -1/8

% Difference - (KAj_- ( 100
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precludes an ideal gas formulation, but, since the effective specific heat
ratio (y) changes slowly with peak overpressure or shock strengths, empirical
fits can be found which follow fairly simple forms. Some such approximate
forms for Peak Dynamic Pressure (Qs), shock velocity (Us), peak particle ve-
locity (us), peak density (os), shock temperature (Ts) and normal reflection
factor (RF) (all shock front quantities that car. be described as fu,;.ction of
peak overpressure (APs)) are offered here.

Peak Dynamic Pressure for an ideal gas:

Qs (APs,P 0 ,y) = APs 2 /[2yP0 + (y - 1)APsI psi (1)

P0 = 14.7 psi at sea level; y effective specific heat ratio
(1.08 < -y < 1.67 For P0  14.7, y = 1.4 for APs < 300 psi)

S- .141 + 2 4 AP+ + I IA.,)I psi (2)

(Eq. (2) accurate to < 5% for 2 4 LPPs < 100,000 psi)

Shock Velocity for an ideal gas:

Us (APs ,CoPo,Py) s- C0[1 + (y + 1)APs/2yPo0 /112  (3)

CO is sound speed ahead of shock, (C0 = 1.1 Kft/sec)

for air (y = 1.4):

Us(APs,Co,PO) = C01(.857 + .006,/(i + .2ý))ý + .1431l/2 (4)

S-A s + Po)/P 0  (5)

(Eq. (4) accurate to < 8% for APs < 100,000 psi)

Peak Particle Velocity for an ideal gas:

us(APs,C 0 ,Po,y) = CC(Ps/yPO)(1 + (y + I)APs/2YPo)' 11 2  (6)

(for air,.Y = 1.4, Eq. (6) accurate to < 4% for 1 AP S < 500,000 psi)

Shock Temperature:

AT (00) RO 1 + (Y + 1)o)T = -( 1+ l +...1) (. -1 (7)
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R i Pi/(PiTi) (8)

for air (T 0 273-K, PO 14.7 psi):

AT s /To = g2 1)/17 + B(9 - 1)] (9)

B = 6 + 1.769 2.5 /1105 + 4.38t 2 1 (10)

Normal Reflection factor (RF):

AP
2 + 9( S)

RF = AP r (ýITý T 0 (11)
Ap p+ 

2-y(" 1)( 0S)

Apr is reflected peak overpressure from a normally incident shock of peak over-
pressure APS in an ambient atmosphere of pressure P0.

For air at sea level and AP s in psi (6)

RF = 2 + .002655AP s 9 21 + ..0001728APS + 1.921 x1O AP s

.004218 + .04834AP s + 6.856 x 10- 6 Ap s 2

+ 6 2 (12)
1 + .007997AP s + 3.844 - 10 AP s

SUMMARY

Simple analytic fits have been developed to describe the results of re-
cent Kaman AviDyne hydrocode calculations. Algebraic relations for the peak
dynamic pressure and peak dynamic impulse are presented and compared to the
hydrocode results. The simple functions are easily programmable on a hand-
held calculator and agree well with the KA calculations. Analytical and em-
pirical relations describing blast wave characteristics are presented and
their accuracy noted.
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BLAST LOADING COMPUTATIONS OVER COMPLEX STRUCTURES

Andrew Mark
U.S. Army Ballistic Research Laboratory

U.S. Army Armament Research and Development Command
Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland 21005

and

Paul Kutler
Applied Computational Aerodynamics Branch

NASA Ames Research Center
Moffett Field, California 94035

ABSTRACT

X Computational results of shock waves impinging on a truck-like target
and the ensuing diffraction flowfield are presented. The Euler equations are
solved with MacCormack's explicit finite difference scheme. Computed pressures
on the surface of the model compare favorably with experimental results from
shock tube experiments. Isopycnics for the diffraction phase are also pre-
sented and show the time-dependent development of vortices generated at the
various corners of the model.,--

I. AINTRODUCTION

The accurate prediction of the effects of blast waves impinging on vehi-
cles and structures is essential in the design, survivability, and hence
effectiveness of these configurations. The problem is stated pictorially in
Figure 1. Detailed experimental blast wave interaction data is both costly
and difficult to obtain. Moreover, these experiments frequently do not
provide a complete picture of the blast wave interaction flowfield. Actual
experiments, in fact, only yield pressure data at a few selected points on the
models. As a consequence essential design parameters are often difficult
to define.

An alternative to the experimental description of the blast wave inter-
action phenomenon is the use of computational fluid dynamics. This is the
approach adopted here. Accurate finite difference simulations offer the
possibility of providing design data at a relatively low cost. Such a simula-
tion provides a complete flowfield description that is essential to a funda-
mental understanding of the fluid mechanics and a necessity for an effective
structural design. The numerically generated flowfield data can then be in-
tegrated to yield other vital information such as the total loads, center of
pressure, and overturning moments.

In the present paper, these "shock-capturing" flowfield simulation tech-
niques have been adapted to the blast wave/target interaction problem for a
configuration of a military truck-like shape carrying a communications shelter.
For two-dimensional simplicity, the wheels, canvas canopy and windshield have
been omitted. Computational results arp compared with experimental data from
a shock tube.
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Figure 1. Blast wave-vehicle interaction problem.
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c - 39.9 ; - 22.6

d = 50.8 h - 13.5

Figure 2. Shock tube experimental conditions for shock wave/truck interaction.
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II. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Several assumptions are made in the present study of blast wave encoun-
ters with targets. The first is that the blast wave is assumed to be planar
relative to t:ie target and that conditions behind the wave can be adequately
and consistently described. Secondly, viscous effects are ignored. Finally,
any effects which result from radiative heating on the target are assumed
negligible, and a perfect gas equation of state is employed.

Under the above assumptions, the governing partial differential equations
are the unsteady Eulei equations which were solved by MacCormack's explicit
finite-difference procedure with an additional fourth-order dissipation term
(1). This method is a second-order, noncentered predictor-corrector scheme
and appears as follows:

q= qn _ -t(AEn + • Fn)
Tn (1)

n+l I n t(7 Dnq y [q+ q - +7F)

where E implies that the flux vector E is evaluated using elements of the
predicted value q, and A and v are the standard forward and backward difFer-
ence operators. The quantity D represents a fourth-order dissipation term in
both directions whose effect is governed by the dissipation constant E.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The physical and computational truck model that was used had no canvas
top (cab) or windshield. These are light target components, easily destroyed
by small overpressures, and represent an insignificant obstruction to the
blast loading. In addition, the wheels were omitted from the model to permit
a two-dimensional representation. The overall shape is meant to represent a
2ý ton truck carrying a communications shelter. A physical description of the
model with its transducer positions is shown on the right side of Figure 2.
This figure also shows a schematic of the test setup used in the shock tube.
The model was built with identical mirror halves which were installed in the
center of the shock tube, halfway between floor and ceiling. This type of
installation avoids the viscous effects behind the shock on a floor mounted
model. The Euler equations in the computations more closely approximate this
condition. The midplane (or mirror plane) is treated like a symmetry boundary
in the computations.

Figure 3 shows comparisons of pressure-time histories between the compu-
tations and the experiment. The "noisier" curves in these figures are the
experimental results obtained at the Ballistic Research Laboratory by
Bulmash (2). Six of the stations around the model are compared. These are
indicated by the black dot in each inset figure. The computation was per-
formed assuming free field conditions (no tube wall), so that wall reflections
appearing in the experiment are not present in the computations. These occur
at approximately 1.5 and 3 ms in Figure 3a. The same waves show up at differ-
ent times in successive figures, which depend to some extent on the changing
flow conditions, but more importantly, on the proximity of the affected sur-
faces (transducers) to the tube wall.
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(a) gage location I (b) gage location 2

(c) gage location 4 (d) gage location 5

IB(

(e) gage location 7 (f) gage location 9

Figure 3. Pressure-time history for blast wave/truck interaction.
(Shock strength overpressure = 34.2 kPa)
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Much detail is evidenced in the results if one examines the curves
closely. As an example, the pressure rise for the early part of Figure 3a is
caused by the flow stagnating in front of the truck and the decay is caused
by the rarefaction wave generated at corner a and sweeping down the front of
the "grill". However as the incident shock continues up the hood of the truck
(to which there is a slight incline), a different decay rate is sensed by the
transducer at position 1. This decay rate is labeled I in Figure 3a. Sub-
sequently, the incident shock hits wall b and reflects with a shock traveling
toward position 1. This reflection clearly shows upon the density contour
plot of Figure 4c (labeled R2). R2 eventually sweeps past gage position 1
and reflects from the floor resulting in a double peak at approximately .5 ms
in Figure 3a. This is also seen in Figure 4e-f (labeled R3). Rarefactions
from corner a (primarily) in Figure 3a eventually drop the pressure level to
a pseudo-steady level (2 in Figure 3a).

Gage position 2 (Figure 3b) sees a pressure rise to about 40 kPa initi-
ally before it senses the reflection from wall b to a level of almost 80 kPa.
This pressure is quickly reduced by the rarefaction wave generated at corner
a by wave R2 (Figure 4c) as it spills over against the main flow. As it re-
bounds off the forward part of the floor it creates a small jump (1 in Figure
3b). Finally, R3 generates rarefaction waves at the upper corner of wall b
and at corner a which combine to form decay 2 in Figure 3b. Similar waves
exist in most plots.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

When comparing computed and experimental pressure-time data the general
trend is very encouraging. There are tendencies to show that inclusion of
viscosity will improve the computations. The steady-state values of pressures
agree well with computations in all of Figure 3 except Figures 3b-c. In
Figure 3b the final level is underpredicted and in Figure 3c it is overpre-
dicted. One possible explanation is the viscous vortex set-up between the
hood and the front face of the shelter, b. The two locations (2 and 4) prob-
ably don't adequately model the slow rotation in That corner. This problem
appears to be very similar to the classic driven cavity problem. Pressure
gradients normal to the surface are not adequately accounted for.

The computed isopycnics need further development. Shocks, in general,
are captured reasonably well and contact surfaces are not. Adequate grid
resolution and/or an adaptive gridding scheme should improve our results.
Both avenues are being persued.
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Figure 4. Computed density contours for shock wave/truck interaction.
(Times after contacting front face in ms)
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DESIGN OF BLAST SIMULATORS FOR NUCLEAR TESTING

Andrew Mark, Klaus 0. Opalka and Clarence W. Kitchens, Jr.

1 U.S. Army Ballistic Research Laboratory
U.S. Army Armament Research and Development Command

Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland 21005

A3STRACT

- A quasi-one-dimensional computational technique is used to model the flow
of a large, complicated shock tube. The shock tube, or Large Blast Simulator,is used to simulate conventional or nuclear explosions by shaping the pressure

history. Results -rom computations show favorable aqreement when compared
with data taken in the facility at Gramat, France. Such future shock tubes
will include a thermal irradiation capability to better simulate a nuclear
event. The computations point to the need for venting of the combustion prod-
ucts since the pressure history will be considerably altered as the shock
propagates through these hot gases.<

I. INTRODUCTION

There are currently two techniques used to simulate thermal and blast
effects produced by tactical nuclear weapons: thermal pulse simulators in
combination with blasts produced by high explosives and thermal simulators in
special shock tubes. Since the former technique is relatively expensive and
is restricted to the simulation of small yield weapons, 1-10 kilotons, the
use of specialized shock tube facilities is becoming increasingly attractive.
A number of moderate-sized facilities exist in the U.S. and abroad, with the
largest at the Centre d'Etudes de Gramat (CEG), France; see References (1) and
(2). This facility, shown schematically in Figure 1, is large enough to
accommodate full-sized tactical equipment such as tanks and trucks. It5 total
length is approximately 150 m, with the drivers being about 44 m long. The
tunnel width is approximately 12 m at the floor.

A computational technique was used to investigate design5 and predict the
performance of complex shock tubes, such as the CEG facility. This computa-
tional technique is described in the present paper. Data taken by the
Ballistic Research Laboratory in recent tests in the CEG facility have been
compared with preJictions from the present computational technique and used
as a point of departure for extrapolating the performance for a possible U.S.
facility. Since the present U.S. Large Blast/Thermal Simulator (LB/TS) con-
cept includes a combined thermal and blast simulation capability, the effects
of blast wave modification by hot combustion products from a thermal radiation
simulator (TRS) are also described.

II. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

The computational technique employed in this paper is the implicit
finite-difference scheme described by Warming and Beam (3). It is applied to
the quasi-one-dimensional Euler equations in their weak conservation form.
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Figure 1. Blast simulator at Centre d'Etudes de Gramat, France.

I I

Figure 2. The CEG facility model.

Figure 3. Quasi-one-dimensional computational model of the CEG facility.
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This form is retained when the equations are transformed to a uniform compu-
tational grid. Central spatial differencing casts the difference equations
into a tridiagonal structure which is solved for the increments in the depen-
dent variables at each successive time step with the "delta" form of the al-
gorithm; namely:

),•n n,,_-)n (F)n l

The reflective boundary at the solid wall of the grid was computed by means of
image points, such that p = P3 ' u = -u 3, e, = e3, and u2 = C. The outflow

was computed from one-sided differences at the exit plane.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

For larre shock tubes, the driver must be made of a number of smaller
tubes for p-actical reasons. This is schematically shown in Figure 2. In
order to crorrputationally model the facility the crossectional area at any
location was simply lumped giving the configuration of Figure 3.

A. COMPARISu;N WITH CEG DATA

Overpressure histories from the French blast s.,iiulator at CEG are avail-
able for comparison with the computational results. The experimental record
for a case with a peak static overpressure of 52 kPa was matched computation-
ally, and the results are compared in Figure 4. In this figure the smoother,
solid line is the computational result whereas the "noisier" curve is the ex-
perimental data. In the same figures the dashed lines are the computed
dynamic pressures.

The ;omparisons show that the general features (wave reflections and ex-
pansion) of the pressure histories are replicated in the computational sirmu-
lations. This degree of agreemenc between computation and experiment however,
was obtained only after increasing the initial driver pressure by about 20%
and decreasing the driver volume by 30% from the actual conditions used in the
CEG tests. Without these two adjustments the overpressure was underpre-
dicted at the start of the pressure-time curve and overpredicted toward the
end.

It is indeed surprising that a crude quasi-one-dimensional model can at
all approximate the complicated three-dimensional nature of the flow process.
Consider, for example, the seven CEG drivers of different lengths. As they
are emptied on bursting of the diaphragms, rarefaction waves empty the tubes
at different rates. Subsequent compression and expansion waves fro,,I the
throat and RWE influence the flow differently in these tubes. As they are
lumped in the computational model, the influence cannot be the same. Further-
more, the flow at the exit of the driver nozzles experiences a sudden change
in area. In the seven driver CEG conf'-uration, the shcck waves emerging from
each nozzle form a spherical-like shock and coalesce fo-ming a complicated
array of Mach Stems and sphe-ical shocks. This array of Mach Stems forms a
higher pressure than would result from an equivalent single nozzle such as in
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our model. This accounts for the adjustment in initial pressure. Losses in

a number of locations could account for the volume reduction.

B. INFLUENCE OF THERMAL PADIATION SIMULATOR

Thus far, we have discussed the blast-only modeling aspects of large-scale
shock tubes. In order for these shock tubes to be more realistic in simula-
ting nuclear bursts, a thermal source should also be considered. This is true
both for the physical and computational shock tube models.

The thermal pulse from a nuclear burst precedes the air blast at the tar-
get. For typical distances of interest for tactical equipment from ground
zero, the time between the thermal and blast pulses is of the order of 1 sec-
ond. Adding the capability of thermally irradiating a target and then apply-
ing a blast loading is a step closer to a real simulation. This can be done
physically by incorporating a thermal radiation simulator in front of the tar-
get. The drawback in the physical shock tube is that the hot thermal products
may still be in the target area when the shock arrives. As the shock passes
through the hot gases its wave characteristics are altered. This section
points to the fact that, in attempting to reproduce both the thermal and blast
characteristics of a nuclear weapon in a LB/TS, we need to concern ourselves
with the thermal radiation simulator combustion products produced within the
tube.

One can obtain a qualitative insight into this thermal-blast interaction
process by compuLationally modeling the CEG facility, including a region of
remnant thermal combustion products. Such a model is depicted in Figure 5,
where the shaded area represents the distribution of hot products and point
"A" is the measuring station in the test section. The solid line in Figure 6
represents the predicted static overpressure for the blast-only test, while
the dashed line represents a combined thermal/blast test. The hot products
were modeled with air having a sound speed 1.73 times the ambient value. The
shock wave which arrives at the measuring station is attenuated by about 25
percent in amplitude and arrives somewhat sooner since it traveled for some
distance through higher sound speed air. The perturbation on the thermal/
blast wave at t - .35 s occurs because the active rarefaction wave eliminator
is now "detuned" for this type of wave. All these anomalies point to the fact
that a venting mechanism needs to be incorporated into the design of a LB/TS
if realistic combined testing is to be expected.
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PRELIMINARY NUCLEAR TERRORIST EFFECTS STUDY

by

Terry R. Donich

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, CA

INTRODUCTION

Earlier studies 1 have looked at the overall problem of nuclear

terrorism. It ;s assumed that the adversary can obtain the necessary

people, special nuclear materials, precision machining capability and high

explosives materials to accomplish the task of constructing a nuclear

device. The nuclear device is assumed to be a small-yield (less than a few

tens of kilotons) fission device. Larger yields are also possible.

A nuclear device could be placed in a myriad of urban locations in

order to accomplish the goals of the terrorist organization. The simplest

location from a technical analysis point of view may be an open street in a

simple transporting mechanism such as a trailer or van. Most other

locations will add complexity to the problem. For purposes of discussion,

we will use the open street location.

For evacuation planning, the device type and expected yield will be

very important. Although information about the device type is expected to

be relatively easy to obtain, the expected yield will be very difficult to

assess. Assuming the device can neither be rendered safe nor disassembled

6nd that a large amount of time is not available for detailed diagnosis,

the device must be assumed to have a yield range from just the high

explosive yield to the maximum credible yield of nuclear material contained

in the device. Even estimating the maximum credible yield requires that a

tremendous number of assumptions be made about the nuclear material in the

device.
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TECHNICAL PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WiTH THE URBAN ENVIRONMENT

In an urban environment, such as Manhattan, with the device on the

surface of a street, several mechanisms will come into play that do not

exist in the free-field environment. First, the thermal and ionizing

radiation output of the device will heat the close surroundings of the

device, and some of these surroundings (e.g., buildings on two sides) will

emit this energy back into the fireball in an asymmetrical fashion. The

shockwave will also build up on the sides of the non-rigid, and possibly

collapsing, buildings and be reflected non-symmetrically back into the

fireball. The competition of these effects along with the restricted

ability of the fireball to "breathe" (i.e., the inrush of cool air is

heated causing the fireball to rise) may bring about a strong ballistic

component to the rise as opposed to a buoyant rise normally assumed for a

small yield fission device. This would have a major effect on the

radioactive fallout and dispersal.

The shockwave in the direction of the street (as opposed to the

direction of the building) would be channeled and directed down the

street. The surrounding buildings and structures would cause drag on this

shock front, and depending on the building surfaces, large scale roughness

factors may rapidly remove energy from the wave by turbulence build-up.

Breakage of glass walls with blast filling of buildings would also remove

energy. At street intersections, a pressure relief will occur down side

streets and an associated eddy fluid flow and turbulence pattern will build

up to remove energy from the shock front. Another problem to be considered

might be the collision of shock fronts channeled in different routes in the

grid of streets. When this phenomenon occurs, the result will be a loss of

shockwave energy that will heat the fluid. Although the problems mentioned

above have been studied individually for various fluids, the ability to

comprehensively study these effects for a nuclear explosion in an urban

environment does not currently exist. If one removes all of the problems

above with simplifying assumptions, models are available to coarsely treat

the problem. The uncertainty in the results from these models is so large

when coupled with the uncertainty in the device yield that it makes the

result nearly useless to the emergency planner.
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The thermal problem is somewhat easier to analyze. The major

considerations are the objects and neople in the streets, since this wave-
length of radiation energy does not .ienetrate opaque objects but rather

heats them. The temperature of the fireball constrained by the st,'uctures

of the urban environment when viewed at a distance from the burst probably

will not change significantly from the normal 6000K to 7000K and only the

cross-sectional area of the radiating surface will have to be considered.
The majority of the thermal energy (approximately one-third of the total

energy from the device in a free-field environment) will be emitted in a

few tenths of a second. At street level, the thermal pulse will come from

a volume of luminous vas that will approximate a cylinder filling the area

between the buildings and be of a height approximating the radius of the

normal free field fireball hemisphere. At times after the thermal pulse,

the fireball should exhibit some jetting and movement down the street.

This is the result of the pressure created by partial early-time

containment on two sides by the buildings, but the buildings will not play

a major role int the very early time fireball that gives rise to the thermal

pulse. This assumes the yield is 10 kT or less, so the thermal pulse is

shnrt.

The fallout problem associated with the urban environment may be the

most difficult and overriding in terms of evacuation planning. The problem

is to understand the dominant factors in order to determine what fraction

of the nuclear debris cloud wiNl rise above the surrounding buildings. As

mentioned earlier, the partial blast containment, the radiation and thermal

heating of structures, the full involvement of building material in the

condensation chemistry, and the "breathing" ability of the cloud will all

have an effect on cloud rise. Although recent new fallout models have

brought this effect to a level of predictability associated with other

nuclear effects in a free-field environment, the effort has never been

seriously attempted for an urban environment 2 .
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A second major problem is to estimate a meteorological surface

roughness to be used for an urban environment over large areas that will

receive fallout. The surface roughness is used to estimate the turbulence

and eddy fluid flow conditions and consequently the air mixing near the

ground surface. It should be noted that although fallout a long way

downwind does arrive in time lengths of hctrs, the moderately close fallout

(less than one kilometer) can start arriving within a few minutes. Thus,

the portion of the population close-in that takes cover during the

explosion should not try to outrun the fallout. The rescue effort will

have to be well planned and executed to save them. Protection factors of

building shielding from fallout may be good enough to protect them for the

time needed to plan the area re-entry. In particular, the center areas of

midlevel floors in a high-rise building should be reasonably safe.
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FORMAL DISCUSSION SESSION SUMMARIES

The discussion topics were chosen by FEMA Headquarters personnel. The
four topics were:

Group 1: Shelter enviromnent in attacked areas, including dust,
blast, heat, and debris.

Group 2: Uses and limitations of shock tubes.

Group 3: Utility of computer models for civil defense planning and
research.

Group 4: Fire fighting under adverse circumstances.

The thrust for each group was to identify problem areas that had not been
addressed adequately in the past. Identification and discussion of these
problem areas could result in innovative ideas for research and the
application of research methods to solve the problems posed.
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SUMMARY

SHELTER ENVIRONMENT IN ATTACKED AREAS,
INCLUDING DUST, BLAST, HEAT, AND DEBRIS

Discussion Leader: Chuck Wilton, SSI
Report by: Jim Zaccor, SSI

Our nine-member group addressed these basic questions: What are the
problems? What do we need to know? What should we do at MINOR SCALE, that
is, the 1985 7-kt blast simulation?

In our deliberations we considered two shelter conditions: 1) upgraded
structures, and 2) designed shelters. By upgraded structures we mean those
structures which were upgraded to sustain a blast peak pressure of tO psi.
Though we could build structures of 100-psi ratina, the consensus was that the
cost would be prohibitively uneconomical. We also discussed shelters of lower
rating but concluded that 50-psi shelters are adequate and more practical.
With the 50-psi shelters, the probability of survival is supposed to he more
than 98%, assuming randomly located industry and shelters. In the US, there
are few 50-psi shelters; therefore, it is desirable that these shelters be
built in all the risk arcas. It was also concluded that all future upgrading
of the existing structures be targeted for 50-psi overpressure. It is
desirable that probability analyses of survival for structures of different
ratings also be made available.

Next, we concentrated on the designed shelters. We recognized that until
new shelters are designed and built for 50-psi blast loads, upgraded ones
might be needed. We also felt that the problems associated with the designed
shelters would not be much different from those of the upgraded structures.
However, perhaps it is not easy to identify and upgrade the existing
structures for shelters. If not upgraded properly it could lead to an
uncertain shelter environment at the time of nuclear attack. Once designed
shelters exist, we could use the upgraded shelters for the protection of
industrial equipment.

We the. considered the problem of shelter closure and discussed the
tradeoffs associated with a horizontal door that only has to take 50 psi
versus a vertical blast door that has to take 190 psi. The differences in
weight and cost between horizontal and vertical doors are not significant
enough to make horizontal closures worthwhile. Moreover, there is a potential
safety problem associated with the fact that people can more easily close
vertical doors, while there might be some difficulty in actually getting a
3/4-ton horizontal door to shut properly. Another concern we discussed was
the debris that might pile up in stairwells required for vertical closures.
Because we realized that this debris problem would make egress more difficult,
we concluded that no shelter should be without a second entryway for access
and egress.

From this point, we resorted to a generalized casualty function chart
(attached) made up by one of the FEMA contractors for another purpose. We
concluded that: 1) neither ground shock nor initial radiation wo*'ld be a
problem in our engineered shelters; and that 2) fallout was not a problem
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either with properly designed shelters. We felt that a decision process as to
when to exit needs to be established so that the occupants are not exposed to
fallout.

Siting will be very important. Shelters must be located away from
hazardous materials, tank farms, high-rise structures that are debris sources,
and high fuel loading areas, which are debris and fire sources. Another
consideration is the location of the water tables. For example, in the San
Francisco Bay Area there would be few below-grade key-worker shelters that
wouldn't have some oroblem with the high water table which is down about 2 ft
all along the Peninsula.

A way to assess the radiation field, particularly if debris piles up on
the structure, is necessary because a probe extending just outside the initial
structure could wind up under a large debris pile and therefore give a false
reading. In addition, one needs to consider how the shelterees will get out
if they are under debris, and what kind of communications systems they might
be supplied with in order to contact other shelterees or someone in their host
area who could rescue them.

The question of design options for dual use was considered, which the
industry will probably require if these structures take up space on their
property. While we felt that rigid concrete structures would be preferred by
the industry, we also recognized that for last-minute quick installations, the
corrugated arch would probably be more desirable. In view of this, we decided
that it would be well to pursue both types of shelters. Quality of
construction would be a concern that would have to be examined because of the
probable use of unskilled labor in implementing the shelter program.

Next we looked at the question of life support systems. Heat conduction
would not really be a prcblem, because most fires would be out before heat
penetrated through the fallout protection into the shelter. However, where
fires occur, there are problems (even in the early stages) resulting from
entrainment in the ventilation systems of toxic smokes, gasses, etc. The
question of bringing heated air into the shelter where large areas burn and
where, perhaps, insufficiency of oxygen might result must be examined as
well. The problem of toxic substances entering the ventilation system might
be solved via the use of various filters, but the question of the heated air
and the insufficient oxygen supply would require considerably more extensive
facilities in the shelter. These questions need to he addressed.

Another important area that we considered was the optimum use of soil
properties. How do we make use of arching and soil structure interaction
(coefficient of earth pressure)? Can the native soil be used as backfill?
How different are native soils in different regions? How long does it take
the native soil to compact if you build shelters well in advance, before it
becomes comparable to the initial material excavated? Soil arching requires a
differential compressibility to work. There is the additional question of
soil saturation that could make the coefficient of earth pressure equal to one
thus losing the benefit of this soil property.

We then addressed the question of what we need to do and what we should do
in 1985 with the larger weapon simulation. We agreed that planning, to be
completed in 1984, for the 1985 simulation was the most important element.
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This effort would require a budget with funds not only to accomplish the
planning, but also to do exploratory and parametric tests. 14INOR SCALE should
be a proof test and not an opportunity for an exploratory program which we
felt should be done beforehand. So, before 1985 we need to look at weapon
size scaling studies to evaluate scaling effects. We need to know how
designed shelters would be expected to perform under a 1-Mt weapon loading.
This will mean that we won't be testing at 50 psi in the field at MINOR SCALE,
but at a higher overpressure. In addition, it was suggested that 1) we look
at a model city at MINOR SCALE, one that extends a few city blocks in both
directions, and that 2) two overpressures be used with a fifth or a fourth
scale. We should also test expedient shelters at MINOR SCALE. This would
include, for example, utility vaults found at intersections in most major
cities (and on hand in yards that manufacture and sell those vaults) to
identify the failure overpressures for 1-Mt weanons. We also need to test
mounded shelters in recognition of the fact that there will be quite a few
regions where the high water table will preclude below.grade shelters. And we
should design and test key Life-Support systems at MINOR SCALE to see that, in
fact, they are adequate.

C:nnections of structural members are another problem. Many buildings
have poor connpetions, and this needs to be studied again for the upgraded
structures to e what potential complications might exist in the upgrading
process as a rt..lt.

Finally, we decided that somewhere in the program consideration had to be
given to amenities in shelters, such as light, food supplies, wdter, toilet
facilities, and auxiliary power.
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SUMMARY

USES AND LIMITATIONS OF SHOCK TUBES

Discussion Leader: George A. Coulter, BRL

A very brief summary of shock tube description and operation was given for
the newcomers to the group. Note was made of facilities at Ft. Cronkhite,
BRL, and SRI. It was noted that the DASACON conical shock tube at Dalgren, VA
is not in operation although a proposal has been made to reopen it after
replacing the explosive driver with a new gas driver. The explosive driver
created a great deal of undesirable soot during the operation. It also had
been comparatively expensive to test there. Both were drawbacks to its
usefulness. A brief description of the large French blast simulator at Gramat
was given. Some of the Amy's vehicle/shelter combinations have been
successfully tested in that facility. A similar facility for the US is
presently being planned jointly by BRL, HDL, and DNA. Large-scale testing by
FEMA could be accomplished in such a simulator if built.

The group consensus was that a general application of shock tubes could be
made to validate analytical techniques, check design procedures, and test
system elements. Small-scale systems or models could equally well be tested
to advantage in the shock tube. Fundamental blast/fire or ignition/blast
reactions could also be studied in a shock tube equipped for this study. In
general, shock tubes can be used to support the expedient shelter program and
can also be of help in the design of large-scale or full size field tests.

Specific examples of areas where shock tuba testing would be helpful in
planning for the 1985 large-scale field test are:

1. Fire/blast interactions--
a. Investigation of fire phenomena.
b. Barrier/fire interaction studies.
c. Burning debris/fire brand blast interactions.
d. rherwal/blast simulation with real time delay.

2. Blast tests--
a. 1/5-scale building blast tests to compare with field test data.
b. Shelter and room fill modeling.
c. Outside shock tube debris study.
d. Dusty gas problems.

The usefulness of the shock tube is attributed to its repeatability, ease
of operation, multiple shot capability, and relatively inexpensive operation
(compared to large-scale field tests).

Its limitations are characteristic of specific shock tubes (for example:
size at SRI; lack of a thermal source at BRL; and a lower tank pressure limit
of 12 psi at Cronkhite). As was noted above with the DASACON, the explosive
driver was a liability. The shock duration may be a limitation depending on
specific test needs. The tendency to choke the tube exists if the test
specimen becomes significant in cross section compared to the shock tube cross
section, also. However, in spite of the limitations, shock tubes can be a
most useful research tool.
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SUMMARY

THE UTILITY OF COMPUTER MODELS FOR CIVIL DEFENSE PLANNING AND RESEARCH

Discussion Leader: Thomas A. Reitter, LLNL

Discussicn began on the conflicting models of firestorms. This problem
represents an example of a difficult question: how can a model be verified
when its -esults are not accessible to experiment. We agreed that this makes
it important to seek out experiments which can, at least in part, exercise the
model. This might involve a series of experiments of increasing scale,
although this raises the usual questions of scalability.

The suggestion was made that civil defense should concentrate on specific
questions related to its needs and responsibilities, rather than seeking
general, all-purpose models. This raises the question of how doer, one develop
confidence in limited models if one does not fully understand the relevant
phenomena.

This led to a distinction between two classes of models: research and
application. A research model studies the physics and chemistry to gain
insight into phenomena. These models are scientific models because they can
be used to predict new, previously unobserved phenomend, and they can be
proven wrong. Application models, on the other hand, should provide a
specific answer (number) and a measure of its reliability (variance).
Application models meet neither of the requirements of a scientific model, but
they can be used to answer operational questions within their limited,
verified ranges of validity.

An example of a research model that has become an application model is the
Forest Service's fire behavior mode!. This is now in routine field use in the
Forest Service on programmable hand calculators. It is estimated to have
required 60 man-years over .12 years at Missoula to develop this from a
research model to an application model.

It is generally accepted that civil defense policy should indicate the
specific questions to be addressed by both types of models. The British and
Swedish civil defense programs, for example, appear to pose very specific
questions with the goal of devising actions to minimize loss of life and
resources.

A list of policy-based questions by FEMA would provide roles for both
types of models.

The group also briefly considered the status of models for some of the
high priority research areas identified at last year's conference. The r -or
goal for civil defense was felt to be the characterization of the post-a ack
environment, especially with respect to gases and dust, inside and near
shelters, and throughout the affected areas. To achieve this goal would
require progress on more limited questions: ignition criteria for "real"
materials (NBS has made recent progress on this for very different mdterials);
debris formation and distribution (little verification, lack of parameter
sensitivity studies, no "characterization" debris piles for various types of
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buildings subjected to various types of loads); fire spread across debris
fields (rate of spread across a given debris field appears possible, but not
the combustion of che thicker fuels behind the front); mass fires (two sets of
existence criteria for firestorms are available, but none are available for
moving-front conflagrations; no detailed understanding of mass fire behavior);
multiple-burst effects (except for blast waves, these have only beer, treated
as independent events, and they are not); and the environment in shelters
(some work has been done on effects of burning debris above shelters).

A political question, beyond the scope of this conference, was how
Corgress and the public might be convinced to act on the basis of the results
of models.
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SUMMARY

FIRE FIGHTING UNDER ADVERSE CIRCUMSTANCES

Discussion Leader: Robert G. Hickman, LLNL

It seems that little in the way of new technology in this area needs to be
developed. With regard to debris removal, most fire departments have some
limited capability already. Use of tracked vehicles makes no sense, mostly
because they can't move through heavy debris. Smothering a fire with soil
will work, but dousing with w'ater is better. Because there is so little need
for equipmert built that employs dirt-smothering methods during peacetime, few
(i: any) fire departments would buy it for use in situations where water is
unavailable.

Nevertheless, there are some things that could be done that would be
beneficial. In the area of long-term passive measures, firebre3ks could be
built into cities, probably in the form of parkways. Likewise, firebreaks
could be built around critical facilities, whether they be EOCs, factories, or
something else. In the latter cases they might be wide parking lots.
Swirining pools or ponds could he located close to critical facilties to
provide an emergency water supply for fire fighting. Self-contained sprinkler
systems using blast hardened water tanks could be built into critical
facilities. They would be tied into the municipal water system only as needed
for filling.

On a shorter term, key workers assigned to a particular critical facility
could be trained to fight fire in that facility. Urban fire fighters, who are
typically water-rich, could be taught the fire fighting tactics of rural fire
fighters who are typically water-poor. Then in an emergency, the urban fire
fighters might be able to respond more effectively. Fire chiefs should be
given a prioritized list of critical facilities within their jurisdictions so
that they could become familiar with the facilities beforehand to maximize
their efficiency in fighting a fire. In addition, they can use this
information to preplan routes to survey the area for fire, since normal
telephone service to report fires is not expected to be available during an
emergency.

Finally, it was asked if FEMA shouldn't have one person within its civil
defense organization be responsible exclusively for fire hardening and
countermeasures at critical facilities.
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